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What do you do when you discover that the hero you thought was perched at
the cutting edge of the sexual revolution was actually sitting on the fence?
Alan McGinty takes a disappointed look at the
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Grandmas and Broadway bashers
Sky

when communicating to others. Sky Gilbert is a case in point. Or is Sky actually

always have to be facile, shallow and
sentimental in the worst sort of way,"
and that ''March of the Falsettos is a
good example of what's wrong."
"Broadway bashers" (people who
seem to believe that only deficit-causing
theatre can be any good) seem to be unaware that Tennessee Williams, Arthur
Miller, Edward Albee and even Joe
Orton wrote Broadway plays. In fact,
almost all great contemporary Englishlanguage plays, some with Pulitzer
Prizes and other literary awards in hand,
have played on Broadway. Some were
even hits! These plays were rarely facile,
shallow or sentimental. Falsettos, on the
other hand, is facile and shallow (though
not sentimental) and never has, nor likely ever will, play on Broadway.
March of the Falsettos is a mediocre
show, but not because it is reduced to socalled "middle-class angst." The biggest
thing wrong with the play is the arid,
emotional wasteland it creates. It is a
show filled with potentially emotional
subject matter but, with the exception of
the tacked-on cute ending, this is never
realized. Mr Gilbert is right: the music
and lyrics do have a Sondheimesque
charm (he must have read that somewhere
it has been said so often about
this show) but the comparisons with
Sondheim go much further. Like Sondheim, Finn seems to equate melody and
emotion with sentimentality, something
both are deathly afraid of. Although one
can relate to the character's physical
situations, one can never relate to them
emotionally. How can you ever be truly
interested in people you just don't care
about?
Yes, you can take your grandmother to
Falsettos and to Torch Song Trilogy and
rightly so. Mr Gilbert seems to be suggesting that responsible gay plays should
deal with conflicts so specifically gay
that only gay audiences could relate to
them. If the gay theatre is to succeed in
proliferating the idea that gay people are
like everyone else, with the same joys,
fears, hopes and dreams, but who just
happen to have a different sexual preference, it must not be satisfied to just
preach to the converted. If that theatre
has a sense of humour, even better. The
humour in much of gay theatre is one of
its most endearing qualities.
Stuck in some off-off-Broadway theatre, shows will attract only a handful of
gays, the hard-working, talented people
who put them together will most likely
go unpaid, potential great playwrights
will return to driving cabs for a living,
and probably far-too-serious plays will

aware of the fact that he is ageist and sexist? He seems to feel that older people
(women only?) are inferior and younger

In his review in the September issue,

Gilbert says that
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soon become deservedly forgotten. Gay
theatre must come out of the closet, grab
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"Broadway shows

stage!

Adrian R Fischer
Toronto

March of the Falsettos

an
uncomfortable and destructive manner.
Torch Song Trilogy's sentimentality, on
the other hand, had a purpose and its
author was well aware of it; hence the
title of the play. I find the integrity of
those who put down the pleasure of others suspect.

Does Sky

really believe that

entertainment, education and catharsis
are only for the "cultured few"?

Sky mentions grandmas as if they are
some useless lot, incapable of human or
artistic appreciation. He must know,
however, that there are many conservagays who are upset by Torch Song's
candid treatment of certain issues,
whereas there are grandmas who are
not. Age does bring wisdom in some
cases. There are even gay grandmas.
As far as "doing things" to young
actors is concerned, would Sky think it
just fine if a reviewer in the Toronto
Sun, say, made such a final comment
about a young female?
The "gayer than thou" attitude of
many who write for your paper breeds
thoughtlessness. Because of all the bigotry these people write, I can only believe their extremeness is a mask to hide
tive

non-self-acceptance. If these writers did

not happen to be gay themselves, they
would extend their bigotry to all gays.
While I feel anger when writing this letter I also feel confused and sad because I
realize it is families and friends who hurt
certain gays into becoming thoughtless
extremists. However, there are those
who write for your paper who show a
true understanding of morality, consid-

eration and oppression.

More of the

latter please.

Stephen Ralstan
Toronto

Mistaken judgment
Joy Parks,

non

in her review

of the

Ann Ban-

reissues (TBP, July/ August)

makes

the mistake of judging these books by
current feminist standards. While she
mentions the context of the fifties, with

monolithic hetero-hegemony, she
understand how conditions of
the times dictated the negative portrayal
of lesbians in Bannon's and other lesbians' writing of the time.
The true value of these books is not
their illustrations of differences between
its

fails to

then and now. It is the fact that these
books are a record of the past, not distorted by hindsight. They tell us not only
about lesbian life in the fifties, but also
about societal attitudes in general and

ties.

feelings,

4

did not like

ing that one

ridicule and with feelabove the use of sentithat one loses contact with
is

ultimately lose contact with one's
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either. It dealt with relationships in

The problem with

losophy of, or what moves, "ordinary
people" silly or unimportant makes one

608 Yonge Street Toronto 924-5018

carnal needs.

publishing policies as well. Bannon's
books were published along with thousands of other "trash" novels in the fif-

9

mentality is
"the people out there." Finding the phi-

\

people (boys only?) are here to satisfy

own

and thus become thoughtless
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This massive publishing of sexoriented literature (which was the precursor of the "sexual revolution" of the

was totally male-controlled and
targeted towards men. The fact that any
lesbian pulp got published at all is
sixties)

remarkable.

.

THE CLASSIC LOOK.

"Does the public really feel
that tax

money should be spent in the
punish someone for saying
'Would you like a date?'?"

futile effort to

In my opinion, Parks fails as a critic
because she removes Bannon's books
from the context in which they were
written and fails to point out the message that these books have for modern
feminists. That is that feminists did not
invent lesbianism. It existed before the

movement

to see prostitution as a gay/

lesbian issue.

The

fact that prostitution

can be heterosexual does not remove it
from our realm: consensual sodomy can
be heterosexual, yet the sodomy laws are
a focus for gay activists. The laws that
are used to raid our bars and baths are a
gay concern. And considering job discrimination and low wages, prostitution
enables many gays and lesbians to afford
to break away from the heterosexual
family, to afford a gay lifestyle. We
don't want our means of survival taken
away by a government that does not
offer us anything but hunger and poverty. That's degrading!
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Red Hot and red herrings

10%

Free estimates

May I add some more verbiage to the
Red Hot Video
1

In

its

fracas?

July editorial,

—

TBP stated

Major credit cards

—

understand it
that the Red Hot
Video advertisement was accepted because not to do so would imply that TBP
supported the censorship of pornography by the state. As an aside, I must say
as

Ann Bannon: her true

bravery disregarded?

I

that

feminist standards
periority of

other.

It

is

to

assume the

one lesbian

lifestyle

su-

over an-

also disregards the true bravery

of these lesbians

who

did

manage to

create lesbian literature in an extremely
hostile atmosphere.

as "light

To recommend them

summer reading"

trivializes the

courage of these women and reeks of
condescension toward their lifestyle.

John Magisano
Hudson, NY

itself

as an influence

that

many women,

most

common form of

solicitation consists of het

get free sex

men

trying to

from women. Yet the

solici-

tation laws are used almost exclusively

against

women and gays. The

"anti-

john" amendments simply make it illegal to offer money and do not address
solicitation at

all.

laws are applied

Needless to say, these
a racist and classist

in

manner. Does the public really feel that
money should be spent in the futile
effort to punish someone for saying
"Would you like a date?"?
Secondly, it is no shock to read that
the biggest opponent of prostitutes and
proponent of family values is a member
of the Metro Toronto Police Department. How much money has he made
tax

off the laws against prostitutes?

How

much overtime pay? How many

times
has he pulled a suspect off the street,
abused her, forced her to hand over her
money to pay a fine and stigmatized her
with a criminal record that will keep her

on the game? Now who is a pimp?
As your reporter points out, the fem-

movement has been organizing in
support of prostitutes. Even NOW has
issued a booklet in support of decriminalization. It is time for the gay/lesbian
inist

INDULGE

2.

larly in the sexual area, while

snips

away

at phrases

such as

blacks, ferns or fats" in

its

it

"no

classified ads.

Stunning

but please: would it not be better to
preach what we practise?
3. It is one thing to antagonize our
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It is
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themes

for the next

little
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while.
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feminists,

who

are

call:

have.

Like it or not, the emancipation of
homosexuals depends to a great extent
4.
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SELF

among

the few significant social allies that gay

THE BODY

invitations

Sensational flowers

Please note that the feminist anti-porn
crusade couldn't care less about gay
erotica or pornography. So what is to be
gained through supporting the heterosexual pornography industry? Unless we
believe that the publishers of breeder
porn are actively pro-gay
a distinctly
improbable notion. But it will alienate

men

.

staff

Smashing

we have. Whatever one

away

and

.

Stimulating music

question of (misogynist) pornography,
for all the dubious arguments that surround it, is a major one, and it is not go-

lesbians

,

quite another to alienate

opines about the Red Hot Video fracas,
this point is a certainty: the publication
of the ad was politically unwise. The

ing to go

bed,

Splendid food
Spirited bartenders

merrily

True, there's nothing wrong in discouraging offensive language (and thinking),

enemies.

in

your next Tea Dance,
Cocktail or Dinner Party,
Brunch or Open House

com-

ments to your interesting
First off, the

For Breakfast

its own view of organizations that encourage oppressive attitudes. And there
is nothing inconsistent with a newspaper's insisting that the state not cen-

There is something just a tad disingenuous in TBP's arguing strenuously
against all forms of censorship, particu-

anti-

Member: Toronto Lambda Business Council

Whether TBP accepts such an ad or not
has nothing whatever to do with state
censorship. It has everything to do with

reprehensible.

on

W.

including lesbians,

As a working gay

article

St.

believe to produce misogynist material.

Who's the pimp?

(TBP, September).

993 Queen

policy.

mercial advertisements which it considers to be politically or ethically

soliciting laws

535-1537

upon govern-

But more to the point, this
editorial stance is a bit of a red herring.
The issue at stake was (and is) whether
TBP should print an ad from a company

ment

sor, while itself refusing to publish

prostitute (a career
cocksucker?), I'd like to add a few com-

V ^

7Whas a somewhat inflated opin-

ion of

women's movement was even thought
of. To judge these books by modern

gay discount

5
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Robert A.

'

.by the end of it

can
make them see me as a person
complete in myself
and not some form
of damaged packaging."
'.

Brosius
CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT

.

I

—

—

Tax and Accounting Services

922-6949
In

upon the success or failure of the
women's movement. Gay liberation
grew out of women's liberation in the
'60s; the emancipation of women and of
homosexuals coincided in Germany as
well, before Hitler smashed both these
movements. Unless we really crave mar-

Cabbagetown

Parliament

&

Wellesley

P.O. Box 158. Station
Toronto
IB2

tyrdom, there is not much to be gained
by fighting for gay men's rights while at
odds with everyone. If we have to
choose between the female sex and the
hetero porn business, then... but do I
really need to complete this sentence?
TBP would be advised to state unequivocally that it will not knowingly accept ads from any company which deals
in hetero pornography. Some of the
damage caused by the Red Hot Video
fracas may last for some time. But a
statement of this sort will at least re-

A

M5W

post -er, n.

An advertising sheet uniting pictorial image and printed letter-

ing, designed to engage, inform, persuade and be posted on a wall
or other surface. Syn.: broadside, proclamation, playbill, streamer,
placard, handbill, showcard.

who have proceeded from

pos»ter»i»ty, n. 1. All

a

common

ancestor;

of

sexual

is

9

insincere.

We remember in-

women's

limited freedom.

We

panic at the thought that the anti-heterosexist-porn campaign will make gay
male porn unavailable to us. Fuck them,
we say, and run the ad.
That, as near as I can get to it, is some
of the unspoken (unspeakable?) motivation underlying the publication of the
Red Hot Video ad. I recognize the motivation (in me); I disagree with its political expression in TBP. I urge the collective to reconsider its position (and I

would be

willing to draft the self-critical

editorial that begins:

"We were

Vancouver

I

was

ing It!

with bottle of

—

has done as much to reinforce stereotypes today as the archaic "crippled"
did in years past.) Although I am not in
a wheelchair, I am definitely handi-

capped —

Thurs:

12-3 pm, 5 9:30 pm. Fri: 12-3 pm, 5
pm
4-11 pm. Sunday Brunch: Noon 4 pm.
-

-

360 Queen
Fully licensed

1 1

Toronto 861-1461
Jazz

have two

is

be allowed to be gay. With so much emphasis placed on physical appearance,

-

St East,

I

artificial legs. This,

only half of my handicap.
The other half can be found in the prejudice of society. This is how I am able to
relate to Richard and Scott in the article.
They came up against the popular notion that handicapped people shouldn't

however,

Kitchen open:
-

Hannon wrote for TBP in Flaunt("No sorrow, no pity: the gay

evoked in me.
I'm 19, handicapped and gay. (I never
it implies far
use the term "disabled"
too much. So much so, in fact, that it

Mumm's champagne

Saturday:

article

feelings this article

(Costumes judged between 8 and 9 pm)

Mon

an

disabled"), and I immediately felt compelled to write and relate some of the

two

they represent an unsightly fringe element. They're better off just not coming

pianoon weekends

out!
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my handi-

cap as a tiny fraction of the whole person that I am, and it really doesn't matter to them. If nothing else, being handicapped has taught me that subliminal
seduction is my most powerful weapon,
and my mind is my most powerful tool.
It just so happens that my body decided
to tag along!

Both gays and straights alike who
have done even the smallest amount of
"sleeping around" can tell you that
nobody is what they appear to be. When
all the clothes are shed and we are
stripped down to raw reality, we find
warts on everyone, making that a fact of
life to be reckoned with, and not ignored. Homosexuality is a fact of life.
So is being handicapped. There is no
reason why the two must remain separate issues.

Someday people will understand that
being handicapped is such a small part
of what makes me a person. That will be
the day that some young gay man will

come up

Warren

just reading a reprint of

Gerald

—

to

me and

say,

"Your

disability

you?"

Not disabled

Best dressed wins dinner for

—

word, not mine) isn't important to
me. I'm willing to accept you for the
person you are."
That will also be the day when I
answer, "But am I willing to accept

Stan Persky

come in costume

with such acceptance.
Stairs or no stairs, if I want to go into
a gay bar for a drink, I go. Once I get
past the physical barriers, I can settle
down into a comfortable corner, order a
drink
and then start attacking the
social barriers. Non-handicapped people

(his

wrong").

Please

Because I was physically independent by
handicapped standards, my coming out
was remarkably simple and carefree. As
a result, I am now an active, contributing member of the gay community.
But there are those who haven't met

that they can finally perceive

late.

numerable personal experiences in which
heterosexual women have "stolen" men
from us, invoking, if necessary, the ugliest homophobic tactics. We envy hetero-

Monday, October 31

encountered

aged. Usually they are relaxed enough

eration

Bring your tricks for treats on Hallowe'en night

I

and gay men. That hasn't been altogeth-

I think TBP's publication of the Red Hot
Video ad reflects our (gay males') hatred
of heterosexual women. We feel that the
women's movement's support of gay lib-

Jennie's Restaurant

also the attitude

affirm the commitment that TBP has to
articulate the concerns of both lesbians

Steven Spencer
Toronto

6:00 p.m. 861-1851.

is

both gay and straight find it quite disarming that I am able to sit down and
have a conversation with them, and by
the end of it make them see me as a percomplete in myself
son
and not
some form of damaged packaging in
which the contents may also be dam-

er clear

descendants collectively. Syn.: offspring, progeny, issue. 2. A
gallery dealing solely in the art of the poster. Daniel Stroud,
Leonard Dutton and associates of POSTERITY GRAPHICS
LTD. offer Canada's major collection of contemporary and vintage art posters at 265 Queen Street East, in Toronto's Lower East
Side. Skilled custom mounting available Mon. to Sat., 10:00 a.m. to

This

when I came out just over a year ago.
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D Camp

Mississauga, Ontario

CARBONCOPIES
The Producer
The Journal, CBC

Box

A

500, Station
1E6

Toronto,

Dear

M5W

Sir or

Madam:

I am an admirer, and from time to time
have been a defender, of The Journal. I

was especially disappointed, therefore,
your treatment of The Body Politic
issue during last Wednesday's broadcast
(September 14).
at

Anyone

unfamiliar with the issue, or

unskilled in shrewd reading between the
lines, would have received an obvious

message: The Body Politic, run by
rather unpleasant gay people, had published an article advocating pedophilia.
The government, in the person of Roy
McMurtry, has bungled the matter by
deciding to harass the paper instead of

carrying out a clean, and justified, proshad forced decent

ecution. This tactic

people, like Ken Campbell, sterling
guardian of our morals and our children, into the appalling situation of having to side with evil in order to protect us
in a profounder way. The further implication of the piece was that the Charter
in the cause
is potentially dangerous
of "human rights" it might threaten the
welfare of our children. The final state-

—

ment by the

so-called expert in children's

welfare drove this point home, in case
we had not got it before. Finally, there
was the implication the The Body Politic
was doing very well, thank you, on all
this child pornography: "Business is
good," your correspondent said, "the
$80,000 has been paid."
The inaccuracy and the unfairness of
this interpretation

is

outrageous.

The

ar-

The Body Politic can hardly be

ticle in

said to advocate pedophilia in the sense

of encouraging adults to "molest" children. If your correspondent had read it
(although probably it would make no
difference to him), he would have found
a surprisingly mild investigation of the
question which dared to suggest that the
usual, stock-response, uninformed view
of the matter needs modifying. Your
correspondent might have mentioned,
too, that the Hannon article was merely
one of many hundreds published by the

(Mire
On

The Body Politic making
money out of the whole affair, it is probably of no interest to your correspondpaper.

As

for

time relaxed and confident,
knowing your travel plans
have been taken care of

ent that the paper exists only because

dozens of people give thousands of
hours of work to it free, and because
many others send money to support it.
There are wider implications and
more serious ones. Your correspondent
seemed to lose sight of the fact that this
prosecution took place without reference to the Charter, and the decisions of
the judges (hardly the escape on a
technical point that your correspondent
claimed) were within the terms of the existing laws. But anyone watching the
programme would have thought that the
Charter was involved. By holding out
the bogey of child molestation once
more, and by suggesting that the Charter
could be used to encourage those who
wish to engage in it, your correspondent
has performed a serious disservice to

human

Canada, in
a profound-

rights in this country.

case you had not noticed, is
ly and reflexively authoritarian nation,

already deeply suspicious of personal
freedom, and willing to grant the RCMP

huge powers. Your article has provided
ammunition of a sensationalist kind for
those

who

sion.

A sorry piece of journalism.

wish to

restrict free discus-

THIS AIN'T ANN LANDERS
As a gay guy

dedicatedly into ass-

— giving and getting —

I

am

alarmed at some of the recent reports on
AIDS. Can you help with some clarification? As one of the reports actually
came from an Ann Landers column, it
seems appropriate to address the issue in
"This Ain't."
Ms Landers defended her labelling
AIDS as a gay disease essentially by
citing a "recent statistic" which noted
that a large majority of

AIDS

victims

from rectal collapse (what
is that anyway?), implying no doubt that
the buggers were getting it where they

also suffered

lived.

More

recently Firsthand published

which noted links between
hepatitis B and AIDS, mentioning the
most highly suspect transmission activi-

an

CHAT TRAVEL

article

ties,

including anal-genital intercourse

and

rectal

douching.

546 Parliament Street Toronto

960-1291
255

GERRARD

ST.
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That's

the

WE WON!
Toronto singing group The
the photo below, belting out "You

Clichettes in
Don't Own Me" at the

Body

Politic

Free the

on January 3, 1979.
They worked without pay to raise money and
spirits that night, the second day of The Body
Politic trial. So did a lot of other artists and performers
people like Lorraine Segato, Clive
Robertson, Lisa Steele, General Idea and many
Press

My concern is that

•

968-0016

legal history.

We

HEY.

M4X 1P6

TORONTO

made

rally

—

worked. And that spirit of cooperation,
community support and generosity continued
to work for almost five years in a case that has
It

Saskatoon

experts.

CALL

others.

Peter Millard

fucking

by

won. And we'd like to thank the people
fought
with us those five years: the perwho
formers who appeared that night and at several
benefits since, the men and women who coordinated the Free the Press Fund, the thousands
of individuals in this country and around the
world who demonstrated, sent protest letters
to government officials, sent encouraging letters to us
and funded the defence to the tune
of more than $100,000.
We really wouldn't have beaten the big guys
without you.

—
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rn£Lke it your summer pla.ce. America's own Caribbean
Exotic cuisine. Restaurants of every style. Sophisticated
shops. Tropical music. Hot nightlife.
Now's the time!
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sea50n
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Isle.

For

new directory/map

write to the Key West Business Guild.

Box 1201-b. Key West

Fl 33041

Call or write
to the businesses here.

Where

gay

the

crovil goes in

lCE>ArVEST

these reports

seem to imply

activity itself

is

causative,

that the

ie,

introducing

a foreign object into the ass, be

it a
throbbing erect cock
in cut or uncut
state, sheathed with a condom or not
or a douche nozzle. Is this true or is the
hygiene of the instrument and its owner
more to the point?
I am worried because up to now I
thought reasonable precautions against

—

—

AIDS were: a) restricting and screening
your sexual contacts, b) avoiding the exchange of body fluids
no biting, no
French kissing, don't swallow the
semen, keep semen out of the ass where
it can be absorbed by using a condom or
douching immediately after intercourse
and c) keeping generally healthy. As
both fucker and fuckee I felt 1 was adjusting my lifestyle in a reasonable way.
Now all seems in question. I mean I also

—
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tection against this

tion,

conditioning plus private

air

in

You're right that it's "the hygiene of the
instrument and its owner" that are the
issue, and not the simple act of inserting
anything into one's ass. There are a
number of theories about what causes
AIDS, and while none has been proven,
there is strong evidence that the disease
is transmitted by an infectious agent,
probably a virus. The patterns of transmission seem to be similar to those of
hepatitis B, but there's no evidence of
any link between the two diseases. These
patterns also suggest that the AIDS agent
can be passed on by contact between
body fluids that can carry it
and
and the
semen could be one of them
bloodstream of another person. If this is
true, the minor rectal cuts and abrasions
that ass-fucking can cause could provide
a way for the agent to be passed from
one person's semen to another person's
bloodstream. Condoms can provide pronot.

Guestrooms with TV. overhead
lans or

Saskatoon

it

Of the other
it is

— douching may

precautions you men-

certainly true that,

if

AIDS is

an infectious disease, limiting the
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The Americas' Hotspots.

number of one's sexual partners will
lower (though, obviously, not eliminate)
the risk of coming in contact with
anyone carrying it. While some people
do advise avoiding exchanges of body
fluids during sex, there is no evidence
that the AIDS agent might be carried by
any fluids other than blood or semen.
Of course it's always smart to work on
staying healthy by eating right, getting
enough sleep and being careful about
smoking, drinking or other drug use.
There's absolutely no evidence that
AIDS can be transmitted by casual contact; you may not think of hand-to-prick
as casual, but it's still only skin-to-skin,
which is safe.
With all due respect to

Ann Lander's
medical expertise, I've never heard of
"rectal collapse," and don't know of
any statistics relating it (whatever it is) to
AIDS.

Gideon

Casual luxury.

Lowe

H

Thoughtful

ouse

is a paramedic at Toronto 's
Hassle Free Clinic. An article on current
theories of the causes of AIDS and what they
have to say about safe and unsafe sexual
practices is in the works for a future issue of

Robert Trow

GflRDERriOM

innkccping.
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The Body Politic welcomes your letters
and we especially urge you to write "This
Ain't Ann Landers. The address: Letters (or
"This Ain't"), TBP, Box 7289, StnA, Tor'

Ph,|, p

Send

for

ancj Michael

52] K United St
1305)
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SO'S YOUR GRANDMOTHER

If your business

feels good, why not

make it hok good

Talking T-shirts
For reasons unknown to me, I am a
target for talking T-shirts. Everyone
gives them to me. I have drawers full of
them. I do wear them, but rarely without
an overshirt to cover their slogans and
images. Most people aren't forward
enough to wrench open my cover and
peer inside to read such things as "Live
Longer With Coke" or "Kiss me, I'm
left-handed." But if one of Emily Carr's
eyes stares balefully out from my Vnecked overshirt, someone is apt to ask,

"Who is that in there anyway?"
have a number of T-shirts with
things like "Master Swimmer," "Speedo
I

"All-Star Team" on
them, not because I have ever distinguished myself as a swimmer but

Champion" and

because

my father at

seventy-seven

is

and is too modest to
That does not explain
why he also sends me T-shirts which say
"New Zealand" or "Mahler." I have
never been to New Zealand, and Mahler
still

setting records

wear

his prizes.

not a particular favourite of mine.
I am amazed at the number of people
who do wear talking T-shirts out in the
open. I traveled on a ferry to Saltspring
Island with a niece who is 6'3" and who
is

was wearing a
short people.

shirt

I

which read, "I

like

The

ate 3 for breakfast."

mother of a friendly four-year-old said,
"I'm glad she hasn't learned to read
yet." A visitor with "Japan" blazened
across her bosom was asked how she
liked that country. "Never been," she
said.
I

"I got

because

I

shop."
observations

this at the thrift

make these general

don't want to suggest that

talking T-shirts are an issue simply for
gay people, any more than buttons are.
We are not the only ones tempted to turn
ourselves into walking billboards.

was sent a lavendar T-shirt from
Provincetown which says, "I know You
know." It may be a good in-joke or a
suitable uniform for a gay parade, but
for everyday wear it poses problems. For
I

a six-year-old

who just

learned to read

and compulsively reads everything,
isn't true.

Nor

is it

strangers at the local store.
ful to

be wearing

it

it

for subliterate
I

was grate-

well under

my blue-

jean shirt when, on the dock seeing off
very recently met in-laws of a bride, the

subject of talking T-shirts

came up;

was allowed a neutral way

to pass the

I

among people who shared not
much more than good will.
There may be a period just after
you've come out when your sexuality
time

We have the talent you

If

need for professional

and pay your

retail

seems both the most important and most
interesting thing about you, and you
really do want to discuss it with strangers

or corporate

promotion.

Let's talk.

*

Concept

coffee, your old high-school friend's

*

mother, indeed anyone who can read.
After that manic phase, however, few
of us choose to be walking ads. I read
Mary Meigs pondering her lack of courage because she doesn't wear a pink tri-

Copywriting

* Phototypesetting
* Art
production

on the bus, the waitress who

serves

you

*

She doesn't wear an American
dozen other emblems
and slogans which would be appropriate
to her interests and nature. That she is
open and willing to discuss and to write
about her sexuality is courage enough.
It seems to me more direct for me to
speak for myself, meeting the eyes of my
angle.

flag either, or a

listener,

than to

let

my T-shirt

my T-shirt,

talking.

bills,

give us a call.

We're

.

design

and

fast, reliable

reasonably-priced.

Not cheap. Just good.

Photography

Call Alex at
Asterisk,

363-3253.

744 Dundas East

Our small business

Toronto

M5A 2C3

portfolio includes salons,

bars, restaurants, lawyers,
theatres, clothiers, discos,
galleries

talk for

me, eyes focused on my chest. I also
want to reserve the right to be silent, to
go unnoticed when I want to watch the
scenery or read a book.
The other day on the ferry Audrey
Thomas was accosted by a stranger with,
"Aren't you Audrey Thomas?" She
replied, "That's funny. You're the third
person to ask me that." I've got a button
that says simply, "Incognito," and have
offered it to Audrey, but she doesn't
think it would really work.
If you've got an "I'm a Good Fairy"
T-shirt, don't send it to me and don't
give it to a thrift shop unless you live in a
gay neighbourhood. Don't wear it yourself unless you really are. If you feel you
deserve to wear it, the best thing to do is
sleep in it. Anyone you encounter in bed
will probably not misunderstand its
message. If you have to go out in it,
wear it under a turtleneck sweater which
you won't take off even if it's over a
hundred degrees and you're dancing.
At the moment I've got a shirt with
words all over it, but over that I have a
sweater. If you want to read me, you will
have to go to a newsstand, library or
bookstore where I can be sure it is I, and
not

&

you're serious,

and more.

graphics
ASTERISK
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RECORDS & CASSETTES

EDITORIAL

Naming names
man leapt from the balcony of his twelfth-floor apartwas named by the news media as one of 18 men charged
with sexual offences arising out of the operation of an alleged "male prostitution
ring." Ultimately the charges were withdrawn because the Crown deemed its own
witnesses unreliable. But the man who was driven to suicide by the pretrial publicity
Eight years ago an Ottawa

ment

CALL

CHAT TRAVEL

did not regain his

The

ST.

E.,

life.

washroom-sex prosecution again raises questions about the media
practice of publishing the names and addresses of those accused of criminal offences

960-1291
255 GERRARD

to his death after he

TORONTO

Orillia

before they are arraigned or tried.

— which could be termed, more illuminatingly,
— say that pretrial publicity an essential exercise in keeping the

Representatives of the news media
the news business

is

open to critical public inspection. They represent the necessarily
absent public and take up the role of the independent witness whose stern gaze

judicial system

gay

got a
drinking problem?
.

.

.

deters arbitrary measures.

Name or Not to Name,

published by the Ontario Press Counchorus of daily newspaper editors evoked the threat
of disappearances in the middle of the night, of citizens carried off without warrant,
charge or trial. The news business, we are soothingly told, published the names of
accused persons in order to discourage our police from entering into totalitarian
In a survey called To

cil

in 1974

and updated

in 1981, a

pathways.

(416) 964-3962
OR WRITE BOX "A" 730 BATHURST STREET.
TORONTO. ONTARIO M5S 2R4

Well, we do not doubt the presence in our police forces of those who cast an envious eye on the freedom enjoyed by their colleagues in Argentina. What we do doubt
is that the media publish names because of their abiding interest in curbing such
ambitions. An ordinary ability to observe and to remember proves otherwise.
We observe that, despite their pose of critical independence, nearly all the information about arrests published by the media comes directly from the police themselves, who routinely issue press releases and sometimes hold press conferences to
ensure that the details are published. If the police were to arrest people and drag
them off to illegal detention without putting out a press release about it, there would
be no names published, you may be sure. So much for the independence of our
independent critics.
And we remember October 1970, when a decree signed in the dead of an Ottawa
night consigned hundreds before dawn to indefinite detention without warrant,
charge or trial. Did an outraged press rush to oppose this act of high barbarism? No.
The news business lovingly embraced both secrecy and censorship, advising Canadians to submit to these arbitrary measures. So much for independent criticism.
We conclude that the news business is vitally dependent on and supportive of the
very institution against whose excesses it would guard us.
But if the media are not concerned to check arbitrary measures, why do they raise
such a howl whenever pretrial publicity is criticized? We can't put it with more deftness or credibility than Barrie Zwicker, a media critic with years of inside experience
as a newspaper reporter, did in a recent radio commentary:

"Courts provide the media with cheap copy. Court stories have lots of human
interest, even drama. Many are morality plays, involving good and evil, riches
to rags, passionate triangles and other titillations having less to do with
protecting democracy than with selling papers."
business's defence of pretrial publicity is at best an immodest pretence
worst an insolent hypocrisy in which a lot of pompous talk about freedom and

The news
and

at

justice covers

up mere commercial exploitation.

When newspaper editors babble about open trials,

they omit, with amazing
unanimity, the fundamental purpose of these institutions: to protect the accused by
ensuring a fair trial.
fair trial means that evidence must be offered in support of

A

the accusation, that the accused

is

judgment is
imposed only after the
means a thoughtful pause

entitled to present a defence, that

rendered by a disinterested party and that punishment
question of guilt has been determined. All in

all, it

is

between accusation and punishment.
Far from enforcing such standards, pretrial publicity

and

at its

worst abolishes them

reduces the court itself to irrelevance.

Pretrial publicity

is

the instrument of a kangaroo court system.

An accusation is

not heard from, and the case is
made, but no evidence is
Then the media carry out the
parties,
the
police.
decided by that most interested of
respect,
job, home, family, friends,
severe:
loss
of
That
sentence
can
be
sentence.
offered, the accused

is

These penalties are so great that, except in the most serious cases, the
actual courtroom proceedings are reduced to a ceremonial afterthought in which the
court either sanctions by conviction or repudiates by acquittal the punishment which
has already been imposed.
There is only one sure remedy, and it does not lie in the unrealistic expectation that
the news business will regulate its profits out of consideration for the rights of
citizens. That sure remedy is to extend the rights of accused persons to include
the right to refuse pretrial publicity. Let them decide for themselves whether publicaeven

life itself.

names will protect them from arbitrary police powers, as originally
intended, or, instead, subject them to the police's power to accuse, convict and

tion of their

punish though trial-by-media.

Ken Popert,

THE BODY POLITIC
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The end at

last:

court upholds final

"Men

Loving Boys Loving

Men" acquittal

not guilty after all these years

Still

introduced as evidence. The eight remaining cartons are still collecting dust
in a police storeroom somewhere.
With' the beginning of the first trial on

15, 1983, 12:01 am. After
October
almost six years, two provincial

court trials, three other separate
court actions, six appeals, two

January 2, 1979, the "Men Loving Boys
Loving Men" case again became hot copy
for the media. Newspapers seethed with

trips to the Supreme Court of
Canada and more than $100,000 in legal
bills, it was finally over. What had
begun on December 30, 1977, with a

—

juicy details of the testimony.

bang
a three-and-a-half hour police
raid on the office of The Body Politic
ended with a whimper as the deadline

—

passed for the Attorney General's office
to appeal the final decision upholding
the acquittal of Pink Triangle Press.

The "Men Loving Boys Loving Men"
come to an end at last. And The

case had

of the Press, which publishes TBP, on

a charge of "using the mails to transmit
immoral or indecent material." Her

Halton County.

The climax, for the media at least,
came after Toronto Mayor John Sewell
spoke at a gay community rally held in
support of TBP January 3. The Star's
red banner headline screamed: "Uproar

written decision, dated September 10,
ruled that Judge Thomas Mercer had

not erred

on June

when he dismissed

that charge

Mercer had said that
although he felt the article "Men Loving
Boys Loving Men," published in TBP's
December 1977 /January 1978 issue, advocated acts of pedophilia which were in
themselves immoral or indecent, the article itself was within the bounds of the
community's standard of tolerance.
Mercer's decision was the second acquittal of the Press and its three directors, Ed Jackson, Ken Popert and
Gerald Hannon, on the same charge.
The first had been delivered by Provincial Court Judge Sydney Harris on
February 14, 1979. The Crown's appeal
of that verdict, fought unsuccessfully by
TBP to the door of the Supreme Court
of Canada, had led to the second trial
and the second acquittal
only to be
followed by yet another Crown appeal.
15, 1982.

following Sewell's defence of homosex-

Not to be outdone, the Sunday
Sun devoted no less than three columns
uals."

to the mayor's activities, including a
large feature entitled "Readers speak
out on Sewell." The Sun-slruck consensus was perhaps best expressed by Jerry
Smith of Downsview, who opined,
"Sewell stinks and he makes me sick to

my stomach."
Media attention peaked again on Feb14, 1979, when Judge Harris announced his decision to acquit the Press
and its three directors. Claire Hoy, predictably, called the verdict "a court victory for zanies" in a column headed "So

ruary

—

The seemingly endless

cycle finally

ground to a halt in Judge German's
courtroom.
In an interview the day after the decision was released, Ontario Attorney
General Roy McMurtry indicated that
the Crown probably wouldn't appeal

much as anyone else
went on as long as it

again. "I regret as
that the matter

did,"

McMurtry told a CBC radio
we had some reasonably

reporter. "If

judgment at the provincial court
level this would have all been avoided."
"Clarification of the law" was always

clear

the line

McMurtry used

to justify pursu-

ing the case for as long as he did. Conveniently for him, that clarification was to

be sought at the expense of an unpopular minority. Feeding on both the fear of

an increasingly well-organized gay community on the one hand, and the almost
universal panic that meets the issue of
youth sexuality on the other, the government saw a way to make some
political hay. "In The Body Politic
trial," said York University sociologist

Thelma McCormack, the attorney
general "had the perfect instrument,
because what mother, however liberal
she might be about homosexuality, was
going to defend men loving boys loving
men? It was an ideal case for his
purposes."
In many ways, the "Men Loving Boys

Loving

Men"

case has primarily been a

the

with the headline: "Trial told of
Socrates' sex life." The story recounted
how fundamentalist minister Ken Campbell, another Crown witness, would have
prevented the revered ancient philosopher from teaching in present-day

Body Politic had won. For good.
A month earlier, County Court Judge
Patricia German had upheld the acquittal

On

Globe and
Mail, the quote of the day came from a
prosecution witness, psychologist James
Long: "It might be possible for some
homosexuals to be 'perfectly normal
people,' 'but I haven't met any.' " Next
day, the Toronto Star went one better
front page of the January 3

The Star
managed to turn an off-hand press conference comment by Ed Jackson, who
noted that TBP planned to continue

they're free to print filth."

media event. The whole six-year ordeal
began in the press.
It started with Claire Hoy, the notori-

homophobic columnist

ously

Toronto Sun.

It isn't

clear

how

the

came to Hoy's attention, but a
month after its release, it obviously had.
His December 22, 1977 column screamed,
"Our taxes help promote abuse of

article

children."
'

'This filthy garbage, not only crimin-

al, is

freely available

on many news-

stands in Toronto and elsewhere and appears in a publication which
received $1 ,500 of your tax
the Ontario Arts Council.
is

the

first

municipal anti-porn squad, arrived at
TBP's office armed with a warrant so
broadly worded that it could have allowed them to cart off the entire contents of the place. (A later attempt to
challenge the legality of the warrant was
defeated all the way up the appeal court
system, finally being turned away by
the Supreme Court of Canada in June of
1978.) The boys from the porn squad left
manuwith 12 cartons of material

year

money from

. . .

eration of this

last

Surely tol-

stage of deca-

dence," Hoy raged.
He followed up on Christmas Day
with another column headed "Kids, not
rights
his

is

their craving."

On December 27,

employers joined the fray with an

editorial titled

"Bawdy

—

politic," in

which they called the magazine "a crummy, dirty publication without a redeeming feature" (a charge we've never felt
quite able to live up to). As the other
media began picking up the story, Hoy,
in his role as the Sun's Queen's Park
reporter, contacted Attorney General
McMurtry to ask if any action against
The Body Politic was planned.
That action came in the late afternoon
of December 30, when five officers of
Operation P, the joint provincial-

THE BODY POLITIC

applying for government funds (its 1978
and, as it turned out, final
Arts
Council grant had generated yet another
media uproar a few months before), into
another banner headline: "Now give us
Wintario cash, Body Politic says." The
error-filled story was used as the basis
for an editorial in the next day's Star,
calling TBP "truculent" and "provocative." At a press conference announcing
the launch of a libel suit against the Star,
collective member Rick Bebout told
reporters that what the headline really
meant was "Now kiss our ungrateful

—

for the

scripts, business records, subscription
lists,

unopened mail

— to scour for evi-

dence at their leisure. Four of those cartons were returned nine months later,

December 1979 a justice of the
the police to release the
ordered
peace
rest. They refused, arguing that it all
might be needed as evidence in a potential retrial, appealed the order and won.
In the course of two trials, none of this
material
except for a single copy of
was eva
the offending issue of TBP

and

in

—
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—

bums, Body Politic says." The suit was
dropped after the Crown's March 6 deci-

made it ob\ ious that a prolonged, energy-draining
legal battle still lay ahead.
The media didn't pay much attention
to the long, boring series of appeals, but

sion to appeal the acquittal

it

did play a

bit part

on March

3, 1981

the day before a scheduled Ontario

Court of Appeal hearing. In a Sun
"I itestyle" profile ("I had lunch with
the AG a couple of days ago," writer
Merle Shain led off), Roy McMurtry,
plagued by reactions to the Toronto bath
raids a

month

that the

before, said he

felt

homosexual community

ssasn'i

"They seem
bent on confrontation." As an example,
he cited The Body Pontic's publication
well served by

its

leaders.

of "an article celebrating pedophilia."
TBP's lawyer Clayton Ruby saw this
as an attempt to influence the course of
the next day's hearing and cited McMurtry and the Sun for contempt of court.
The Crown, shocked at Ruby's temerity,
called his challenge itself contemptuous.
The Court of Appeal apparently agreed,
threw out the challenge and stuck TBP

with the Crown's and the Sun's court
So much for going on the

ping, if a little less hysterically than
before, with good copy being provided

offensive.

by members of the media's

costs.

After having fought and

own ranks
taking the stand to testify for the
defence. "Rape, Nazis and pedophiles

indecent."

The second

court yesterday," said the Sun on June

the indignation of the

trial

also kept the press hop-

—

charged with gross indecency following
police surveillance of a public washroom
in the Orillia Opera House continue to
cause ripples in this small Ontario town
north of Toronto.
While the accused men await trial and
struggle to piece their lives back together
in the wake of local gossip and media
publicity (see TBP, Oct), public attention
has begun to focus on the legality of the
police's use of secret camera spying.
Although police have refused to discuss
the operation, an Orillia Packet and
Times reporter discovered at least two
hidden video cameras installed in the
dimly-lit basement washroom. One
camera was concealed in the ceiling beside a light fixture looking directly down
cubicles.

The other faced

that

men

lowed to

leaving the

— or a hot story?: cameras chase accused man around the building

citizen.)

The Toronto media

rallied

A second ordeal greeted the
who

arrived for their

first

18

men

court appear-

ban the publication of names.
in a September 16 hearing
in Barrie that releasing the names would
cause far more damage than any courtimposed penalty. He said the consequences could include the risk of "severe
mental illness, suicide, loss of employment and destruction of the family."

some accompanied by their
on their way out

to

on

Orillia citizens. Letters to

and Times

humane pleas
"The abuse that

for understanding.

the accused

subjected to was as unwarranted as it
was unnecessary," wrote one reader.

ban, arguing that names should be

Another said in an interview, "It was
tantamount to someone being on a ledge
and people calling to him to jump."

The continuing

Justice Joseph

O'Brien quoted a previous judgment:

"Where

there

is

no

justice. Publicity

is

publicity, there

is

and

made

effects of the arrests

resulting uproar

upon

"You're convicted immediateway," he says. "The whole thing

cipal, the other

two teach

at the local

The three have been relieved
of their duties and placed on paid sick
leave at their own request, according to
superintendent of operations Ab Carr.
He said the men would be assigned
"non-teaching activities" if they return
to work before their trials occur.

collegiate.

Carr would not speculate on what the
board whould do if any of the men were
found guilty. "We'll cross that bridge
when we come to it," he told a Packet
reporter.
Ed Jackson D
Gawkers: the best seats were across the road

come

By

"Men Loving Boys
no more popular, no
less able to inflame passions and prejudices. Its uncompromising and unapologetic praise of man-boy love is no easier
to accept today than it was six years ago.
It still has the power to appall, to
disgust, to inspire and to excite.
The Body Politic has not only surSix years later

Loving

Men"

is

vived through those six years, but has
to grow. If being under crimincharge sometimes made us more

cautious,

it

also

made us more deter-

mined. Plea-bargain offers that would
have ended the case a lot sooner
for
the price of a $500 fine and the admission of guilt
were debated and rejected more than once. And the case has
finally been won.
Finally, this whole thing has not been
without its heroes: the hundreds of men
and women who have given their time,
money and support to achieve the final
victory can never be properly thanked.
Nor can the thousands of readers who
have borne six years of obsessive
coverage in the pages of this magazine,
who have met six years of pleading, begging and self-centred sermonizing with

—

—

patience, interest

and strength.

This victory belongs to all of you.
Craig Patterson

toMwmorsd
>-„<,..<

•-,

I

the lives of

ficult to

He said the right of the public to
know and the right of the press to cover
court matters take precedence over concern for any embarrassment the accused

their arrest.

might suffer.
Following this ruling, Orillia city police immediately released the names of 27

They

also report a great deal

of support from friends and co-workers.

One Toronto man, who
onies in anticipation of his
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1983, the

in dealing
with unfavourable elements, and of their
willingness to use the criminal justice
system for political ends.

the accused

tice."

hadn't

to be seen as a

men and their families is difdocument. 7"8Phas talked to
several of the individuals involved and
all of them report an overwhelming
sense of devastation that resulted from

no

the very soul of jus-

THE BODY POLITIC

An Orillia man who is married says
there will be difficult changes to be

men were

Toronto Sun, the Toronto Star and the
Orillia Packet and Times opposed the

Mr

Crown

symbol of their ruthlessness

shattering. The public doesn't even
need atrial."
Three of the men charged were teachers with the Simcoe County Board of
Education. One is a public school prin-

to

re-

and co-workers have
around him, he has begun to look
at the situation more calmly. "I'm a star
of stage, screen and the Orillia Opera
House," he now can quip, but quickly
adds in a more serious vein: "I'm lucky.
I don't have a wife and kids that didn't
know what was going on."

is

changed from indignant and self-righteous requests for publication of names

rumour and inthrough the community.

final-

inary hearings in Orillia.

ing effect

leased to stem the tide of

the

fringe publication.

managed

the editor of the Packet

A battery of lawyers representing the

floating

little

al

run the gauntlet of cameras and reporone case, a man was pursued all the way around the building.
Across the street, a row of curious
townspeople gathered to watch.
The humiliating ritual experienced by
the men that day seemed to have a sober-

tice to

if

case to fade finally to a close.

ly this

ters. In at least

Clarke argued

until

finds a court that will convict?

in his life.

iduals,

men, did not succeed in
Supreme Court of Ontario jus-

go on prosecuting

Does it
think that is justice?" Even Rev Ken
Campbell cried "enough," and repeated
it

was remanded to November dates for
County Court trials in Barrie or prelim-

wives, were forced

of
con-

it

happened,

that family, friends

result.

when

"my name seemed blacker
and bolder than any of the others." He
seriously contemplated suicide. Now
ly

Toronto men charged, and several of
them received harassing phone calls as a

people lay in wait for the accused. Indiv-

to trial. Richard Clarke, an

ing in the newspapers, said

also published the addresses of the five

Meanwhile, outside the courthouse, a
cluster of reporters and TV camera-

Orillia lawyer representing at least ten

In his ruling,

the Attorney General's

•

ance at the Orillia courthouse September
19. While spectators peered through several open doors and lined the walls of
the packed courtroom, each of the men

the ethics of publishing names of persons
charged with criminal offences before

nuendo

"Does

office intend to

has been made of the cost of this
prosecution, which has been great, in
time, energy and money. But if we have
suffered for it, so has the government.
In 1977, they probably thought no one
would care if they tried to squash a nasty

American

had been received from juveniles.)
Lawyers defending the accused men
will challenge the use of videotape on a
number of grounds, including violation
of the Charter of Rights' guarantee of
protection from unreasonable search
and seizure.
The case has also revived debate about

vincing a

first.

Much

of the accused. (The remaining five men
have warrants out for their arrest and
have not returned to Orillia. One is an

press conference that complaints

the accused

none of
Even Claire

acquittal brought

case had widely

not the kids." (Police alleged at their

come

torial,

Men"

In pursuit of a fair trial

ice force should be spending their time
on." Said a housewife and mother,
"They're not protecting anyone, especial-

they

Crown considers

bungled the case, they'd have nailed
those nasty buggers at TBP (see the letter
by Peter Millard on page 7), and at the
end of the segment, host Barbara Frum
intoned portentously that they still had
30 days to give it another shot. But the
tide, it seems, had turned, and the
government simply let the time run out,
leaving the "Men Loving Boys Loving

li-

do. Surely there are other things our pol-

initial

The second

to imply that the

the

cence plate numbers. No arrests were
made on the spot, however; all warrants
were executed weeks later following a
September 6 police press conference.
"While shopping downtown, I've
taken my kids into that washroom," observed a father in a letter to the Packet.
"Those peepholes have violated their privacy and any parent would resent that. I

ly

article the

by The Journal on CBC television the
day after Judge German's decision was
released. The Journal's coverage seemed

also

their cars in order to record

newspaper

that cry a year later in an interview aired

known
washroom were folIt is

itself

Hoy was quiet. When the Crown announced its appeal of the second acquittal, the Globe and Mail asked in an edi-

— The arrests of 32 men

doors of the cubicles.

by telling readers that "CBC FM
radio would gladly run a version of a

but (it's)
important to know about them,' TV
guru Patrick Watson told a Toronto

are 'hideous, obscene, awful

Washroom accused plagued by press, police, cameras

on the two

The more demur Globe and

Mail, reporting on the testimony of
radio producer Max Allen, satisfied

appeals
all the way to the Supreme Court of
Canada, which again refused to touch
the case, TBP found itself back in provincial court on May 31, 1982 for retrial
lost

OPERA HOUSE BUSTS

OR1LLI A

3, 1982.

suffered ag-

name appear-

1983
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HISTORY

article called

"The End of the 'Human

Human rights strategy ten years later

Decade" (TBP, July 1979),
Michael Lynch argued that the human
rights campaign was no longer an effective strategy. After amendments were ignored in Ontario in 1981 and after the

At 2 pm on October

to the

Rights'

failure to get protection for
10, 1973,

City Council met to consider the eighteenth report of the city's Urban Renewal,

Housing, Fire and Legislation Committee. Sandwiched between discussions on
newsboxes, trolley coaches, street closings and ward boundaries was a proposed
resolution forwarded by the Gay Alliance

In

1973, Toronto became the

in

Canada

to protect

first city

gay people from

argument seemed convincing.
But surprisingly, the movement did
not die. In Kitchener, a protest by a gay
group over the city's refusal to rent them

What's happened since our

win?

jm

facilities led to a request for a non-discrimination bylaw, which was passed by

Toward Equality (GATE) to protect the
employment rights of gay people who
work for the City of Toronto.
The resolution, buried in the unceremonious shuffle of paper and heralded
only by a brief discussion amongst the
aldermen, was the first of its kind in
Canada.

It

stated that

the city council in July 1982. The council
disputed the city solicitor's claim that

gay people were adequately protected by
the federal charter of rights.
On November 9, 1982, Vancouver's
city council

"The employees

hiring, assignments,

dismissal

on

in regards to

in Victoria

the basis of their sexual oriis

under-

stood to include heterosexuality,

affect

homo-

government de-

It was saluted as "our
The Body Politic, then only

uality in 1969.
in

two years old.
GATE had begun the campaign

May 1973. The
Some US cities were

time seemed right.
passing similar bylaws and Toronto had
just elected a slate of progressive civic

was the

The newly founded GATE

gay political action
group. "We wanted to unite the gay
community behind an achievable goal,"
said Michael Lynch, one of the organizers of the campaign.
The proposed resolution was drafted
and endorsements were sought. Support
on council was tested by approaching
the most progressive aldermen first. "It
city's first

was scary," Lynch

recalls.

"We had

never lobbied before, and most of the
aldermen and groups had not been confronted with gay-rights issues." Endorsements were received from the two
unions of city employees, from the then
powerful Confederation of Residents
and Ratepayers' Associations and from
two members of the clergy before the
resolution was brought before council.
The media, however, refused to cover
the resolution, even after council had
passed it. Lynch and other GATE members hoped support from city council
would act as a springboard to have the

phrase "sexual orientation" included
the proposed

amendments

Human

Rights Code.

tario

human

to the

in

On-

campaigns spread
to other Ontario cities. Gays of Ottawa
succeeded in getting a bylaw passed in
their city in April 1976. During the twoyear campaign, every meeting and development was announced with a press release. Windsor Gay Unity conducted a
narrowly successful one-month camLater,

paign, ending in

rights

March 1977 with

the

adoption of a resolution similar to
Toronto's.

An October 1977 police raid on a
Montreal gay bar, Truxx, and police
brutality at the ensuing demonstration
embarrassed the newly elected Parti
Quebecois government, and a sexual orientation clause was quietly slipped into
the

Quebec human

it

becomes law, would
employ-

residents, not just

orientation clause will be included, a

well-organized campaign to lobby for

to get

the resolution adopted in

politicians.

before

all city

Given the recent turn of events in
Columbia, it is not likely the
measure will be ratified. The provincial
government is in the process of dissolving the human rights commission and
according to alderperson Bruce Eriksen,
"all minority groups are going to suffer
drastically under the new changes."
The Manitoba Human Rights Commission is expected to propose changes
to their rights code soon. Though many
gay-rights advocates doubt that a sexual

criminalized certain aspects of homosex-

win"

On-

British

to-one vote, gay observers burst into
loud applause, taking several aldermen
by surprise. To most gay-rights advocates, it was the most important legisla-

first

outside

ees.

and bisexuality."
When the council clerk announced the
resolution had been passed by a fifteensexuality

tive act since the federal

first

gay people by voting to amend a powerful city
bylaw. The amendment, which must be
ratified by the Social Credit government

promotion or

entation. 'Sexual orientation'

became the

tario to support protection for

of the City of Toronto are to be in no

way discriminated against

in-

constitution in February 1982, Lynch's

discrimination in civic employment.

first

gay people

Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, passed as part of the federal

Toronto

December 15, 1977.
For a while in 1976 and early 1977,

the evening of

rights

commission, and four of its eight

members

it

The new

such inclusion

in regional centres

to push for

rights diminished.

non-discrimination employment bylaw

Code Review Committee had

ommended the inclusion
tation in that province's

of sexual orien-

human

The group

on Toronto

passed by the Metropolitan Council to
cover Metro employees both in the city
of Toronto and in the five suburban boroughs. The campaign failed. When
amendments were finally made to the On-

rec-

rights

code. Eleven days later, the body of
Emanuel Jaques, a boy who had been
sexually assaulted and murdered by four
men, was found in Toronto. Public outrage soared. Early in 1978 the Davis government replaced the head of the human

tario

Human Rights Code in December

1981

protection on the grounds of sexual

,

orientation

By

was not among the changes.

the end of the '70s,

many gay-rights

advocates had become discouraged. In an

throughout Ontario

more human

rights bylaws.

hoping that if more cities
pass bylaws it will be easier to amend the
Ontario Human Rights Code a few years
from now. "After we failed to get sexual
orientation included in the Ontario
is

Human Rights Code," spokesperson
Tom Warner said, "there wasn't any
CGRO member outside Toronto who
didn't want the civil-rights strategy to

continue at the local level."
When asked what the legal value was
in obtaining these bylaws, Warner said:
"It doesn't really matter if these campaigns result in meaningful legal
Liberation of Waterloo

No problem

- but don 't push

WATERLOO — The City Council of

submit a report presenting information
about similar policies adopted in Toronto,
Ottawa, Windsor and Kitchener.

According to Tom Warner, the report
submitted September 26, seemed to be a
"crucial factor" in council's decision not
to take

son

any action

at present.

it

saying that she "really didn't think
there was any need for a written policy."
The report said the City of Waterloo
"has never experienced a problem with re-

this,

Waterloo voted unanimously October 3
to reject a request for a written policy
prohibiting discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation in the provision of city
employment, services and facilities.
The vote was taken after a motion to
reject the request was made by Alderman
Glen Wright. There was no discussion.
The decision followed an August 24
meeting where representatives of several
Waterloo-area gay organizations and Tom
Warner, of the Coalition for Gay Rights in
Ontario, appeared before the council to
propose that the written policy be adopted. At that time council deferred a decision, asking the city clerk's department to

gard to any type of discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation." It claimed
that "it is apparent that current City procedures and operating policies have provided fair and equitable treatment of all
minority groups." At the August meeting.
Mayor Marjorie Carroll noted the city did
not possess the authority to pass a bylaw
banning discrimination. This concern was
also addressed in the report, which said.
"It is doubtful that the adoption of a pol-

change social prejuwherever
they
exist,
as this is more
dices
properly addressed through public education which normally forms part of any
icy for this City will

human

rights legislation passed by the
province." The report concluded that any
resident who has a grievance also has the
right to appear before council.

Alderper-

According to the newsletter ofGa)

Mary Jane Mchwinney confirmed

rights charter late in

THE BODY POLITIC
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Winnipeg.

icant issue.

bath houses and on The Body Politic, the
Association of Gay Electors tried to get a

Rights

in

she did not feel gay rights were a signifLater, after police raids

Human

underway

son, Dorothea Crittenden, told TBPthat

chairper-

seemed the momentum of the human
rights campaigns might increase, but
then the political climate began to
change. Conservative governments were
returning to power on the crest of a
right-wing revival. Tolerance for gay
In July 1977, the Ontario

is

The Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO) is encouraging gay groups

resigned.

NOVEMBER

1983

article in the Kitchener-

(GLOW), a recent
Waterloo Record

quoted a city representative as claiming
there would be no discrimination against
gay city employees "as long as they didn't
push their lifestyle." Moe Lyons of the
Lesbian Organization of Kitchener,
speaking at the August 29 meeting, questioned whether a lesbian or gay city employee would be able to speak before
council about discrimination without being accused of crusading.

There have not been any reported eases
of discrimination against city employees
based on sexual orientation. However,
there is only one openly gay city employee:
Wayne Bell, a bus driver for KitchenerWaterloo Transit. A member of Ol OW
said the group does not have any contact
with other gay city employees at present
Waterloo's gay community docs not intend to let the matter rest. They have already begun a letter-writing campaign in
the local press, provoking at least one
angry response from a local Christian. A
silent candlelight vigil is planned bv the
gay community for Monday, October 17
outside Waterloo City Mall.
(iillian

Rodjierson

changes. They politicize the local gay
communities and provide a rallying
point for them. Gay-rights issues are
easy to understand and these campaigns
are often the training ground for activ-

The campaigns also educate local
politicians and make straight members
of the community aware of gay issues."
ists.

heard through rumours. "I was more
concerned about telling the staff below
me than I was about telling my supervisor," he said. "I doubt I could have
complained to the union about them
harassing me." But he experienced no
problems as a result.

Though

olution in Toronto in 1973 have

not the sole cause, support for gay employees has helped promote a tolerant, progressive atmosphere

up

at city hall,

Some aldermen who supported the resmoved
to higher positions or different levels

One such alderman was
John Sewell, who was mayor of Toronto
from 1978 to 1980. Sewell told TBP thai
of government.

he often referred to the resolution while
he was mayor. The Ward 6 Community
Organization also supported the resolution, though the issue was new to them.

Seven years later, the organization endorsed George Hislop, a gay aldermanic
candidate in the 1980 civic election.
Christine Donald, another

member,

utive

CGRO exec-

said the attitudes of the

general public follow their government's

—

the government supports gay rights,

if

the public will eventually

do the same.

She added that campaigns in smaller centres also educate isolated gay people to
the existence of local organizations.
Employees of the city of Toronto have
had formal protection for ten years. I

work

at city hall

and

in

preparing this

I consulted about a dozen fellow
gay employees who work at various
levels of administration. All but one of
them knew of the resolution, though
none had read it; only one said it had
been a motive for applying for work at
city hall. Three of them were reluctant to
talk about their job experiences, although their anonymity was assured.
They were the most closeted in their
private lives and were the only ones to
claim that the resolution had not made a
difference to them. Others said they felt

article,

more confident

work and more able
to participate in gay community life.
Union officials implied that some
(though not many) complaints had been
received from gay people alleging disat

seems that

complaints
were dealt with to the satisfaction of the
workers without going to arbitration.

crimination.

It

all

A member of

The Body Politic collecand a city hall employee, Stephen
MacDonald, was charged along with the

tive

other

members of the

tion to the article

collective in rela-

"Lust with a very pro-

per stranger," published in the spring of
1982.

He decided

and the

to

tell

his supervisors

staff he supervised before they

Leading the

first

it's

one that affects the way em-

ployees treat the public. Organizers of

the 1981 gay softball championship held
Toronto report that city officials were

in

"extremely helpful" in making arrangements for the tournament.
So, despite their limited legal value,

human

rights

campaigns continue to be

an effective organizing tool. And in spite
of past disillusionment, the number of
such campaigns continues to mushroom.
Some former lobbyists like Windsorarea activist Jim Monk feel "civil rights
are politically inevitable for

some

time.

no longer appalled that
are asking for them. In that respect
they are just a consolidation of what we
Politicians are

we

have gained." But he believes that the
'cutting edge' of gay liberation is
found in the struggles to "gain public
understanding of sexual issues
like
'

'

—

S/M,

public sex, pedophilia and pornography." Christine Donald does not
agree. "The cutting edge," she surmised, "is wherever we can make a

KenTomilsonD

cut."

Walkathon feet drag, but research funds forthcoming
TORONTO — While a private scheme
to raise funds for

community support

work around Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) failed by a wide

project," said ACT spokesperson
Michael Lynch. "He brought us a very
vague proposal and a lot of loose ends.

nucleosis, indicates that there has been a

We negotiated a contract detailing exact-

sal.

man

what we could offer."
"I don't know what happened," said
Mole. "I'm disappointed." But not de-

margin to reach its goal of $1.8 million,
government funding agencies appear to
be making their first moves to back re-

ly

search into the still-mysterious disease.

Mole is taking a six-month leave
of absence from his job to walk from
coast to coast drumming up support for
an AIDS fund. He plans to leave from
Vancouver some time in late October.
Meanwhile, on September 29 the
Medical Research Council of Canada
announced a grant of $523,659 to a

An October AIDS Walkathon
1

modelled on the successful Terry Fox
run raised a little over $10,000 in
pledges, according to its organizer, Torontonian Bill Mole.
Mole began holding press conferences
early in the
lay runs.

summer to

publicize the re-

He had counted on gay

organi-

zations across the country to provide

people and

money but "the volunteers

just didn't materialize," according to

Arnold Bruner, the

local lawyer

who ad-

ministered the trust fund. Bruner called
the walkathon "almost a total failure."

Only a few people showed up at
Queen's Park October 1 to begin the
walk (Mole claimed there were 23 people, other observers saw only six). The
turnout was better in Ottawa, where it
was joined for a few blocks by Peter
Evans, the one person with AIDS who
has been widely interviewed in the
media. Mole reported that small numbers of people also walked in Montreal

and London.
Mole's original plan was to hold two
simultaneous relay walks, one between
Vancouver and Calgary, the other between Montreal and Toronto. The western lap was cancelled at the last minute.
The AIDS Committee of Toronto/
whom Mole had expected would do
much of the organizing in this city, was
cautious about its participation. "Mole
undertook this as an independent one-

leg of the Ottawa aids benefit walkathon: Peter Evans (centre,

left)

feated.

group of Montreal General Hospital
doctors to study AIDS in hemophiliacs.
In Ontario, Minister of Health Keith
Norton appears to be taking a more active interest in AIDS than his predecessor.
In July, soon after being appointed to
the post, Norton visited Atlanta and

Washington,

DC to discuss the issue

with health officials at the Centers for
Disease Control and the National Institute of Health.

Norton

finally released details

of his

ministry's research funding priorities

October

18.

The

ministry had earlier

AIDS fund, from
which $100,000 was allocated to the University of Toronto AIDS Research Group
for a pilot study. The U of T group did
not consider the amount to be sufficient
funding to get its $2 million study of 400
healthy gay men off the ground. Dr
Colin Soskolne, head of the group, re-

established a $500,000

vamped

the proposal several times to

hospitalized with infectious

mono-

"reorientation" of the original propoSoskolne's group, working in consultation with McMaster University's department of clinical epidemiology and
biostatistics, will

and natural

now

study the cause

history of the

syndrome in

AIDS patients, people with pre-AIDS
conditions and a control group.
$12,500 grant also went to Dr HonSum Ko at the University of Western

A

Ontario's department of medicine to
study the possibility of measuring alpha-

thymosin as a blood-screening test for
AIDS. Alpha-thymosin is a hormone
that stimulates the production of cells
responsible for the body's immunity to
disease. In addition, $15,500 will go towards the production of two AIDS education films for health care professionals
and the general public. Local gay writer

Michael Riordon

will

produce and direct

the films.

Norton's illness has delayed a meeting
he had requested with representatives of
the AIDS Committee of Toronto. A
meeting with ministry officials has been
scheduled for October 27. According to

Doug

Bonnell, his executive assistant,

the minister wants groups affected by

AIDS to be represented in some manner
on the ministry-appointed Ontario Advisory Committee on AIDS.
Dr Mary Fanning, chairperson of the
committee, has proposed that three of
the affected groups
homosexuals,
hemophiliacs and Haitians
be given

—

—

them to

meet ministry requirements and has been

partial observer status to allow

waiting for a final decision for nearly

be present at selected meetings of the
committee. ACT has rejected this idea;
they want full observer status at all

two months.

The latest announcement, delayed yet
again because Norton was unexpectedly

with local organizer Darryl

Banke

(centre, right)

and friends

meetings.

The newly formed National Advisory
Committee on AIDS (NAC-AIDS) has
also not settled the issue of group representation. "I don't

know

if

there

a

is

homosexual on the committee," said Dr
Alastair Clayton, head of the Laboratory Centre for Disease Control and a

member of the committee. He said
national group decided at
ing September 30 that

resentation

its first

"we will

the

meet-

seek rep-

from these groups" when

necessary but he rejected the notion of
official participation.

The number of reported AIDS cases in
Canada has not been increasing as dramatically as predicted by some medical experts. As of October 13, 44 cases of
AIDS were on file in Ottawa, Dr Clayton
said. Of these, 40 are men and 4 women.
The breakdown by province: Quebec 19,
Ontario 15, British Columbia 6, Nova
Scotia 2, Alberta

Dr Clayton

1

said

and Manitoba

NAC-AIDS

is

1.

studying

the possibility of keeping a separate
count of the large number of individuals

symptoms and disorders that are
AlDS-like but lack the usually fatal infections and cancers. The new term for

with

these milder disorders

is

AIDS-Related

Complex, or ARC.

Ed Jackson
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DIGEST
Solidarity Times born

midst of struggle
VANCOUVER — As British
in

Columbia's trade unionists, teachers,
pensioners, feminists, and ethnic and
sexual minorities gear up for a long polwith premier Bill Bennett,
messianic author of one of the harshest
and most controversial provincial
budgets in Canadian history, there's at
least one source of hope and contagious
itical battle

enthusiasm on the scene. Solidarity
Times, an incisive and attractive new
weekly tabloid, has just appeared to represent the perspectives and concerns of
the diverse groups who together make

up the anti-budget Solidarity Coalition.
The paper, the first issue of which was
rushed out in order to be ready for the
more than 50,000 marchers who protested at the annual convention of Bennett's
Social Credit Party in Vancouver October 16, states that it was created "because hundreds of thousands of British
Columbians are justifiably angry at the
blatant erosion of democratic life in this
province."
The editor of Solidarity Times is wellknown local journalist (and regular TBP
contributor) Stan Persky, who is the
author of two infamous anti-Bennett
books, Son of Socred and Bennett II.
Along with "Pesky Persky" 's cutting
analysis

and

political

news from across

the province, the paper features

humour

and entertainment reviews. It's available
for $33 per year from 101-545 West
Tenth Ave, Vancouver, BC V5Z 1K9.
Richard SummerbellD

Top court may hear
bath keepers appeal
TORONTO — The owners of the BarThe Club baths will seek leave
to appear before the Supreme Court of
Canada after a ruling by the Ontario
Court of Appeal that the owners have no
racks and

Cycling for CGP.0: bikers traversed a

money for the

Coalition for

Gay Rights

estimated 20,000 people marched under the

banner in Toronto, October

1, to

Morgentaler's free-standing abortion

clinics.

in silence,

demanding

that they

do

munities

over Ontario, were brought

all

so.

The crowd passed the

demonstrators. The group, led by a pipe

On October
ponents, lost

and drum band, consisted

procure a miscarriage.

Joe Borowski, one of Morgentaler's principal ophis bid to have the Supreme Court of Canada extend the
15,

'

students and solemn parents and their offspring.

Morgentaler's lawyer, GregBrodsky, also challenged the constitu-

smaller crowd of 1500 gathered at Nathan Phillips Square as part

day of action for choice on abortion and to reaffirm
their support for Dr Morgentaler and for free-standing abortion clinics.
Morgentaler is due to stand trial in Toronto in connection with
charges laid after the July raid on his clinic. And he is currently
of a cross-country

right to see

to

Charter of Rights and Freedoms to the fetus. Court of Queen 's Bench
Judge William Matheson ruled that it was the prerogative of Parliament, not the courts, to extend legal rights 'possessed by living persons" to the unborn.

swell the ranks of

mostly of priests and nuns carrying rosaries, Catholic highschool

A

for conspiring to

trial

About 250 busloads of people, from comin to

in Winnipeg as a provincial court
commit him, and seven co-defendants, to

Involved in a preliminary hearing

judge decides whether

protest Dr Henry

obeying large black and white signs

Harbord Street clinic

tionality of

Canada 's abortion law in an attempt

to halt the

preliminary

hearing in Winnipeg.
In

an interview with the Toronto Star Morgantaler said he believes

the battle "will be over in two or three years. "

GRO

an accountant's report the

Crown used

Angry swinger fails

as the basis for charging

Quote I (jeers)

them with living off the avails of crime.
The Supreme Court will likely decide
in November whether to hear the appeal,
says George Hislop, who was charged
with Ray Diemer, Peter Maloney, Jerry
Levy and Rick Stenhouse in April 1981,
two months after the infamous bath

Once again,

The Supreme Court
that the owners

moved to the forefront of new
developments in educating their
flock. Cyril O'Donnell, a board
trustee, seems to think that attending
anti-abortion rallies "...could be
considered part of a Catholic educa-

ruled last April

had the

right to see the

tion."

report of accountant Ted Baskerville,
who examined records and documents

by police and concluded that the
owners "received proceeds from the sale
of obscene matter and the keeping of a
common bawdy house."

The preliminary hearing into the
charges was halted more than a year ago,
when the owners appealed a provincial
judge's decision not to allow them to see
thereport.
Glenn Wheeler
Toronto Islands

September 18

to raise

He coughed up that gem when

asked by the Peterborough Examiner
why the School Board should underwrite the cost of bussing anti-choice
demonstrators (many of them lightyears removed from any classroom)
to the October 1st rally in Toronto.
Alan McGintyQ

seized

during their second annual bike-a-thon

the Separate School

Board (Peterborough's this time) has

raids.

10km course on
in Ontario

An

Total silence please:
pro-life

New right-wing mag
harries McGill Daily
MONTREAL — The McGill Daily student newspaper has recently encountered
competition with the arrival on campus
of an anti-gay, right-wing publication.

The McGill

Magazine ("A
Magazine For The Rest Of Us") appeared
in late September, and its first issue's
University

cover featured a reproduction of the
Daily's special lesbian and gay issue, released last February, with a large headline reading, "WHAT ARE YOU GOING
TO DO ABOUT IT?" The magazine's edi-

Linda Frum, daughter of broadcaster Barbara Frum and the person who
produced the first issue almost singlehandedly, said the magazine made no
statement against lesbians and gay men.
but "what the cover was meant to sug-

to get his day in court

—

HAMILTON A self-styled "swinger"
charged two years ago with gross indecency and being found in a common
bawdyhouse was angry when charges
against him were withdrawn by a Provincial Court judge September 28.
John Paul McRobb, defended himself
at his trial, which resulted from a raid on
a gathering of the Bramblewood Club in
a circus tent in Flamborough County,
north of Hamilton. He was furious at
being deprived of the chance to air his
views on group sex.

"When it comes to sex, darn it, I've
had housefuls of people, and if that's an
admission of guilt, that's fine," he said.
"But when you people come and say I
can't have sex with whom I choose, I'm
upset. I'm going to continue; I'm probably going to go

home

tonight and

do

it

again."

McRobb explained
as he

that "swingers,"

and the other members of the club

themselves, "love to have physical
with
other people." He said, "I'm
fun
going to make love again and again and
again, with multiples of one, two or five
and you're not going to stop me."
call

The disappointed McRobb had to
content himself with a $100 fine levied
against him for obstructing police.
Gillian

Rodgerson"

tor,

we are protesting against the
The Daily is a left-leaning
publication, whereas, Frum says, "we
do not believe in radical social change."
gest

is

Daily

that

itself.''

According to Albert Nerenberg, the

on two unrelated
Hamilton murders, an Ontario Supreme Court judge issued a stern rebuke to a queerbasher. Both incidents saw the defendents claim
"homosexual advances" made towards them AS provocation (justificaIn recent decisions

tion?) for their deeds. In the case o\

were quite effective because the lesbian and gay issue had been highly con-

one
a 20-year-old man who had
one previous conviction for assault

"For people who hate the
Daily or arc homophobic, it (Frum's
magazine) struck a real nerve," he said,
adding the Dailv is "still not afraid to be
troversial.

controversial." Their next lesbian and

gay issue
last

year

is

due out

at the

same time

as

— on Valentine's

Kevin On

Day.

15

(cheers)

II

Daily's senior news editor, Frum's tactics
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—

outside a Calgary gay bar

—

Mr

Ins

Gregory Ivans said "You feel
you have some licence to heat up
homosexuals. tell you you do not
have that right." Both men were sentice

I

tenced to eight years

in

prison

Alan

McGinn
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commission into police practices, documented many cases of police misconduct

The marketing of a complaints commissioner
If a firm handshake, a slap on the back
and a salesman's manner could solve our
problems with Metro Toronto Police,
then Sidney Linden would be the perfect

fice,

A

is

it?"

It

isn't,

with

so he says again:

"What's the A G doing to you guys....
What's going on?"
The "AG" Linden refers to is AttorLinden's
ney General Roy McMurtry
the
man
also
McMurtry
is
former boss.

—

responsible for Bill 68, an act "to improve methods of processing Complaints by members of the Public against
Police Officers on the Metropolitan Toronto Force." It's a three-year pilot project due to be reviewed in 1984.
Linden will sing the praises of that project when he meets with representatives of
the Toronto gay community. The meeting
which, gay representatives stress, is

—

—

despite protestations that gay people

had no confidence in him.
It was not the first time Linden had
been used as a flunky by a Tory politician. Five representatives of the gay
community saw it happen when they met

public-complaints commissioner.
"What's the G doing to you?" he asks
a reporter from The Body Politic, referring to the magazine's lengthy legal battles. Seeing the cassette recorder on the
table, he frowns and says: "That's not
on,

and, in 1976, recommended that a citizen
complaints procedure independent of
the police, be established. The Tories
introduced such legislation in 1977 and
then abandoned it.

Love, Sidney: singing the praises of his project

Gary Kins-

is the
not to discuss specific complaints
result of an appearance before the police

protest yet another bath raid.

commission last spring. Members of the
Toronto Gay Community Council and
the Right to Privacy Committee had gone
to the commission to complain about the
behaviour of many of the officers at a
street demonstration held last April to

verged on a police riot as
cops banged demonstrators with nightsticks, causing bruises, ripped skin and
cut lips. Metro Chairman Paul Godfrey,
a member of the police commission, sug-

man of the council told the commission-

tives into a

ers the situation

gested the matter be taken to Linden's of-

Roy McMurtry

in

March

1980, pre-

pared to talk about matters of major
concern to the community: police entrapment of gay men in parks and washrooms, failure of the police to protect
gay people from street violence and the
seizure of several lists of names of gay
people by police intelligence officers,
among them TBP's subscription list. The
meeting occurred only after Peter Maloney and George Hislop forced McMurtry to set the date (at a conference on
minorities they had crashed for just that
purpose) and thus make good on a
promise to the gay community made
during a two-day sit-in in his office.
But when the big day came, McMurtry
arrived twenty minutes late and left after
fifteen minutes of idle chat. Talk to Mr
Sidney Linden about the new civilian
complaints office we are setting up, he
said, shunting the five gay representa-

enough

—

—

sure
boardroom where
Linden was waiting.

Public pressure intensified in the late
1970s over police handling of minorities,

including the gay community. In a tenmonth period beginning in mid-1978, the

cops killed nearly a person a month,
mostly members of visible minorities.
Enter Sidney Linden, who had been a
criminal lawyer, a labour arbitrator, general counsel to the
ties

ority the next year,

duced the

police officers

from Toronto's

16,

51 Divi-

sion arrived at the office of former Ward
6 alderman Allan Sparrow to tell him

they had "bad" news and to arrest him
on a charge of sexually assaulting a

named juvenile.

Upon

from 5 1 Division a
few hours later, Sparrow, one of the
founders of the Citizens' Independent
Review of Police Activities (CIRPA), was
met by a barrage of cameras. A police
press release had been circulated as
Sparrow was being taken into custody,
and the story was all over the weekend
papers. "In the twinkling of an eye,"
says lawyer Suzy Scott of CIRPA, "a
man's reputation was ravaged."
Disregarding lawyers' advice, Sparrow
his release

risked revealing evidence that will be essential in the

courtroom

to

make

his de-

fence public. At a press conference Sep-

tember 20, he

said,

"you should know

did not sexually assault this juve-

that

I

nile.

There

is

absolutely no basis for this

charge."

Sparrow explained the circumstances
his arrest. He was told by the
arresting officers that the complaint had
surrounding

come

to the attention of the police the
Saturday before the arrest, and that it
arose from an incident that was supposed
to have occurred in January 1983. The
complainant, a 12-year-old girl whose
claim is uncorroborated, could not specify an exact date. Sparrow, who had not
heard of the accusation until the arrest,
immediately denied the charge, saying it

was "wrong" and "crazy." The investigating officer said he had not consulted
a Crown attorney about whether the
charge should be laid; nor had he interviewed the complainant. He wasn't able

why the police had accepted
an allegation that was eight months old
to explain

this

complaint.

As Sparrow explained

conference, he first met his accuser and her
mother in September 1981 when they both
in the press

complained to CIRPA of abuse by 51 Division officers. The mother had first talked
to TBP. We referred her to CIRPA and

and

McMurtry

it

reintro-

passed. So did Lib-

A party spokesman said re-

eral interest.

cently that the Liberals feel

some com-

plaints don't have to be handled

by civ"Cats in trees," he said. "You
don't need civilians for that."
Linden became public complaints commissioner. His credentials were enough to
ilians.

silence

much

of the opposition.

Now he

has an office that spends, in his words,
"five or six hundred thousand a year,"

among them

and employs

Morand, who revealed

manager and six investigators.
But the cops still investigate them-

that police offi-

cers lied under oath before his royal

to pillory a critic
and had no specific date attached to it.
The Body Politic was one among many
community organizations and individuals
who spoke at the press conference in defence of Sparrow. We were there not just
because we know Allan Sparrow to be a
person of great integrity, an unfaltering
defender of rights and freedoms, but also
because we are aware of the circumstances that should have prompted the
police to proceed with extreme caution on

bill

In those days Toronto police dirty
work was front-page news. Judge Donald

CIRPA presented
commission

in

October

1981; the resulting

Sparrow

helped the woman find a lawyer so she
could fight the criminal charges that were
laid against her at the time the assault by
the police was supposed to have occurred.
In the subsequent trial, the judge rejected
the testimony of both mother and daughter, noting that the girl looked to her
mother for direction during testimony.
The judge convicted the woman. Sparrow also loaned the woman money to
pay her fine (she claimed she would have
to go to jail if she weren't able to pay).

On at least two other occasions, this
woman lodged complaints of police abuse
with CIRPA. Because they appeared to be
false, CIRPA decided not to act on the accusations,

and Sparrow communicated

those decisions to her. This, coupled with

Defender of rights and freedoms: Sparrow ouside police headquarters after the 1981 bath raids

fifteen people,

a lawyer, a researcher, a public relations

the case to the police

investigation cleared the police.

On the afternoon of September

Civil Liber-

member of its

board of directors. His 1979 report to McMurtry provided most of the ingredients
of Bill 68, a version of which was introduced in the provincial legislature during
the time of minority Tory rule in 1980, but
died on the order paper because the opposition would not support it.
The Tories were re-elected with a maj-

closely followed her unfolding case.

Using the press

Canadian

Association and a

the outstanding loan, led to, as Sparrow

described

it,

a "less than cordial" rela-

tionship between

"The

him and the family.
making the

haste of the police in

arrest without hearing

and

Mr Sparrow's side,

in publicizing the arrest, suggests to us

a frightening conclusion

jumped on

— that the police

the opportunity to embarrass

and discredit one of their most credible
and persistent critics," Paul Copeland of
the

Law Union

of Ontario declared at

the September 20 press conference.

A trial date has been set

for December
Sparrow has had the
chance to be vindicated by a judge and
22, but before

jury, the police will have achieved their

purpose. As the

Law Union

statement

"Unfortunately in our society, the
mere fact that a person has been charged,
even though ultimately acquitted, leaves a
shadow, a suspicion in the public mind."
said,

* M

Chris Bearchell
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NEW BOOKS from GAY SUNSHINE PRESS
CUM: True Homosexual Experiences
from STH Writers
Volume

4.

Edited by

Boyd McDonald

may

well be the best, the hottest of the four STH books to
Almost 200 pages of male-male true sex stories: "Uncut
Cocks Drive Me Crazy," "Youth Gets Sucked by Two at Once,"
"Farmer Licks Asshole of Boy Who Is Sucking His Cousin," "CI
Gets Sucked All Night," "Young Banker Gets Fucked While Full of
This

date.

"Youth Sells Wad in Toilet for Firecrackers," etc., plus new
material by the editor ("Leonardo Beats Sex Rap," etc.). Fully
illustrated with nude photos. "A legend... a national treasure.
I've even heard STH referred to along with Proust" ("Advocate).
"Puts the sex back in homosexuality " (GCN Boston).

Shit,"

BLACK MEN/WHITE MEN
A Gay Anthology.

Edited by Michael

J.

Smith

For the first time the Black and interracial Gay experience in
White America. Short stories, personal accounts, interviews, artwork, plus a portfolio of Black male nude photos from Sierra
Domino. Includes an in-depth piece on Glenn Burke, a Black
major-league baseball player who "came out." 40 + selections.

THE BOY HARLEQUIN & Other Stories
By Girard Kent
14 stories with a blend of humor, poignancy, and eroticism by a
Southern storyteller: "Roberto": an older man struggles
to accept his love for an adolescent boy; "The Mighty Jexters "
a secret sex-club in a boys' school; "The Voice of Jefferson " : a
son discovers his father's homosexuality; "The Missing Link" a
gay couple attracts unwanted attention when they find a pair of
living dinosaurs; "A Case of Blackmail": a teacher threatened
with blackmail finds unexpected help from a hustler, etc.
skilled

:

SEX BEHIND BARS
by Robert N. Boyd
The author writes: "I
am a convict serving time, and what I have to say about sexual
activity in prison is based on my personal involvement with the
Novella, Short Stories, True Personal Accounts

Sizzling stories of male- male sex in prison.

young men whose stories am telling." A powerful, moving book
which will rivet you to your seat.
I

PHOTO AMC

TELENY

from book PHYSIQUE

First complete edition of this underground erotic novel (attributed to Oscar Wilde) about a gay love affair in Victorian
England. Includes erotic passages previously suppressed. Long out of print.

MY DEEP DARK PAIN IS LOVE
A Collection of Latin American Gay Fiction. Edited by Winston Leyland. Translated by E. A. Lacey
Two complete novellas— one about homosexuality in the marines, the other about two high-school lovers— plus short fiction
from 5 countries: Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Argentina. Almost 400 pages (large-sized book) with 30 different selections by
a dazzling array of talent

(Manuel

Puig, Anibal

Machado,

etc.).

Very highly recommended.

UNZIPPED
A Novella and 6 Short Stories by John Coriolan
Introduces factory workers, Key West gays, a college football player, etc. Explicitly detailed celebration of gay sex: the
excitement, the romance, the fun of it. With erotic drawings by Tom of Finland.

FAG RAG ANTHOLOGY
Includes New True Homosexual Experiences from STH ("Straight Meter Man Takes It in the Ass," "The Biggest Cock I've Ever
Seen," "Adultery at the Baths ") plus a complete literary supplement, and more ("Do Texans Kiss After Sex," "Fetishism vs.
Fascism " etc.). Published by FAGRAG.

ORDER FORM
CUM: True Homosexual Experiences Vol. 4. $13.
TELENY (Oscar Wilde). $8.95
I BLACK MEN/WHITE MEN: Gay Anthology. $10.
D MY DEEP DARK PAIN IS LOVE.
UNZIPPED. $8.95.
D THE BOY HARLEQUIN & other stories. $8.95.
SEX BEHIND BARS. $11
D FAG RAO ANTHOLOGY. $11
All eight

new books above

$75 postpaid (save $8).
Model Guild. 125+ photos of
ad: $14.95 (usually $20 ppd.).

for special price of

PHYSIQUE.

Pictorial History of Athletic

DAIIessandro

etc.).

Special price with this

male models over 40-year period (Joe

sexiest

ADONIS GARCIA. By Luis Zapata. Best selling novel about a hustler by a Mexican writer. $8.95.
BOM-CRIOULO. By Adolfo Caminha. Brilliant novel about an interracial love affair. $8.95.
GAY SUNSHINE INTERVIEWS Vol. 2. Ed. by Winston Leyland. Harry Britt, Ned Rorem, John Wieners,
Robert Peters, Roger Peyrefitte

Robert Duncan,

male-male love and sex

True
.

.

Homosexual Experiences from STH Writers

Terse, vivid accounts.

An

English writer Robin

Maugham.

Vols. 1-3. Best sellers.

"True, horny stories of

act of radical publishing" (Village Voice). $13 each ppd. (or

$38

for

LOVING MEN: Gay Sex
DINNER FOR TWO. By Rick
arranged ..."

Guide by M. Walker. Fully illustrated. $11.
Leed. 52 complete menus. "A very good cookbook
(NY. Native). Special price $4.95 (save $4).

...

Clear, easy-to-follow, pleasantly

TO ORDER:

Check books wanted and send check/money order to G.S. Press, PO Box 40397, San Francisco, CA 94140.
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'

selves at the first instance.

The

party in Scarborough on

public

May 29,

1982.

complaints investigation bureau of

Between 300 and 500 people were

has
rejected 98 percent of all the complaints
received, has thirty days to "informally" resolve complaints. The chief of pol-

birthday celebration when police
crashed the party and attacked the
guests with truncheons. CITY-TV got the
whole thing on videotape, but Linden
could do nothing because he could not
identify individual officers and the cops
refused to testify against each other.

Metro

ice

Police,

which

in recent years

then reviews them to decide

if

any ac-

tion should be taken. If a complainant

is

not satisfied with his decision, the matter can be brought to Linden, who "may
order that a public hearing be held by
the Police Complaints Board, if he believes that it is in the public interest to

hold such a hearing."
Neither is the public complaints board,
of which Linden is chairman, independent of the police. Eight of its 24 members are chosen jointly by the police

com-

mission and the Metropolitan Police As-

Another eight are chosen by
Metro Council, and the remaining eight
must have legal training and are chosen
by Attorney General Roy McMurtry.
Even if the board finds a police officer
guilty of wrongdoing, it is limited in
what it can do in the way of punishment.
Linden's first annual report shows that
no dismissals resulted from the 922 complaints
that's one complaint for every
that were
five officers in the force
sociation.

—

—

filed in 1982.

Of the 609 cases closed in

1982, the

at

a

tions

and multiple

someone

were given cautions, counselling, or advice as punishment.... Assault is an offence for which ordinary citizens go to
jail by the dozens in Toronto."
There has been one suspension of a
police officer so far this year.

Andrew

McKay was suspended from duty without pay for two weeks for beating up
Walter Noble in the interrogation room
of an Etobicoke police station. Noble
had been driving on Islington Avenue on
January 9, 1982, when he was stopped
by McKay and became involved in a
squabble over a breathalyzer test.
As if McKay's sentence were not
measly enough, lawyer John Sopinka,
who chaired the six-day hearing into the
case, said the suspension should not be
allowed to interfere with McKay's "future advancement on the force." Still,
fellow cops were outraged at the suspension of someone they considered a "nononsense policeman who gets the job
done." Paul Walter, president of the
police association, has taken the matter
to the Supreme Court of Ontario.
Linden speaks of the Noble case with
pride. "It is the first time in Toronto
that an officer has been suspended without pay as the result of a citizen complaint," he says. It was also a complaint
that had been dismissed by police investigators. However, he can take little
pride in the outcome of his investigation
into the violence that erupted at a house

IMPORTED & PREPARED FOODS

WE

"The money was a payoff for
keeping our mouths closed," Wray says.

467

The two

CATER

cases indicate

how much
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books

for:

lesbians

the cops harshly for fear they'll boycott
his office altogether. "The police will
stonewall if they're not happy with what

children

for gay people

is

Christian

with a special ministry to the

Church

Gay Community

What we believe
Metropolitan

Community

News

librairie
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2nd floor
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of jesus Christ that every
person is loved by Cod. There
is no condemnation because
one is gay. Perhaps you are gay.
Perhaps one of your loved
ones or friends is gay. You

undoubtedly know gay
persons, whether you are

aware of it or

not.

may be

It

that the traditional attitude of

church and society toward gay
people causes you concern or
pain. You may have become
convinced that gay people are
shut out of Christ's realm

and

out of the Church.

Many people have been

that

taught

condemns

that the Bible

nothing much has changed. Not only
does Linden have his hands full trying to
punish cops for breaking the law, he has
not even begun to examine the issues
that are of greatest concern to gay people. So cops still speed through Allan
Gardens at 40 miles an hour in the dead
of night with headlights out, hunting for
queers much the same way queerbashers
do. Undercover cops still skulk around
public washrooms using entrapment to
charge men with sex offences. And the
intelligence bureau will spend $6,263,474
this year. That's ten times as much as
Linden's budget.
Linden says gay people can have an
effect on police policies if we cooperate
with his office and supply the information he needs to identify trends. "I can
make suggestions on how sections of the
Criminal Code should be carried out,"
he says. "Not with respect to gay complaints because we haven't had the volume. The only way we can be effective
with respect to the gays is if we get that
volume. If we see a pattern emerging
that appears to be giving rise to complaints, I wouldn't hesitate about making

B Ed, Pastor

Sc,

Church proclaims the Good

to give testimony.

means

An Ecumenical

women

I

than a court of law. Therefore, he says,
citizens cannot expect him to put police
in jail. His office, however, combines
the worst procedures of labour boards
and criminal courts. The evidence required is the same as that required in
court, but unlike criminal court, the
onus is on the complainant to pursue the
case. So Walter Noble had to first complain to the police. Then he had to wait
for Ackroyd to decide to do nothing.
Then he had to wait for Linden to decide
if there would be a hearing. Now he is
taking the matter to criminal court and
will have to drag back the same witnesses
this

Rev Brent Hawkes, B

gays

saying the public complaints office is
meant to work more like a labour board

What

COMMUNITY
CHURCH

960-1261

mercy of the cops.
any bureaucracy, have
to be brought along gently," he says.
Mark Wainberg of the Citizen's Independent Review of Police Activities
(CIRPA) says Linden is afraid to treat
ney Linden

METROPOLITAN

TORONTO, ONTARIO

"We all had to sign letters when we got
our cheques, saying the police were only
paying us as a gesture of goodwill."

Linden tries to explain the light penalties and his regard for police interests by

assaulted

A MOVEABLE FEAST OF

$1 ,622.

and /or cautioned in 20 cases (3.3 percent). This was the most severe penalty
given. A caution is a warning that any

who

FINE FOODS

bruises, settled for

goes on," Wainberg says.

police officers

COFFEE & TEAS

Linden did recommend police officers
be given more training in the use of their
truncheons, that Chief Jack Ackroyd apologize for the behaviour of his officers
and that the victims be compensated. Five
of the victims received a total of $4,687.
Douglas Wray, who suffered head lacera-

report says, officers were counselled

further misconduct "may result in a
charge."A counsel is used "where the actions of the officer involve relatively minor infractions committed unintentionally
or through inexperience." Officers were
advised /spoken to "where conduct was
minimally objectionable." Just the stuff
to make cops quake in their boots.
About half the complaints (47.7 percent, or 290) involved allegations of assault. The report does not say how many
of the 290 complaints resulted in a finding against an officer, but as sociology
professor Richard Henshel points out in
a recent report on police misconduct in
Toronto, Linden's statistics can leave us
with one of two conclusions: "None of
the 290 claims of assault were substantiated or, some proportion of the assault
claims were indeed substantiated, and so
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went to Roy McMurtry's office in 1979.
Gay people have learned to be wary of
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SPIES

Peter Maloney

Challenging '50s-style Mounties

and
John Higgins
&

ity

Gay Rights in Ontario told a
Senate committee studying a proposal to
create a new Canadian security service

clusion,"

alition for

Associates
Barristers

OTTAWA — On September 28, the Co-

RCMP's

"uncontrolled institutional gay-bashing" must
not be repeated by any new government
that the

Solicitors

practice of

organization.

An independent civilian agency will
soon be replacing the Royal Canadian

Law

Residences

offices

467 Church St., Toronto
(416)968-9054

John Higgins 922-6544
Peter Maloney 598-2997

Mounted Police Security Service, this
country's spy agency, which is noted not
so much for protecting Canada from
hostile foreign interests as

it is

for spying

on people who don't share a Mountie's
conservative outlook on politics and
social mores.

The coalition, represented by Gays of
Ottawa activists Denis LeBlanc and Bar-

'Montreal

THE
HOTEL

clearance, was wrong. "A report will
be coming forward in the next day or
two which may lead to a different con-

Simmonds

said.

He

later told

outcome of the case

reporters the final

would not be made public because
"that's an internal matter."

During Senator Godfrey's questionSimmonds said homosexuality "is
not an automatic bar to anything. It is
just one of the things you have to look
ing,

at" when issuing a

civil

servant's securi-

ty clearance.

Godfrey asked why lesbians and gay
men have to have their sexual lives
"looked at." "The histories are clear,"
Simmonds replied, "there have been
many cases that ended up in betrayal."
He did say that if people were open

bara Mcintosh, accused the RCMP's
Security Service of treating the gay minority "to unprecedented hostile attention." Most recently, they pointed out,
the Mounties have kept files on thousands of lesbians and gay men. During
the 60s they tried to detect the presence
of gay people in the federal civil service
with the aid of a map of Ottawa, on
which red pins marked the location of

tflTH

k

homosexual sightings, and by experimenting with the "Fruit Machine,"
which was supposed to reveal homosexuality by measuring pupil dilations in
people being examined.
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The coalition recommended the mandate of the new security agency be limited so that surveillance could only be
conducted on the basis of "publicly justifiable national security concerns," that
there be greater ministerial control of
the agency and more accountability to
Parliament, and that the new agency be
able to demonstrate an improved "analytical capability."

Buckwold
RCMP's dirty

Liberal Senator Sidney

Celebrity

wanted to know

the

if

tricks weren't just a thing of the past.

"Do you

Masquerade

find there has been some inhibof the RCMP's (surveillance) given
the further acceptance of gay people.
Or is it still 1950s style?" he asked.
ition

.

Ball

LeBlanc referred to the experience of
who was hired on a temporary
basis by the government and assigned to
work as a file clerk for the Security Service. He was given a security clearance of
"secret," and was awaiting a "top secret"
clearance when the Mounties discovered
his homosexuality. He then had his clearance downgraded and was quickly transStephen,

Saturday, October 29th

11pm to dawn

ferred to another job (see TBP, Oct).

"It shows

Live performances by special guests

Over $1000 in prizes
Free limousines to front door, if booked in advance

who

it still

appointment to the
Senate last December was clerk of the
Privy Council and, therefore, Canada's
senior civil servant, was skeptical. "Cer-

Hollywood searchlights

CLUB

until his

tainly there

is

a degree of discrimina-

Canada

I

felt

reasonable than

were more humane and
in any other country.

"A person who is a disclosed homosexual," he said, "in

my experience,

would be

withdraw a security

difficult to

it

clearance from such a person."
16 Phipps Street.

Canada
(416)924-0244

Toronto.

M4Y

Liberal Senator John Godfrey said he
would personally check into the affair
and ask details of RCMP Commissioner
Robert Simmonds, who was to testify

1J5

the next day.

When Simmonds appeared,
Advance

tickets S6 at

Club \1ystique. Glad Day Books, Widtatrn Records

<$

Star

Sound

he said

the action taken by Staff Sergeant

Wiebe,

who had

John

denied Stephen's secur-
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some unexplained reason, come
through. The same week, he was given a
two-year posting in Consumer and Corporate Affairs.
not, for

In the meantime, Gordon Fairweather,
Chairman of the Canadian Human

Rights Commission, told the committee
October 4 that civil service security checks
are a "glorious waste of a lot of people's

time."

He said 76,521

ducted

last year,

and

checks were con-

that "unnecessary

of classification, and unnecessary
snooping into the lives of individuals are
not only wasteful of our resources, are
not only morally repugnant, but they are
levels

discriminatory.

"People who are denied jobs because
of their sexual orientation or their political belief are discriminated against," he
said, "if the security check was never
necessary in the

tion," he said, "but there are procedures
in

about their homosexuality, they would
not be a security threat because they
could not then be subject to blackmail.
Stephen eventually did get his
"secret" clearance re-instated, about ten
days later, although the "top secret"
level he was being investigated for did

security clearances, unnecessarily high

goes on," LeBlanc
said, "it's still a risk... If you're openly
gay, they won't hire you, and if you stay
in the closet you're a security risk."
Committee Chairman Michael Pitfield,

LeBlanc and Mcintosh: security? oh, yeah?

The

federal

nounced

that

first

place."

government has anit is

posed law which

re-drafting the pro-

will create the security

agency, but has not yet released details.

There may indeed be greater public accountability measures in the new legislation. But regardless of how many politicians will be able to question the activi-

of Canada's new spy agency, it is unit will be any less homophobic
than the RCMP, from which it will draw
most of its investigative personnel. In
Simmond's words, "there will be a great
deal of closeness betwen the two
organizations.
Kevin OrrD
ties

likely that

.

Breaking new ground in Hong Kong
threat to traditional morality, marriage

three years of investigation

After
and deliberation, the Law

and young people, are printed in the
report. The commission replied that
such law reform often must take place
"in advance" of public opinion, and

Reform Commission of Hong
Kong has issued its report on laws
'

governing homosexual conduct,
recommending the decriminalization of
homosexual acts between adults in
private, and providing a fascinating
chronicle of the gay community and

movement in Asia.
The report, released

pointed out that reform in other countries has not led to social collapse.

The

April 15, was

GOVERNING
REPORT ON LAWS

HOUOSWUAl CONDUCT
(TOPIC

him for acts of gross indecency.
His death was ruled a suicide by a subseto arrest

<g|

duct is not now prohibited by law. It was
therefore necessary to consider whether
an offence for lesbian conduct for
women between the ages of 16 and 21
should be created. The commissioners
decided not to recommend the creation
of a new offence "for mainly pragmatic
reasons," although they appreciated
that the stance "conflicts with our
premise of seeking to treat male and
female conduct alike in law."

The commission's recommendation

to

&

is

called

histories

"A statement to the het-

Hong Kong made on

half of a hundred thousand

The report: a fascinating chronicle of gay

life

is a remarkable document and an
important resource for those interested
in gay liberation in Asia. It includes an

historical section outlining references to

homosexuality in Chinese history from
1122

BC, and debunks the theory

that

homosexuality is a western perversion
brought to the east by the European invasions of the nineteenth and early twen-

Another section reviews

legislation

regulating homosexual behaviour elsewhere in Asia. Of the ten countries sur-

those prohibiting consensual
activity are former British
colonies. India, Pakistan, Malaysia,
Singapore and some Australian states
still maintain anti-gay laws enacted durall

countries

.

behaviour are your rules. We
know that equality is too much to ask
for. We don't expect that. Only justice
before the law."
The commission's recommendations
are expected to be considered by the
Legislative Council early in the new
year, and it is hoped that law reform

Philli-

—

were
South Korea and Taiwan
never subjected to British rule and have
remained free of such legislation.
The absence of anti-gay laws in the
People's Republic of China is especially
pines,

leap from their hiding places, seize us,
haul us handcuffed before our neighbours. You may not wave our underwear
in court and deliberate for hours on the
origin of specks of spittle. You may not
publish all these in the newspaper. You
may not assign us a criminal record for
the rest of our lives.
"We understand that you outnumber
us twenty to one and that the rules of
social

The remaining

— Japan, China, the

who

.

homosexual

ing British occupation.

be-

homosex-

dare not speak." It read, in
part, "If you claim your laws are just,
there are things you may not do. You
may not send your police to spy in the
obscure places where we meet. You may
not force us to lurk furtively in dark
alleys by denying us decent places to
gather. You may not have your police
uals

report

veyed,

— lesbian con-

it

erosexuals of

is defined as "taking place
between no more than two persons."
The commission also recommended that
legislation against soliciting and against
indecent behaviour in public be
strengthened. The result of this recommendation may in fact give police more
leeway to crack down on the colony's
gay bars and discos.
The commission was forced to face a

the age of consent at 21

^ Jf ff gl &

report

tieth centuries.

rather bizarre consideration in setting

2)

W%

recommendations are cautious. The proposed age of consent for homosexual
activity is 21 years, as opposed to 16
years for heterosexual activity, and
private sex

life

—

commissioned
rounding the January 1980 death of
John MacLennan, an inspector with the
Royal Hong Kong Police Force.
MacLennan was found dead, with five
bullet wounds, by police who had come
after the scandal sur-

quent government inquiry, conducted to
respond in part to criticisms made by
Urban Councillor Elsie Elliot, who has
spoken out to demand pro-gay law
reform on many occasions.
Hong Kong law is similar to legislation in force in England before reform
occured in 1967. Buggery is an offence
punishable by life imprisonment while
gross indecency can lead to up to two
years of incarceration. Civil servants
deemed to be homosexuals are fired.
Considering much of the material included in its report, the commission's

report also includes

and personal accounts from a number of
Hong Kong gay men. This offers a view
of the organization of gay life in the colfrom the quiet homosexual
ony
"marriages" of the conservative middle
class to the cruising grounds and redlight districts. The appendix includes a
petition calling for law reform signed by
424 individuals, which was presented to
the government in 1979.
Another submission printed in the

may

important, since the British mandate in
Hong Kong is to terminate in 1997, and
the colony may revert to Chinese control

take place sometime in 1984.

Vigil

certain, however, that the majorof Hong Kong's population still opposes law reform. A June 1982 public
opinion survey found that 65 percent of
respondents felt the colony's sex laws
should not be relaxed. Submissions from
a number of conservative organizations,
which claim that homosexuality is a
It is

turnout small;

women discuss AIDS
WASHINGTON DC — Only

1

,500

tion,

Disappointing response:

Vigil

which emerged during the revela-

controlled by the Triads, underworld

gangs, and express fears that Hong Kong
may become a major centre for interna-

would

much
than

it

larger role in

does

in

and to demand increased feder-

funding and the creation of an independent federal advisory commission to
al

AIDS research and funding.
Women's concerns with AIDS were

oversee

the

focus of meetings held in San Francisco

and New York in mid-September. The
San Francisco meeting drew more than

women to listen to presentations by
women who have become experts on the
250

medical, social and political implications

of AIDS.
Forty lesbians attended the New York
education meeting, organized by Lesbians in Health Care, to talk about the
frustration they have felt when unable to
intervene adequately for badly treated
AIDS patients caught up in the homophobic health care system. The women
also spoke frankly about the homophobia towards gay men that AIDS could

produce among lesbians.
According to September statistics
from the Centers for Disease Control,
151 women have been diagnosed with
AIDS in the US; 63 of them have died.

Of the

151 women, 76 reported intravenous drug use and 16 are Haitian. Dr

A J Ammann of the University of Califormore than 50 children,
of whom have mothers at high risk,
have symptoms typical of AIDS. The
children are being treated at four major
medical centres in the country.
In Belgium, Dr Walter Foremans and
Dr Nathan Clumek have observed a
virus they feel may be responsible for
AIDS. "These viral particles have been
nia reports that

seven people at different stages
who show no other infec-

tion," said

healthy

Dr Clumek. The

woman

particles

an otherwise
whose child died of
in

AIDS a few months after birth and
whose husband is an AIDS patient.

Murders, police raids
panicking Argentines
BUENOS AIRES — Two hundred
fifty

men and women were

arrested in an

early-morning raid against a gay party in
the Belgrano neighbourhood of the
Argentinian capital September 10, put-

standard of living of a large part of the
colony's population, that payment for
life

patients,

have also been isolated

to a rally at the Capitol.
vigil

moved by

allowed to address the gathering, which
was organized to remember the 684
people who have died as a result of the
syndrome, to defend the rights of AIDS

House

Although police
estimations of prostitution seem inflated, it does appear, given the low

Kong gay

attended were

in

tional prostitution.

sex assumes a

who

speeches delivered by a number of people
with AIDS. Only people with AIDS were

illness

A NATIONAL

MacLennan inquiry. Police
claim a great deal of boy prostitution is

those

found

organizers expected 100,000, then 10,000; only 1,500 turned out

tions of the

New York and Washington. The
day before the event, spokespeople for
the National AIDS Vigil Commission
were still projecting that ten to twenty
thousand people would attend.
According to Dave Walter of the
Washington Blade, organizers were still
characterizing the vigil as a success and
ize in

of the

strengthen the soliciting laws reflected
the concern about homosexual prostitu-

predicted enthusiasm failed to material-

people took part in the National AIDS
Vigil October 8, but the march proceeded as planned, passing near the White
Early expectations that the

in

all

at that time.

ity

draw 100,000 people were scaled down
the weeks preceding the march as the

Hong

ting further pressure

community, which

North

on the

cit

>

\

ua\

is.alrcad> terrorized

America or Europe.

by a series of unsolved murders of gay

Despite the commission's failure to
equalization of age of consent and full equality before the law be-

men.

recommend

VIGIL

tween gays and straights, ihc 400-page

OCTOBER

8,

1983

WASHINGTON, DC

Police justified the raid on the rented
hall

on the grounds

that

"homosexuals

displaying offensive attitudes were pres-

,

Dart Travel
• Business Trip
• Hotel

minors." Reports in the
Argentinian media failed to mention if
any of those detained were beaten or tortured, as is common in such cases, but

ent, including

• Holiday Planning

• Rent Car

•Rail

• Sports

one

• Insurance

man who demanded

that his rights

be respected was dragged
away from the others to be charged with
contempt.
Those detained were held in a local
as a citizen

• Events

of the criticism of the junta's human
rights record has focused on the cases of
detention, torture, murder and disappearances of left-wing opposition, union

and students carried out by the
and by death squads tolerated by

activists

police

the government.

The

systematic brutal-

ization of gay people

by the police has
not emerged as a major public issue.

police station until their identification

papers could be checked and entered on
the federal police's new computerized
list of suspects. Those whose names appear on the list may be arbitrarily detained any time they are stopped in the
police checks that frequently take place

on

city streets.

Police have closed down the city's
once-thriving network of bars and baths
with repeated raids and arrests since the

coup in 1976, but the September
was the largest operation against
a private party in recent years. Although
homosexual activity is not illegal under
Argentina's penal code, the police have
the authority to declare and enforce
military

314Jarvis

St..

Toronto. Ontario

M5B2C5

(416) 591-6763

10 raid

own edicts or by-laws concerning a
wide range of morality questions. The
chief of police is empowered to sentence
the accused without recourse to the
courts except on appeal. Appeals are infrequent, since the accused is held in custody until the case
including the appeal
is completed, and appeal procedures usually take longer than the original
their
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Station A, Toronto Ont

By appointment
7289,
1X9.

M5W

—

—

(416)979-3022

group

Condor." The

AdARCOmA WHAT

bHE'S

YOU SEE IS LESS THAN WHAT YOU GET.. \

TRANSV£STIT£
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DETECTIVE
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^VHO
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A5 FUNNY ASTORCH SONCr
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r

A TOUO-H

IS

BY.

Some xx-ratcd scenes

calling itself

theatre

"Comando

had been presen-

ting a stage review that included

homosexual numbers. In a
ing responsibility for the

some

leaflet claim-

fire,

"Coman-

do Condor" demanded that "pornography shops" close down within one week.
The group also threatened to exterminate the city's gay population.

According to the Buenos Aires daily
Clarin, the recent murders "seem to substantiate the fantastic hypothesis of the

existence of an inquisition style organi-

zation which seeks to exterminate gays."

Police investigations have

progress in finding the

made no

killers,

but

in-

stead seem designed only to further terrorize the gay

community.

A 21 -year-old tailor named Claudio
was detained after police found his
photo and letters in the home of one of
the murdered men, Cesar Diaz Goni.
to reveal my intimate
Claudio. "If I refused they
beat me. They threatened me and forced
me to strip, pouring cold water on me in
the middle of the winter. They told me if
I didn't co-operate they would use cattle
prods."
Police "ripped up" the apartment of
Claudio and his roommate, Marcelo;
they confiscated the men's phone directories and subsequently called all the
numbers listed to order people to report
to police for questioning. Many of those
called, including relatives of the two
men, had been unaware of the fact that

"They forced me

life," said

THATFEELZGtOOol
GOTANAP£OfV\/\
&
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Many gay men have left the city, while
contacts who remain there report they
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night.
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the

men were gay.

consider

it

recognition again
PARIS

—

At its International Council
Meeting held the first week of September,

Amnesty

International again re-

by a clear majority, a call to
recognize imprisoned gay men and lesbians as "prisoners of conscience."
The Swiss representatives of the international group proposed that it
"recognize as prisoners of conscience
men and women imprisoned for their
homosexual orientation or homosexual
activity among consenting adults," and
those "deprived of their freedom by
reason of different provisions regarding
the age of consent for homosexual and
jected,

heterosexual activities."
Last year's International Council
Meeting in Rimini, Italy rejected, also by
a clear majority, a similar resolution

proposed by the organization's Spanish
Amnesty International has been
considering the issue of gay and lesbian
section.

The raid took place in an atmosphere
of increasing panic in the beleagured
Buenos Aires gay community. Since the
Argentinian defeat by the British in the
Malvinas islands last year, 14 gay men
have been murdered within a twentyblock radius in the capital's Barrio
Norte neighbourhood. The killings began after the June 1982 burning of the El
Nacional Theatre by a right-wing paramilitary

Amnesty withholds

"suicide" to go out alone at

The military government is presently
under increasing pressure to step down
and has promised a return to civilian rule
late this year. So far, however, most
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prisoners since 1975.

Women cite flaws;
equality bill dropped
WELLINGTON —

After two years of
controversy, Wellington Central
Fran Wilde announced in June that she

MP

was withdrawing her sponsorship of

New Zealand's so-called

"Equality

Her decision was seen as a major
victory by groups that had lobbied
against some provisions of the bill they
felt would be "to the serious detriment
of women and lesbians in particular."
Bill."

In an interview in the New Zealand
gay magazine Pink Triangle, lesbian
activist

Alison Laurie explained the ma-

jor points of opposition to the

Her concerns

bill.

dealt mainly with the

proposed defining of lesbians in law,
and with the sections of the bill covering

"What proof is there," ask
opponents of the bill, "that women rape
other women or men, or sexually abuse
children?" Ms Laurie believes that by
expanding the definition of 'sexual intercourse' to include cunnilingus and
fellatio, "it would put a definition of
lesbian sexual behaviour into law, and
on this basis further legislation could be
passed against them."
In another interview in Pink Triangle,
rape laws.

Equality Bill Campaign Secretary Peter
Wall called those women who were
against the bill "childish in the

extreme."
Discussing the specific points of opposition, Wall said that "references to
lesbians in the Equality Bill are a barely

audible whisper." He noted lesbians are
not currently invisible under New Zealand law, as the women claim, because
they are mentioned under Section 139 of
the Crimes Act, which prohibits an "indecent act between a woman and a girl."
Wall admitted that sections of the bill
dealing with rape still need revising.
"We accept that women are a thousand
times less likely to be guilty of such
offenses, and we fully expect that no
woman will ever by prosecuted under
these sections," he said.

"But

to suggest

that the law should be written so as to

give

women immunity from prosecution

absurd."
In answer to a proposal put forward
by the New Zealand Homosexual Law
Reform Society, that male homosexual
acts simply be decriminalized, Wall said
"We want to see homosexuals treated no
differently in law from everyone else and

must also be advised

The

is

the Equality Bill

is

the

way

to achieve

this."D

South African army

that they are being

investigated.

military hierarchy seems to fear

that the

number of homosexuals

is

in-

creasing in their country, a fear reinforced by the growth of more visible gay

communities

major

and the organization of the country's first gay
group, the Gay Association of South
Africa (GASA), in 1982.
(GASA applied for membership in the
International Gay Association last summer, touching off a major controversy
in

cities

in the international coalition

cusations that

issues anti-gay policy

amidst ac-

GASA tolerated the racist

apartheid system.)

Defence Force (SADF) has issued a policy statement that may be a prelude to a
major anti-gay purge in the country's

"Today's society is characterized by
an increase in permissiveness and as a result there are groups and individuals
who wish to justify and defend these abnormalities," says General Viljoen.

armed forces.
The policy statement was drawn up by
General Constand Viljoen in April 1982,

Protest hits premier

PRETORIA — The South African

but instructions to implement it were not
issued until August 5, 1983. General Viljoen advised that "All measures must be
taken to counter the phenomenon of
homosexuality /lesbianism in the SADF.

During the recruiting process, special care
must be taken to ensure that persons with
certain behavioral deviations are not

allowed to join the Permanent Force."
The SADF is made up of 60,000 conscripts, called "national servicemen,"
who must serve a two-year term of duty,
and a permanent force of professional
soldiers. The new policy seems primarily
aimed at the permanent force, since the
government already has difficulty with
conscripts who Find reasons to exempt
themselves from service. All cases of
suspected "behavioral deviations" must
now be reported to Intelligence Headquarters for security clearance reevaluation. Persons under suspicion

When the group reached the top of the
street,

right where he lives
SYDNEY — Following a raid on a private gay club, which occured at

1

am on

Saturday, August 27 and during which
eleven men were arrested and charged
with homosexual offenses, Sydney's gay

community established a "Gay Caravan
Embassy" across the street from the
house of Neville Wran, premier of New
South Wales.
The raid was the third on a gay
establishment in Sydney this year, and as
a result of charges laid in the three incidents, under the Disorderly Houses
Act of 1942, a total of 27 people are now
awaiting trial. The act was originally intended to control wartime brothels.

At 1 1 pm on August 27, 200 lesbians
and gay men rallied on Oxford St, the
main entertainment street in Sydney.

they sat

down

of a sixteen-year-old boy in Brighton.
In a news release, PIE stated, "In no
way have we ever condoned actions such
as those of the Brighton attackers, nor
any other violence or coercion against a

ten minutes, block-

on five intersecting roadways.
Sydney police made no attempt to break
up the demonstration.
The next day, a Telex message was
sent to Wran, demanding an end to police harassment and the removal of the
head of the vice squad, Ernie (the Good)
ing traffic

Sheperd.

It

all

all

ers could be

do not

27 accused and a

see

members of our group; we

what we could have to offer

Housing

Lfl

Spectacular

on

the group for the Director of Public

an attempt to find
them. In
the past nine months, according to a PIE

government.
By Tuesday, September 6, no response
had been received and the Gay Caravan
Embassy, a trailer emblazoned with a
pink and black sign and staffed by lesbians and gay men, was driven to and
parked opposite the premier's house.
There were plans to move the trailer to
the state parliament house on September
20, the night the state's budget was to be
announced.
Things were no better in the state of
Queensland, where the minister of education threatened gay and lesbian teachers with the loss of their jobs if they
attended a gay teachers workshop, part
of the Ninth National Conference of
Lesbians and Homosexual Men, held at
LaTrobe University the weekend of
September 3.

Prosecutions

grounds for

in

legal action against

statement in the IGA Bulletin, six
members or former members of the PIE
executive have been interviewed or had
their houses raided by the Obscene Publications Squad in connection with a collection of letters entitled "Intercourse,"

which appeared

in issue

Views •

An article in the September 29 issue of
London magazine Gay News condemned a recent endorsement of PIE by
the Campaign for Homosexual Equality,
saying: "Most of our readers would
the

regard PIE's objectives as not being a
issue, as being offensive to the general public both straight and gay, and as

gay

being damaging to the cause of gay

put pressure on PIE
LONDON — The Midland Bank has

World News credits

asked the Paedophile Information Exchange (PIE) to withdraw its account

The Advocate (San Mateo), News from NGTF(,Nev.
York), The Washington Blade (Washington, DC),
Bay Area Reporter (San Francisco), Gay Community News (Boston), Kendall Lovett (Sydney), Cam-

following numerous articles in the
British tabloid press attempting to link

paign (Sydney), Pink Triangle (Wellington),
News (London).

PIE with the sexual assault and murder

Friendly,

&

Safe

Insured

Pools • Jacuzzis

<

Fireplaces

Large Screened TVs • Tennis Courts

<

Chauffeurs

Licensed Real €stote Brokers

Cndorsed by
Call or

write

now

for

GHLfl '84 1314

S.

of

Bank, cops, gay paper

West Hollywood

Gyms •

six

rights."

Homes - Touunhouses
Hills,

number

Contact!, PIE's magazine.

'84 offers Prime Locations:

Beachfront, Beverly

to

series

5

GAY HOUSING
FOR THE
1984 OLYMPICS
Gay

un-

of actions against PIE. The
English police have compiled a dossier

the state's anti-gay laws

September

it is

people with such callous motivations."
The bank's demand is the latest in a

was set as the
deadline for a response from the
this year.

Although not impossible,

believable to us that the Brighton attack-

also called for charges to be

dropped against
repeal of

child.

Trou Perru, Jean O'learu, Bruce Voeller, Steve €ndean

brochure ond information

(213) 938-1 984

Tremaine Dept 6 Los Angeles,
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TBP'S GUIDE TO WHAT'S ON
Stage

TORONTO THIS MONTH

IN

enough for the living room, not titillating
enough for the bedroom," he told TBP in
1980. Opening Nov 13, 3-7 pm; runs Nov
15-26, Tues-Sat, 1-6 pm. Art Invesco

Jon Kaplan

Z Noel & Gertie.

Musical revue about the
extraordinary personal and professional relationship between Noel Coward and Gertrude
Lawrence, with Tom Kneebone as Coward.
Mon-Thurs, 9 pm; Fri-Sat, 8 and 10:30 pm.
Theatre in the Dell, 300 Simcoe St. 598-4802.
Z Single. A one-person show with the excellent Rosemary Dunsmore, about a single
woman whose best friend is a gay windowdresser. Previews Nov 6; runs Nov 11-27.
Toronto Free Theatre, 26 Berkeley St.
368-2856.

Z Gertrude Stein's Gertrude Stein.
one-woman show. "Stein

Cole's

&

(Bloor

is

Bathurst). 463-4279.

ZThe Maids and My
double

bill

Sister in This

House.

A

by the Mercury Theatre, separate

treatments of the tale of the murderous

Papin

The Genet

sisters.

play, a ritualistic

men

version of the story, casts three

(inclu-

ding playwright Sky Gilbert) as the female
characters. My Sister, by Wendy Kesselman,
handles the tale more naturalistically. Both
plays deal with the lesbianism in the sisters'
relationship. In repertory Tues-Sat evenings,
Sun matinee. 296 Brunswick Ave. 927-9533.
In the Jungle of Cities. An early Brecht
play

set in

the surrealistic Chicago of 1912.

Robin Phillips' new comis Eve Merriam's The Club,
set in a men's club in 1903 and peopled by
women playing the men's roles and commenting on the status of women. A powerful

November plays
pany in London

at

Richmond St,
London, Ont. 1-800-265-1241 (toll-free).

piece of theatre. In rep. 471

Talking Dirty. Vancouver playwright Sher-

man Snukal

has written a Neil Simonish

how
much happier people would be in monogamous relationships. Tues-Thurs at 8 pm;
show about

sexual mores... and about

Fri-Sat at 7

&

10

Street Theatre,

pm; Sun

at 2

736 Bathurst

Cinema

pm. Bathurst

St.

531-9732.

Stephen Stuckey

Pier Paolo Pasolini Retrospective. Inclu-

ding a number of rarely-screened films. Oct
26-30. Harbourfront, 235 Queen's Quay W.
869-8412. For details, see ad on p 26.
streamers. Robert Altman's latest film is
set in an army barracks just before its inhabitants are shipped to Vietnam. A tragic tale
of violence unfolds when one soldier's gayness

is

revealed.

Watch

for beautiful

Roy

Lichtenstein as the naive, scheming heart-

throb.

Opens across Canada

in

November.

Outrageous. Benner's celebrated 1977
female impersonator flick starring Craig

3.

Tickets at

Record Peddler.

English. British feminist perforartist

D

Kitchen Sync comes the
video event of the year, with over 35 worldrenowned guests. Highlights include feminist
artist Shirley Clarke, and the world premiere
of Confused by Vancouver artists Gary
Bourgeois, Gina Daniels, Jeanette ReinhaTdt
and Paul Wong
a view of 20th century

band from UK,

DWomen's Band Series. Presented by A
Space at The Rivoli, 334 Queen St W. Oct
27: Moral Lepers, a band from Vancouver,
along with films by Margaret Moores and
Midi Onodera. Nov 10: Fifth Column, and
Mickey Sink & Her 500 Bucks, two Toronto
bands. Tickets are $5 at the door. Doors
open at 8:30 pm.
Angel Staccato & the White Rebels. Performing at the Women in Trades dance. See
Nov 19 in calendar.

—

EATING OUT

multi-sexual ideologies and practices. Har-

Noel

&

Gertie:

Tom Kneebone & Darcy Dunlop

bourfront Premiere Dance Theatre, 207

Queens Quay W. Nov
Russell. Oct 30 at 5 and 7 pm. Ritz Theatre
(550 St Clair Ave W). 653-4455.
DNot a Love Story. A pair of free screenings of Bonnie Sherr Klein's controversial

1-6.

Tickets at Har-

bourfront (869-8412) or BASS.
Punchinello. Large mixed media abstracts
of the male nude by Michael Ridler. Oct
27-Nov 12. 204A Baldwin St. 593-5054.

Greg Saint Louis

• Members of Lambda Business Council

NFB documentary about pornography. A

O Abundance.

panel discussion will follow both screenings.
Nov 26 and 27, 7:30 pm. Harbourfront, 235
Queen's Quay W. 364-5665.

belie earnest cuisine. 81

DThe

Hunger. Tony Scott's glamourous
look at vampirism stars Catherine Deneuve
as a beautiful creature who seduces both
men and women for her evil needs. Nov 4,
at
9 pm. Kingsway Theatre (Bloor St
Royal York subway). 236-141 1

W

Two men

fight to the death and involve
everyone around them; there is a subtext of
sexual tension between the two. Previews
Nov 24-29, runs Nov 30-Dec 18. Toronto Free
Free Theatre, 26 Berkeley St. 368-2856.
Peace Banquet. A contemporary adaptation of Aristophanes' comedy Peace, presented by Nightwood Theatre. The bawdy
humour and political goings-on will culminate in a post-nuclear feast. The opening
night performance is a benefit for the October 22nd Coalition. Tues-Sun, Nov 3-19. St
Paul's Square, 121 Avenue Rd. 968-3585.
The Dances of Christopher House. Toronto Dance Theatre presents an evening of
works choreographed by one of their own
dancers, the winner of the 1983 Chalmers
Award for choreography. Nov 10-13, ThursSat at 8 pm. Sun at 2 pm. Toronto Dance
Theatre, 80 Winchester St. 967-1365.
The Grand Theatre Company. Among the

Nov

DRose

who brought you

—

Vancouver Provspellbound"
ince. In rep with another Cole play, H'ith
Love, John Lennon. Nov 16-Dec 3. Palmerston Library Theatre, 560 Palmerston Blvd

one

ed....

St.

Gallery, 548 Parliament St. 961-2285.

premieres her "Plato's Chair."
Epic theatre on the scale of a solo performer.
Sponsored by ARC. The Rivoli Cafe, 334
Queen St W. Nov 1, 9:30 pm.
Video Culture Canada. From the people

Nancy

Yonge

BASS and Record Peddler.
Discharge. Unadulterated hardcore thrash
at Larry's Hideaway, 121
Carlton St. Nov 24. Tickets at BASS and

mance

resurrect-

cert Hall, 888

Art

Midi Onodera

DChromaLiving: Rooms and Furniture.

A

Over a hundred artists have
been invited to participate by organizers
Andy Fabo and Tim Jocelyn, including performer David Roche. Roche will give an illustrated talk called "Perversion of Tools"
on several occasions (including closing
night). The Colonnade, 2nd floor, 131 Bloor
St W. Info: 362-1 187. Through Nov 12.
ten years.

Women's

Architecture League.

Works

from the design competition

for the

Women's

Nov

Cultural Building.

1-13,

ARC,

789 Queen St W. 947-9169.

DDavid

Aldrich. Ex-Dudes display ad artist

exposes his

latest

drawings.

"Not

nice

Stephen Stuckey

Public Sex. Series of four programmes by
Varda Burstyn, a Toronto writer and theorist, on topics including prostitution, pornography and changing views of sexuality.
Ideas, CBC Radio. Nov 16, 23, 30 and Dec 7
at 9:05 pm.
DBronowski Lecture. A programme on the
social construct of female biology by Dr
Ruth Hubbard of Harvard University. Ideas,

CBC

gala light-hearted look at Toronto art in the
last

TV/Radio

Nov

pm.
DGodzilla vs Megalon. The nasty and totally evil aquatic people of Mu send monstrous
Megalon to destroy the Earth but Godzilla
steps in and saves the day. Follows that classic, Dr Jekyll and Sister Hyde. Great
Movies, CITY-TV. Oct 28, appx 1:30 am.
Radio.

Music
DSoft

Cell.

15, 9:05

"final tour" by the

UK

darlings of electro-beat culture, of "Tainted

Love" fame. Concert Hall, 888 Yonge St.
Nov 7. Tickets at BASS and Record Peddler
(115 Queen St E).
DThe Cramps. America's original "psychobilly" band is back on the prowl at the Con-

florid

aura, cutesy service

Church

St.

368-2867.

and Bakery. Still the best in deli
and dutch treats. 483 Church St. 927-8256.
Barney's. Breakfast and lunch, just plain good.
$10 or less for 2. 385 Queen St W.
Deli

DBemelman's. Pop

singles bar and pricey

restaurant. Fashionably cruisy, especially early

Sunday. 83 Bloor St W. 960-0306.
Cafe

New

Orleans. See/be seen patio packed

year 'round. Beer, wine, innocuous fare. Go for the
view.

618 Yonge

St.

922-2439.

DCarlevale's. Unaffected distinction
ing at a languid pace. 158

in Italian

Church St Cafe. Gleaming cache

pm. $10-30

for 2.

485 Church

• Crispins/Buddy's.

din-

Avenue Rd. 922-4787.
of

comestibles,

consistent. Licensed. Daily to 12, Sun:
St.

10am-5

925-1 155.

Innovative european, local

and vegetarian cuisines, great wine list. New happy
hours, Sun-Thurs: 3-8 pm, Fri: 3-6 pm. Buddy
Brunch at $6.95. 66 Gerrard St E. 977-1919.

• Crow Bar.

Andrew Zealley
The

Amsterdam

Gushy

Fuli

menu, with popular

pix

shown

at

8 pm, Mon-Fri. 10 Breadalbane (behind Parkside
Tavern). 923-6136.

•

18 East Hotel & Tavern. Inexpensive homecooked meals. Daily prime rib special, $4.95; Sunday brunch $3.95. 18 Eastern Ave. 368-4040.
DEmilio's. Sandwich stop/baron lower east side.
menu changes every week. $20-40 for 2.

Brilliant

127 Queen

St E.

366-3354.

'

Video Culture Canada: Gina Daniels, Gary Bourgeois, Paul Wong, Jeanette Reinhardt in

'

'Confused,

'

a video performance piece at Harbourfront

.

FESTIVAL OF THE GENTLE
MARTIAL ARTS, U OF T, OCT 2S

Irwin Ave. 923-5924.

behind the Tip-Top bldg on Stadium Rd. Salads,
seafood and more. 368-7794.

Fenton's. Pre-eminent temple of refection. Less
expensive room downstairs. $60-100 for 2. 2 Glou-

allyoucaneat/ $6. 457 Church

cester St. 961-8485.

Vines Wines

DFare Exchange.

Small neighbourhood cafe. 4

Together.

unusual specials. 838 Yonge

St.

924-1990.

Homey open room features coeurs
menu and desserts. Full bar.

Hart's.

Church St

at

staff, good prices. $8-30
Dundas. 368-5350.

la

for 2.

• Les Cavaliers.

• Lipstick.

Cafe-bar with

J

Living Well

is

full

menu

Mushrooms. Dowdy downstairs dining roombar — attracts showbiz/gay crowd in late eve. 49
'

;

368-1898.

The Outpost (at Hotel California). Inexpensive
menu. 319 Jarvis St. 925-6215.

am

daily.

678 Yonge

Peter Pan. Original corner bar

Queen

St

W

Gaudy

St.

&

(at

58 King St

E.

861 -1 1 55.

Peter

St.

977-4702. Casual

the Selby). 592 Sherbourne St.
lounge, casual dining room.

floor,

—

598-4719.

snax in decorous sidewalk cafe/
bar/cine/dancehall 334 Queen St
596-1908.
iRivolt Exotic

W

Le Select Bistro. Rive-gauche bistro lunches to

W

Patio,

jazz/blues tapes. 328 Queen St

Cameo Club.

Cafe.

vate bath: $35; without: $27.

925-5517.

St.

Baths

923-3469. Lesbian

The

Leather club bar with patio, meals.

private
[

'Cat's

dance club

Meow.

Chaps.

Discos

Bay St 598-2110. 24 hours

Bar/disco.

floor

and

(at

Sun

Yonge). 921-3012. Large

Now

mixed.

Fri,

10-3; Sat: 10-?.

pm-3 am; Sun

4

pm-1 am.

Toronto Gay Community Council. 105 Carlton St 4th floor

922-1898.

MSB 1M2
Forum

midnight.

Joseph St 961-4740. Stand-up

Twilight Zone. 185 Richmond
Newwave Weekends. $8.

Voodoo Club.

S.O.S.!

St

W

lor

Umbrella organization

ot lesbian

and gay groups

sharing information and discussing

political strategies

Social/political action

Mystique. 16 Phipps Ave (behind Sutton

AIDS Committee

Toronto

ol

See Health

Beaches Area Gays Meets Thurs nights alter 9 pm.
nental Flair Lounge (in the Beach Mali). 1971 Queen St

334

Stages. 530 Yonge St 928-0492. Fri-Sat 12
am, Sun 10:30 pm-4 am. $6.

8 pm.

at Conti-

E (at

Waverley)
Bridges. Drawer

D062 c/o TBP. Box 7289. Stn

A.

M5W

1X9

Michael Hiordon (9220735) Group connecting lesbian gay and

to

5

977-3347

third world liberation struggles

Chutzpah 730 Bathurst St. M5S2R4 782 3942 Group
Jewish gay men and lesbians and tnends

lor

Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO) Box 822 Stn A
1G3 533-6824 Toronto ollice 730 BathurstSt. M5S 2R4

Coalition lor

M5W

9 St Joseph St (above Katrina's)

960-9335 Newwave. Weekends. $5.

Committee

M4W3C8

to

Defend John Oimien

1508 914 Yonge

St.

925-6729

Foolscap (Oral History Protect) Conducting interviews with gay
people John Grube 961 8947

Accommodation

CALL 869-3036 TO RESERVE YOUR
NIGHT WITH THE GAY COMMUNITY
APPEAL. THEY'LL SEND A CHARMING
SPEAKER TO YOUR HOME WITH A

Foundation

(FACT)

Catnaps Guesthouse. 246 Sherbourne St
968-2323 Fifteen rooms. TV lounge, pool table
and game room, laundry and kitchen facilities,
parking, sundeck One or two people. $25

SHOW TO TELL YOU AND YOUR
FRIENDS AROUT HOW THE FUNDS
RAISED RY THE APPEAL ARE USED.

SLIDE

18 East Hotel. 18 Eastern Ave 368-4040 Bar
and dining room. 22 rooms. TV lounge, sauna,
gym, laundry facilities, sundeck. free parking 1
or 2 people

Windswept waterfront landing

25

-

lor the

Toronto

Advancement

319 Jarvis

NOVEMBER

1983

St

925-6215 38

ol

Canadian Transsexuals

M9 Church SI Community Centre M4Y

c'oCYSF 105 Central Sq. York
4700KeeleSl Downsview ON M3J 1P3 667-2515
Gay Alliance

at

York

Gay Asians Toronto Box 752 Stn F
and social Into Glad Day 461 4161

M4Y 2N6

2C9

University

Monthly meetin.

Gay Community Appeal otloronto Box .VI.' Stn P M5S 2T2
869 3036 Fund raismq lor gay and lesbian community protects

Gay Community Dance Committee (GCOC) 730 Ralhu'
Organizes community tund raising dances

M5S 2R4

$24. weekend rates

Hotel California.

THE BODY POLITIC

St.

Pan AM Dances. Tues nights at the Rivdli,
Queen St W from 8 pm. New wave
The Penthouse. (See Chaps above.)

(Formerly Dudes). 10 Breadalbane St

at

Manatee. 11A St Joseph

Place Hotel). 927-7707. Fri-Sat: $6; Sun from 5
pm: $5 including free beer.

967-4666. Bar, dance

dining area.

Movies weeknights

at

Club

cafe.
St.

COMMUNITY

and

Male only. Not licensed. Fri & Sat: 10 pm-6 am;
Sun: 10:30 pm-3:30 am. Live shows Sat at 2 am,

51 Eglinton Ave E. 481-7239.

Katrina's. 5 St

to day, Fri

for

upstairs disco (The Penthouse), downstairs bar.

dance

New wave. 10 pm

Club

368-2824. Licensed
women. Fri and Sat only.

9 Isabella St

Barracks. 56 Widmer St. 593-0499. Leather/
denim. 6 pm-4 am; 24 hours on weekends.

The Club. 231 Mutual St. 977-4629. 24 hours.
The Roman's Health and Recreation Spa. 742

Trinity St.

95

SUPPORT OUR SELVES!

596-6405

Sgana

Bar, dining

19 St Joseph St. 927-0897. $5.
Charly's. 488 Yonge St. upstairs. 925-5517

(at Hotel Selby).

Cafe. Cosy, informal place with

Sandwiches, salads, fondues, raclettes, and a truly amazing by-the-glass wine list.
$15-30 for 2 361 Queen St W 593-0934

late-nite

St.

.

The

Selby Hotel. 592 Sherbourne St.
921-3142. Victorian-style hotel; bar, dining room.
72 rooms. No housekeeping. 1 -2 people with pri-

Sat.

E.

• Raclette.

I

922-3844.

18 Eastern Ave. 368-4040. Happy hour, 9-10 pm.

Bio Rhythm.

592 Sherbourne St.
921-1035. Bar with risque video, dance floor.

i

W

St.

The Tool Box.

licensed. Mon-Sat, 4

&

friendly British pub/bistro

St

rooms, private baths, lounge Bar and dining
room. $35 single, weekend rates.

dining room, pool room.

bar, dining room.

reasonably priced soups, salads, sandwiches and

Queen

floor,

Tavern. 530 Yonge
Men's beverage room, side entrance.
The Quest. 665 Yonge St. 964-8641
room and upstairs disco.

Buddy's Backroom Bar. 370 Church St.
977-9955. Chatty, casual stand-up bar.

929-9525.

desserts. 206

925-6215. Leather and denim.

Large patio, dance

(laneway behind Parkside Tavern). 923-6136. Fully

967-4800.

grill at

import draught, desserts 249 Gerrard St

Queen Mother

1

83 Granby

921-3142. Dance

Crow Bar.

364-3669.

• Pimblett's.

The Barn.

floor,

Peachtree Restaurant. Burgers, salads, des1

977-4702. Piano

St.

Large beverage rooms.

Cornelius. 579 Yonge

I

Till

(side entrance).

for 2.

floor, patio.

Bud's

the Best Revenge. Late-date cafe

Major Roberts. Neighbourhood bar upstairs,
dining downstairs. Inexpensive lunches; fixedprice Sunday brunch. 124 Harbord St. 968-7000

serts.

418 Church

Together. 457 Church

The Albany Tavern.

Boots

plus late-nite

open daily until 2, Fri & Sat to 4. Soup/sandwiches, beer/wine. 692 Yonge St. 922-6770.

Front St E

4 am.

The Outpost (at Hotel California). 319 Jarvis St

but

Bars
Dance

to

stand-up bar and disco.

977-4702.

snack stuff. Music drifts from disco to nuevo wavo.
4:30 pm-3 am (4 am weekends). 2 for 1 brunch
first Sun of month. 580 Parliament St. 922-6655.
I

and Sat

St Charles Tavern. 488 Yonge

Continental menu, daily specials.

St.

profit pirates these,

Fri

singalong bar, very chatty.

NIGHTLIFE

225

•Jennie's. Personal touch in easy goin' piano barcum-business bruncheon bar/restaurant. Live
music Fri-Sun nites, and Sun all day happy hour.
360 Queen St E (at Parliament). 861-1461

418 Church

No

Open

Parkside
a

kitsch, all-day

Casual, friendly

Bar.

923-3469.

St.

floor.

Les Cavaliers.

Continental menu, specials. Sunday:

snax smack of salt/sweet pub grub. $10-20
38 Wellington St E. 869-0744.

Fiesta. Bright, lively hyper-trend restaurant;

bar with dance

Cover charge on weekends. Dining lounge.

continued on page 30
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THE FILMS OF
PIER PAOLO
PASOUNI
Oct. 26 to 30
$3
package
Admission:

y

All

Four-film

films In Italian with English subtitles

Wednesday, October 26
7:30 p.m.:

Pig Pen

DJ: Ted Bates
Lighting: Brian Wheatley

&

Al

1969. 100 mins. A double narrative featuring
a medieval cannibal and a modern man who
prefers pigs to his girlfriend. (Parental

Trodd

Guidance)

New hours:

488YongeSt

Fri

1

0-3

SatIO-?

Toronto

—

Friday,

——

to St. Matthew
study of the life of

October 28
Shall Die?

1981. 60 mins. A documentary on Pasolini by
acclaimed novelist Philo Bregstein.

DECORATORS
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

ORIGINAL PRINTS BY

CANADIAN AND
INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS

Medea
1971. 100 mins. Maria Callas stars in this
bloody drama based on the play by
Euripedes. (Parental Guidance)

2:30 p.m.:
7:30 p.m.:

820-9170

MOIRA CLARK

Whoever Says The Truth

Theorem
1969. 100 mins. After being seduced by a
mysterious traveller, the father, mother, son,
daughter and maid of a single household
find themselves permanently changed.

Shall Die?

See Friday, October 28, 7:30 p.m.

The Canterbury Tales
1973. 111 mins. Pasolini's adaptation of
Chaucer's bawdy classic. (Restricted)

(Restricted)

ETCHINGS

7:30 p.m.:

PAINTING
PAPERING

PM

9:30 p.m.:

The Decameron

Accatone
1961. 120 mins.

A

captive of Rome's slums,

BROADLOOM

97

Accatone fignts for selt-respect while living
as a pimp and a thief. Pasolini's first film.
(Parental Guidance)

Sunday, October 30

Saturday, October 29

CUSTOM FRAMING
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

2- 6

billiant

Whoever Says The Truth

GALLERY
GREAT SELECTION OF

OCT 29 & 30

A

7:30 p.m.:

PRINTMAKERS
i

7:30 p.m.:

The Gospel According
1965. 136 mins.
Christ. (Family)

Licensed bar and disco

THE-

Thursday, October 27

WINCHESTER STREET
TORONTO 923-5513

CERAMICS

1972. 111 mins. The ribald tales of Boccaccio
as interpreted by Pasolini. (Restricted)

235 Queen's Quay West Toronto
869-8412 & BASS

Harbourfront

Ol/t&Ol/t

'BEAM MEY'

UP, SCOTT

ANOTHER CONTENTED EARTHLING
LEAVES THE WORLD OF HENRY ORIENT'

For injonnatkn coil 9270970 in Pronto

Come meet &

T

mingle with the

and other heavenly bodies
one of the planet's newest &

stars

at

dj

/^

most unique bars
11

A

St.

Joseph Street.

Showtime

Hours

&

Toronto. Canada

Fridays

922-1898

Sundays: 10:30

PM - 6 AM
3:30 AM

Saturdays: 10

PM

-

Saturdays: 2

AM

Sundays: 12 midnight

^##^
AND ENTER

THE

VO&ID OF

tner o&itriT
71

FRONT ST FAST
^A^ CHURCH)
362 9657

club

MANATEE
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irony to provide a balance to such ex-

ON THE TOWN

cesses. Billy's brief reconciliation with

Mother Dear and his poignant Christmas
dinner at McDonald's with a jobless

One of the

first efforts at a gay bar north
has
just opened, Cat's Meow at
of Bloor
51 Eglinton Ave E.... In between their
sessions at the Imperial Room, Wayland

Flowers and

and unforgettable.
There are a few problems, however,
with the monologue format of the show.
Some episodes would clearly work better
as short stories, others need reshaping,
particularly in the more chaotic second
half of the show. A few confessional
moments seem too exposed, too prone to
father are disturbing

Madame made surprise gigs

at Katrina's,

Manatee and the Club

Mystique....

A Feminist Eros Festival

is

being organized for the spring of '84, to
be held at various locations throughout
Toronto. Contributions of art, music,
theatre, poetry and dance are invited.
Submit text and/or description of work
to Women Film/ Women Art, 201

topple over into self-pity. No matter.
Eventually Peter will get around to
all this. An artist in constant
he has discovered his own way of
patterning experience, of making sense of
the hodge-podge of past events which,
curiously, most of us share. In his unique
way, Peter McGehee may have found
another way of recording and remaking
gay history.
PGBakerD

rethinking
flux,

Spadina Rd, M5R 2T9, by Dec 31....
The beer wars: Boots/Bud's is taking a
swing at the competition with $1 .25 for
beer every night from 9 to midnight....
The No Name Cafe is taking a rest for a
couple of months.... The benefit night
for

AIDS at Boots

in

September raised

POOLS OF POETRY
AND PASSION

$770.... Les Cavaliers has a bargain for

Sunday brunch: 5 menu items plus a
champagne cocktail for $4.95, from
noon to 3 pm.... Gay Asians of Toronto

Life

Without Muscles or Growing Up Artistic

by Sky

needs people interested in putting out a
newsletter. Contact them through Glad

Gilbert.

JohnAllecD

Day(961-4161).

Sky Gilbert's new production

A COLLECTION
will

be held November 30

Canadian art-photography

journal Photo-Communique. Collector
Stephen Jack, who has curated the selection, recently spread a small group of
the pictures around his dining

room

for

The Body Politic to view.
The stars of this group are Wilhelm
von Gloeden and George Piatt Lynes,
the first represented by two pictures, the
latter by three. Von Gloeden's include a
small print of two youths in classical
dress and undress, one of them holding a
large jug: just what we expect. The other
is a portrait of a young boy in contemporary dress, a ragged suit and a panama
hat, his bare feet held like a dancer's;

he's holding a cigarette

a

dog

and a carnation,

sleeps next to him, there's a big

jug in the dense, sepia background and
an urn beside him. It's a wonderfully
satisfying portrait, for the small questions it raises and the connections it
makes to those other boys interpreting
history.

The Piatt Lynes dance photograph,
from "Errante" as performed by the
New York City Ballet, is a static, studio
pose of a man and a woman, a lot of
drapery and hair and no faces, an After
Dark sort of shot. But the small knots of
muscles in the man's shoulders and the
careful design of his rib cage have a

patina that makes the skin on your

His others are two modest near-nudes:
one has a welter of towel around the
fulcrum of his crotch, torso stretching
up, right knee thrust toward you on a
hefty, beyond-focus thigh; the other
turns away almost delicately from the
hips, as he steps out of white jeans in
front of a graffiti wall (the same one as
jerk-off se-

quence?), his pre-Nautilus stomach a
smooth flat line sloping down to darkwhy?
ness. Both men are headless
Caution? Disrespect? The old surrealist
chopping up images? Objectification?
Are we all agreed now that the objec-

—

tificatioaof the male form in the arts
and popular culture is a far more
positive than negative development?
There are two of Mapplethorpe's
careful mandalas, a gardenia in a

teabowl and an ass (Lisa Lyons's?
hairless

"theatrical picture lessons"

and white, anyway)

in

black

is

unwieldly

(despite the effective staging of

chaps with fishnet backing. The flower
is lifted by the lighting, by the dense
black gleam of the porcelain and the
leaves, by the hovering shadow. Also, a

and the

Hockney snapshot-quality

"I took increasing refuge in my
imagination."
And what an imagination! Highlights

portrait, in

colour (mostly green); the Arthur Tress
with the stuffed leopard snarling be-

tween the man's reclining naked legs;
Peter Hujar's protrait of Susan Sontag;
a frankly gorgeous image of Garbo by
Cecil Beaton.
And two of Weegee's of courageous
drag queens, one a pair of decrepit,
street-level bawds, jolly as hell; the other
image a real knockout, a big healthy
drag in a two-piece stripper's costume, a
band of satin around her tits and the
skirt material slashed to the top of the
thigh. The lipstick is dark and thick and
sure of itself on a mouth straight out of
Hollywood. She's lounging in the back
of a police van, and she sure was ready
for Weegee.
The collection as a whole should be
just as interesting. Terrific pictures often
sell

for very reasonable prices at auc-

go see them at the preview Saturday and Sunday, November 26 and 27,
at Waddington's Auctioneers, 189
tions;

Queen

fingers itch.

in the great Bill Miller

essenti-

and three of his students and lovers;
scenes from Hockney's paintings are
recreated on stage in conjunction with
dramatic readings from the poetry of
Thorn Gunn. The concept of these

A fund-raising auction of four hundred
to benefit the

is

of blackout sketches involvDavid Hockney, his mother,

ally a series

ing artist

photographs

The Theatre Centre. Sept

23-0ct 9.

tt

Gordon MontadorD

St E.

A LIVE ONE! M

fiction begins in this dazzling

of monologues delivered with
unflagging energy. "Being disappointed
by most people," Billy tells us solemnly,
series

of Billy's exploits include a hilarious drag
debut in the Junior High variety show
("Tell me you're not a homosexual," his
mother sobs afterwards); the drowning of
pink-toenailed Trina (Aunt Killy's treasured poodle, drunk on Kahlua); housewife days with Steve Stevens ("method
acting,

love

method

life!");

and

finally, true

on the prairies with Dennis, who

knocks on

Billy's

greeted with:

door one day

"You look

like

a

to be

live

one!'

There are wonderfully funny moments
in the show, which manage, magically, to
be both grotesque and moving. My own
favourite was Billy's account of his great
romance with schoolmate Bruce Cocklin
and their impassioned rendezvous in a
sleazy motel room, transformed (by
Billy's wild imagination) into a Holly-

wood boudoir
sign flashes

while the relentless neon

ROMA, ROMA, ROMA
may squirm at some of Billy

McGehee (aka Marie Quinlan of Quinlan
fame) leans forward and takes us
all captive with his extraordinary tour de
force, Beyond Happiness. This oneperson show is a dizzying collage of
autobiographical fragments and embellishments, the "intimate memoirs of Billy
Lee Belle" growing up gay in a tiny
Arkansas town. The eleven monologues
take us from Billy's early worship of tipsy
Aunt Suzy, through his first loves and
heartbreaks, to his eventual escape from
the confines of Pine BluM's.
It's hard to know where the facts end
Sisters

loss), and, as a play of
Without Muscles or Growing
Up Artistic says little more than its
chic/camp title; but Sky Gilbert's theatrical ideas are, by turns, hilarious, sad
and lovely.
In his notes on the play Gilbert writes
that his initial purpose was to answer the
questions posed by Hockney's paintings.

"Who left that
left

shirt

on the

chair.

Who

those shoes by the pool?" Although

solving these sexual and domestic mys-

might seem as silly as speculating
about what Leonardo did to get Mona
Lisa smiling, there is no doubt that
Gilbert's effects can be marvellous. His
playing out of two Hockney double portraits (those of Henry sjeldzhaler and
Christopher Scott and of Fred and Marcia Weisman) are broad cartoons, ridiculously funny for their irreverent audacity. And in one magically erotic scene
as the three boys leave behind the obteries

jects

from the paintings, Gilbert puts the

audience inside Hockney's skin.
the audience sits
Patsy Lang's set
on either side of a Hockneyesque swimis bright and fun. Charles
ming pool

—

Murdoch

is

a believable

Hockney;

like

the California paintings he's youthful

of satire aimed almost exmonstrous matriarchs and
female caricatures. Still, there is plenty of
self-deprecating fun, and enough saving

and trendy with

cal implications

Centre. October 7-9.

There's both madness and mischief in
those beautiful brown eyes as Peter

much

ideas, Life

Lee's unresolved misogyny, at the politiclusively at

Beyond Happiness, written and performed by
Peter McGehee. 519 Church St Community

without

—

across the bedsheets.

Feminists

"The

Old Woman," Gunn's poetry could go

PORNOGRAPHY
& CENSORSHIP

hints of deeper, darker
shadings beneath his fashionable detachment. Maxine Miller does a painfully
funny scene as the artist's mother sitting
for her portrait, and she's terrifically

crass as Marcia

the writing.)

FILM AND VIDEO AGAINST
CENSORSHIP (FAVAC) IS SPONSORING A FORUM ON NOVEMBER U AT 8
PM TO DISCUSS NEGLECTED
ASPECTS IN THE PUBLIC DEBATES
AROUND PORNOGRAPHY.
AT THE CANADIAN CENTRE OF

PHOTOGRAPHY AND
596

FILM.

MARKHAM ST.
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John

Tucker'-- score

fits

the

concepts like a glove and never
obtrudes.

Sky Gilbert's substantial
in

momehts

gifts

emerge

— scene by scene the "pic-

ture lessons" are fascinating. Perhaps
because Hockney is so detached the pro-

seems to have no centre, but it
in an appealing »a\
In the end, / tic Without Muscles is
memorable not foi what lias to sav.
dtltion

moves about him

it

but for

1983

Weisman. The three

boys (Blake Carter, Stephan Droege and
Glenn Roy) all have moments of considerable charm. (When they're weak, so is

how

it

says

it

.

Don Hannah

WED/OCT

Metropolitan

26

urst St.

Hallowe'en Bar Night. Hosted by the
leather club Trident. Outpost, 317 Jarvis.
Gay Community Council Meeting. Forum
for sharing info and debating issues. 519

E
u

Church St Community Centre, 7:30 pm.
Info: 923-GAYS or CGRO (533-6824).

>

THURS/0CT27

>VE3VI&&FI

"Heterosexual Hegemony & Gay
A lecture by Pink Inker and
long-time gay activist Gary Kinsman, on gay

z

liberation
111

*

h

EMBER

(0

1EMEI1

E

N

and the struggle

for a socialist

and

feminist future, sponsored by the Marxist
Institute. 8 pm, Room 205 of the Library
Science Bldg (attached to the Robarts
Library), 140 St George St. $2 donation.

Gay

Fathers of Toronto. General discus-

pm. Info: 967-0430,
967-4203, or Brian at 884-2638.
Moral Lepers. Women's band. See Music.
Punchinello Exhibit. Sec AH.
sion meeting, 8

III
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FRI/0CT 28
"How AIDS

Us

Non-Medical
Sense." Brief presentation followed by open
discussion, organized by the AIDS CommitAffects

in a

of Toronto. 8 pm, 201-66 Wellesley St E
Church). Info: 926-1626.
Hallowe'en at Crispins. Special menu
through Monday, at $14.95/person, including a Hallowe'en cocktail. Details and reservations: 977-1919. 64 Gerrard St E.
Godzilla vs Megalon. See TV/Radio.

E
h
Z

Celebrity Masquerade Ball. The Club
Mystique puts on a big Hallowe'en show,
with live performances by special guests,
over $1000 in prizes, Hollywood search-

and free limousine service to the front
booked in advance. Advance tickets
$6, available from the Club, Glad Day
Books, Midtown Records and Star Sound.
lights,

door

if

16 Phipps St, 927-7707.
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pm. 921-1035.

A

an emphasis on selfdevelopment in a disciplined environment
"free of macho buffoonery." Lectures and
workshops conducted in English, French and
Chinese (physical participation optional).
Sponsored by the Academy of Karate and
Judo and the U of T 10 am-5 pm. U of T
Athletic Centre (Spadina & Harbord). $7
adults, $5 under 16, or $15 family.
Full Moon Madness. The second annual
Hallowe'en concert and costume ball, presented by Doe-Eye Productions Canada
all sexes and sexualities welcome! First prize
for costumes is return airfare for two to the
Caribbean. Tickets $15 at door or $10 advance from BASS, Vernacular (1130 Yonge
St), Mr Smith (1233 Bay St) or Record Peddler (115 Queen St E). Proceeds to the Kidney Foundation of Canada. The Concert
Hall, 888 Yonge St, 8 pm-3 am.
intro, with

—

pm

SUN/OCT 30
Chutzpah Monthly Brunch. The gay Jewgroup invites you to join them at the
Church Street Cafe (485 Church St, just
south of Wellesley). 1 pm. Info: 782-3942.
Worship Service for Women. Organized by
the gay Catholic group Dignity. 960-3997.
Samhain. Special All Hallow's Eve night
planned by the Sacred Triangle, Toronto's
gay and lesbian occult group. 7:30 pm. Info:
ish

463-9688. All welcome.

Out & Out Environmental Hike. To the
Bruce Trail with a professional naturalist,
for some of the greatest scenery near Toronto. Bring lunch, warm drink and raingear.
Rating: easy. Info: 927-0970.

Outrageous. See Cinema.

dawn.
annual Hallowe'en

1 1

to

Night Howl. The third
fest at the Albany, with proceeds going to
the Cabbagetown Group Softball League.
Costumes required. The Albany's new light
show, featuring rain lights, egg strobes and
58 King St
rotors will be ready for the event
E. 861-1155. $10.
.

MCC Hallowe'en

E
<

good

(at

SAT/0CT 29

h
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Events

8

Day

Nov

Dance. 9

pm

1

at the

M0N/0CT31
Buddy's Annual Hallowe'en Costume
Party. Prizes for best costumes. Second beer
85C. 8 pm-late. 370 Church St. 977-9955.
Hallowe'en at Cornelius. 9 pm-3 am. Costumes required! 579 Yonge St. 967-4666.
Hallowe'en at Jennie's. See ad p 6.
is

for Disarma-

actions at Litton, from 5 pm-1

include a

will

14, a liberation

pm.
women's action day on
struggles action on Nov
1

and a general "Refuse the Cruise" action
on Nov 18. Info: Ronald at 532-5321.
16,

Women's

Architecture League. See

Art.

Rose English. Performance artist. See
Video Culture Canada. See Art.

WED/N0V

Art.

2

Lesbian Phone Line Meeting. Prospective
volunteers welcome. 348 College St, 3rd
floor, 7 pm. 960-3249 (Tues evening).
Lutherans Concerned. Meeting at a
member's home. 8 pm. Info: David or
James, 463-7354.

THURS/N0V3
The Cramps. See

Music.

Peace Banquet. See Stage.

FRI/NOV 4
Gays and Lesbians

at

U

of

T

Coffeehouse.

All welcome. See Fridays.

The Hunger. See

Cinema.

SAT/NOV

tee

IL

1

No cover. From

Festival of the Gentle Martial Arts.

Resistance."

Gay and Lesbian Action

ment. Training session for Remembrance

Lola I.emire Tostevin. Tostevin celebrates
new book "Gyno-Text," about bilingualism and feminism, with a reading at ARC,
789 Queen St W. 8:30 pm. $3.

s
III

TUES/N0V

please! 536-2848.

Hallowe'en Sleaze Ball. At Boots and
Bud's, 592 Sherbourne St. Cash costume
prizes, refreshments, and "erotic bobbing."

her

Pasolini Retrospective. See Cinema.
-

Community Church, 730 Bath-

Costumes

Out

&

5

Out Rattlesnake Point Hike.

A rug-

ged excursion along the Bruce Trail. Fossils,
caves, buffalos, and a chance to fly kites in
the updrafts off the escarpment. Bring warm
clothing, raingear, lunch and a warm drink.
Rating: moderate. 927-0970.
Chutzpah House Party. At Arnold's
place, 8 pm. Food and /or beverages welcome. Info: 782-3942.

SUN/NOV

6

1985 IGA Conference Meeting. The first
planning meeting for the 1985 International
Gay Association Conference, which is to be
hosted by the Toronto Gay Community
Council. All welcome. 25 D'Arcy St, 7:30
pm. Info: Bob Gallagher at 977-9916.

Out

&

Out Goes Horseback Riding. So

warm Dale
Evans. The last gallop before the snow flies.
Bring boots, a lunch and a hot drink.
Rating: moderate. Cost TBA. 927-0970.
Lesbian Mothers Potluck Brunch. Food
and friendship. 1-4 pm. Info: 465-6822.
Services for the Hearing-Impaired.
Beginning today, Metropolitan Community
dress like Dale Evans... but a

MCC

NAKED FORMALISM: DRAWINGS BY DAVID ALDRICH, ART INVESCO FROM NOV 13

9

.

PERVERSION OF TOOLS: DAVID ROCHE CLEANS UP AT CHROMALIVING, NOV 12

MONDAYS

(ft

m
z
o
>
r
r
Z
n

The Women's Group. Collectively run
support and consciousness-raising group
for lesbians. 519 Church St, 8 pm. Contact
Raechel (926-0527).
Judy Garland Memorial Bowling League.

Crow

9 pm. For info, ask at Buddy's,
Boots or the Albany.

TUESDAYS

H

Integrity (Gay Anglicans). Church of the
Holy Trinity (Eaton Centre) till Oct
From Oct 18: Trinity College Chapel, Lady
Chapel, 6 Hoskin Ave. 7:30 pm. 593-6217.
Gay Youth of Toronto. 7:30 pm. Info:
533-2867 (Mon, Wed, Fri from 7-10 pm).
1

c
H
z
H
z
in

o
H
<
^
H
D
o

Bar,

1

WEDNESDAYS
Metropolitan Community Church. Midservices. 730 Bathurst St. Wheelchair
accessible, amplified for the hearingimpaired.
Toronto Addicted Women's Self-Help

week

Network. Self-help group for

women

ad-

dicted to alcohol and other drugs. Central

Neighbourhood House. 349 Ontario
pm. Info: 961-7319.

St, 7

«*.

THURSDAYS

03

X
M
10

Canadian Gay Archives. Open for
pm. 24 Duncan

research and tours, 7-10
fifth floor. Info:

St,

977-6320.

Beaches Area Gays. Gets together at 9:30
at Continental Flair Lounge, 1971
Queen St E (at Waverley Rd).
Married Lesbians. Support discussion
group sponsored by Spouses of Gays. 1:30
pm, 206 St Clair Ave W. 967-0597.
TAG Coming Out Group. Meets in
private home. Supportive atmosphere for
people coming to terms with their sexuality.

pm

(0
(ft

H
z
>
H

8

pm.

Info: 964-6600.

a

Judy Garland Memorial Bowling League.

o

9:30 pm. Info: ask at Buddy's,
Boots or the Albany.

z
H

Crow

Bar,

WEEKENDS

2 FRIDAYS
01

pholo

Church

services

on the

first

Sunday of every

SUN/NOV

month

will be interpreted in sign language.
See Sundays.

DGuelph

takes a day hike along the

MON/NOV

7

noted for
lunch,

Soft Cell. See Music.

Community

&

warm

drink,

warm

Eramosa

Valley,

clothing and rain-

gear. Rating: easy. 927-0970.

WED/NOV
Broadside 5th Anniversary Open House.
The feminist newspaper invites all fans and
supporters to their headquarters, from 4 to 9
pm. Suite 2, 340 College St. Info: 964-7477.

THURS/NOV10
D "Homosexuality, Bisexuality and
ried

Man."

A

the

Mar-

panel discussion hosted by

Gay

TUES/N0V15
DChutzpah Night Out at Bud's. The gay
Jewish group invites you to join them for a
beer at Bud's (Sherbourne at Bloor). 10 pm.
Info: 782-3942.

Bagel Restaurant, Spadina
Info: 782-3942.

DFoundation for the Advancement of
Canadian Transsexuals. 7:30 pm, 519
Church St Community Centre. Info:
1-529-7884.
Single. See Stage.

n Fifth

Column and Mickey Sink & Her 500
Bucks. Two women's bands. See Music.

SAT/N0V12

MON/NOV

WED/NOV
DGay Community

of the Varsity Stadium.
ChromaLiving
David Roche. Final
chance to see the show. See Art.

at the

College, at

Gertrude Stein's Gertrude Stein. See Stage.
Public Sex. See TV/Radio.

St.

Check 923-GAYS

for weekly topic. All

welcome.

z

21

23

Council. See Oct 26.

fll

H

FRI/N0V 25

a
H
Z
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DGay Fathers Potluck Supper. 7:30 pm.
967-0430, 967-4203, or Brian at 884-2638.

pm. Wheelchair-accessible. 960-3997.
Metropolitan

Community Church.

Singspiration at 7:10, worship at 7:30 and
fellowship following. Also an

1

last

FRI/N0V 18
Film Night. Film TBA. See

DOut & Out Farm Weekend. The

2
D
a

last

for trivial

warm

and "a readiness
pursuits." Book by Nov 20. Cost:

sleeping bags,

clothes

appx $45; transportation shared.
Not A Love Story. See Cinema.

SUN/NOV

Out & Out Grand River Hike. Along the
Hanlon Loop Trail. Bring boots, raingear,
warm clothing and lunch. Rating: moderate.
Info: 927-0970.
IThe Sacred Triangle. Meeting of the
bian and gay occult group. 463-9688.

SAT/N0V19

WED/NOV

Women in Trades Dance. Featuring the
music of Angel Staccato. Tickets $4, $2.50
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30

In the Jungle of Cities. Sec Stage.

1983

Si

les-

am

ser-

ble.

preted in sign language.

Christos Metropolitan Community
Church. Worship service at 8 pm. Hotel
California, 319 Jarvis St. Info: 489-4293
(days) or 248-1733 (evenings).

Alcoholics Anonymous. Gay and lesbian
group, open to all. 3 pm. 730 Bathurst St
(MCC).

PHONELINES
964-3962

AlcoholicsAnonymous
Lesbian and gay groups.
Gaycare Toronto
Seven days a week, 7-1 pm.
Lesbian Phoneline
Tues 7:30-10:30 pm.
(,a> (ommunit\ Calendar
Gay Youth of Toronto

243-5494

1

(ft

c
m
H
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27

[

Fridays.

great

escape before Christmas: great food, crackling fires in a lovely wooded setting. Bring

1

730 Bathurst St. Wheelchair accessiServices on 1st Sun of month inter-

vice.

PI

Discharge. See Music.

Dignity/Toronto. Gay Catholics and
Mass or worship followed by discussion. Lynch Hall, Our Lady of Lourdes
Church (Sherbourne St, south of Bloor), 4
friends.

fll

year, so

GLAUT

>

r

SAT/NOV 26

Annual Out &
book early. Cost: $25, includes dinner, wine and prizes. 927-0970.
"Reflections on Gay Politics in Toronto."
A talk by David Rayside, Associate Professor of Political Science and Coordinator
of Canadian Studies at U of T's University
College. Sponsored by the Lesbian and Gay
Academic Society. Rhodes Room, Trinity
College, Hoskin Avenue. 8 pm. Info: Alexandra (924-6474) or Conrad (921-5317).

Out Banquet. Sellout

m

1

THURS/N0V24

16

463-7354.

Homo Hop.

Another of the popular
dances hosted by Gays and Lesbians at U of
T Hobnobbing and hilarity, from 8 pm on at
The Buttery (Larkin Bldg), Devonshire Place

&

ternational Student Centre, 33 St George

SUNDAYS

20

DChutzpah Monthly Brunch. Meeting

THURS/N0V17

See Fridays.

—

Lecture. See TV/Radio.

WED/NOV

FRI/N0V11

just south

SUN/NOV

Right to Privacy Committee Meeting.
Combined executive and general meeting.
519 Church St Community Centre, 8 pm.
Info: 961-8046.

Art.

Lutherans Concerned. Meeting at a member's home, 8 pm. Info: David or James,

tor,

Centre, 8 pm. Info: 698-1185.

See

DGay Community Dance Committee

by a dochosted by Gays and Lesbians at U of T

(0

St

DThe Sacred Triangle. Meeting of the gay
and lesbian occult group. Info: 463-9688.
DDavid Aldrich Exhibition. Opening day.

DBronowski

D "Health Care." Talk to be given

Church

pm.

Fathers of Toronto. 8 pm. 519 Church St
Community Centre. Info: 967-0430,
967-4203, or Brian at 884-2638.

Meeting. 7:30 pm, 519 Church St Community Centre.
Dances of Christopher House. See Stage.

Rasmus

Out

geological features. Bring

its

1983 David

for students /unemployed. 519

13

Radial Trail Hike. Out

©

t
5

Riverdale Volleyball League. For info,
ask at the gay-owned bars.
Gays and Lesbians at U of T. 8 pm at In-

a
(ft

Mon, Wed,

Fri,

.

.923-GAYS
533-2867

967-0597

spousesofGays

Wed and Thurs 6:30-8:30 pm.
Ibronto Area Gays(TAG)
Mon-Sat 7-10:30 pm.
Counselling, info.

$

Bisexual* International.
(Philadelphia).

<

.

7-10 pm.

a

z

960-3249

i

(215) 634-6244

(IRPA
Citizens' Independent

964-6600

960-6318
Rcmcw

of Police

Activities 24-hour confidential hotline.
Trouble with the police? Call us first!

.

and fellowship

Health/social services

continued Irom page 25

for

Metropolitan

gay and lesbian Lutherans and

Community Church. 730 Bathurst

536-2848 Christian church with
Gay Fathers ol Toronto. Box 187. Stn
967-4203. or 884-2638

TAG

cle

c/o SAC

M5S

12 Hart House

Office.

to people with

Alcoholics

week Free
area

Action tor Disarmament). Box 5794. Stn A.

Glad Day Defence Fund.

648A Yonge

in trust lor

Glad Day

pm 519

Drop-in Thurs 7-10

Gay Counselling Centre

ol

Tues,

M5S

921-5317 iConrad)

'A1

1

2

Han House

Cir

924-6474

or

St

downtown

30-10 30

Room

Lesbian and Gay History Group

Box 639 Stn A.

of Toronto.

men

Call lor

appt or drop
ol

in

T Sex Ed Centre

M5S 1A3

107.

every Tues.

Organizes end

ot

Box 793 Sin 0.

M6H

Lesbian Mothers Delence Fund. Box 38 Stn E

4E1

T Office

1X4

Into

Cabbagetown Group

of

T

campus Gay

League

.

Box 42, Stn

L.

M6E4Y4.

Toronto. Box 8, Adelaide St Stn,

Judy Garland

counsellors

M5C

2H8, Gay

club

Memorial Bowling League.

Info: bulletin

summer league

nOutand

M4Y

Out Club. Box 331, Stn

F.

2L7.

boards

6706 Stn

A.

M5W

political action

M5W

gay people Include phone number

Riverdale

Volleyball League. Sept-April season

Bar.

selling

New

M5W

M4Y 1K9

Gay youth,

[

Info at

Crow

and services
Democratic Party Gay and Lesbian Caucus Box 792. Stn

Box 6597, Stn A,

M5W

1

X4

F.

Info

tor

women, meets approximately

The New Voice, c/o 519 Church

St,

M4Y

2C9. Lesbian and gay

Parents and Friends

ol

Weston ON M9T 2Y9
Parents

Women-identified

women

and experiences Outings, workshops and
Drawer WOODS, c/o Box 7289. Stn A. M5W 1X9

sharing
trips

ol

Info

Pauline Martin at 244-2105

Gays Mississauga. c/o Anne Rutledge. 3323 Kings

Delence committee

lor

Spouses

of

Harriet

Sachs

patrolling
Info

Sell-governing group

pm

of

downtown core
Peler

of city c/o 29 Grenville St Apt
368-6971 or Chris 968-6744

Toronto Rainbow Alliance

.

2.

.

ol

the Deal. Box 671

.

Stn

F.

M4Y 2N6

1X9 977-6320

into listed call

M5W

Community Church. 489-4293 (days)

248- 1 733 (evenings) Christian church with special outreach

923-GAYS. Box

24 hour recorded message

of

8. Adelaide St

weekly events To get

info for

M6H 4E2 960-3997

Group

lor

Mississauga and

Metamorphosis. Box 5963. Stn

A,

M5W

2P1.

367-0589

Stop 86.

M4Y

2N9. Pastoral ministry

gay and lesbian Anglicans and friends 593-6217 Chaplains
available lor pastoral counselling through this number.
Lutherans Concerned, c/o Edward Schlauch, 980 Broadview

3Y1 463-7354 (David or James) Support

Pink

Ink.

Box 287. Stn H.

1P4 Newsletter

for

M5V 2R3

St.

for

women

M4M

2G8.

16 and over, including

1.

To place announcements, call

Sundays
598-9838

86 Madison Ave, M5R 2S4, 922-3271

women under

Crisis

housing

25,

Times

Change Women's Employment Centre. 22 Davisville Ave.
Fri, Employment counjob search and career planning workshops

1E8. 487-2807. 9-5 Mon-Thurs, 9-2

selling,

Toronto Addicted Women's

M5S2T2

P.

Sell-Help Network. Suite 202. Box

Phoneline. 961-7319

Sell-help group for

women addicted to alcohol and other drugs. Weekly meetings.
Toronto Area Caucus of Women and the Law. Box 231 Stn B,
M5T 2T2
,

Toronto Rape

Crisis Centre.

964-8080, Business

Box 6597, Sin A, M5W 1X4. Crisis
964-7477. Info, sell-defence

line:

Brunswick Ave

U

of

T

Bookstore. Temporary location: 201 -296

(at Bloor),

M5S

2M7. 922-8744,

Women's Newsmagazine.

pus 44 St George

St,

2nd

fir.

M5S

For feminists on and off

2E4.

Info:

iWomen Against Violence Against Women. Box 174, Stn

M6P 3J8 Committed
of

to action

D.

Irom a feminist perspective against

violence against

Women in Trades,

cam-

Brenda 534-4021

women,

c/o Times Change, 22 Davisville

St,

M4S 1E8 534-1161.
Women's Counselling. Referral and Education Centre. 348
lege St, M5T 1S4, 924-0766. Therapy, counselling, info,
I

Independent Thoughtz (WITZ). Group

for

Col-

exchange

of

ideas and creative endeavours. 768-9496 or 536-3162.

Women's

Media

Alliance,

c/o 940 Queen

SI E.

M4M

1J7 Phyllis

Waugh. 466-8840.

M4C

5J2. 423-4803. National lesbian

and gay monthly

"The Web. 821-1416 Free monthly newsletter of women's
at SCM Bookstore, 519 Church St Community
Centre, Cameo, Together, Toronto Rape Crisis Centre, or MCC.

events Available
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2L4,

Ryerson women's radio show collective Les-

social service centre for

Women's
(Kerry).

transsexuals.

lor

M4K

M4T

National newsletter

Women. 275A Broadview Ave,

CKLN-FM88

noon

various aspects

Archives. Box 928, StnQ,

Lesblan/Lesbienne.

Teenage Women. 154 Bathurst

M4Y

bian and feminist music, interviews and announcements

pm Mondays

656-0372 between 7-10

Grapevine, Box 38. Stn E. M6H 4E1 Lesbian Mothers' Defence
Fund newsletter 2-3 issues/year.

Lesbian
listings.

gay and lesbian Catholics and friends

Ave. Apt 2309.

10 am-3 pm; Tues. Thur. 4 pm-

c/o Ryerson Women's Centre, SURPI. 380 Vic-

M5B 1W7

Toronto Women's

,

or

to

and

testing, abortion counselling

courses,

1G2. 977-6320

Glad Day Bookshop. 648A Yonge St, 2nd floor, M5Y 2A6.
961-4161 Mon 10-8; Tue-Wed 10-6; Thurs-Fri 10-9; Sat 10-6.

Religious

Integrity/Toronto. Box 873. Stn F.

lesbians and gay

M5C 2H8

lor

for

Sound Women,

I

Chutzpah. See Social/political action

M5A 2L3

M5W

Gay Archives. Box 639. Stn A,
Call

floor,

and gyne-

ahead.

461-1084. Temporary hostel

line:

Box 7289, Stn A,

parts west of Metro.

gay community

RTPC

730

2R4. 924-4523

Gayline West. 453-GGCO Community

Dignity/Toronto. Box 249. Stn E.

Phoneline 967-0597 Wed, Thurs 6 30-8 30

1A1

in lrust lor

Gays, c/o Caryn Miller, 260 Carlton St,

Toronto Gay Patrol

M5S 2R4

gays arrested under bawdyhouse laws

Cheques or charges pyable to
into 961-8046 or 368-4392

M4Y

Stn,

Council. Box 513. Adelaide SI Stn

2J6 Non-profit guild with over 70 members; publishes direc-

Christos Metropolitan

Right to Privacy Committee (RTPC). 730 Bathurst St.

M5S

The Body Politic.

Gay Community Calendar.

482-2023

M5C

Irregular publication of Right to Privacy Committee.

Canadian

al

Call

2213, Stn

National lesbian and gay monthly,

Lambda Business

second

Macphail House. 389 Church St, M5B 2A1. 977-1037 LongYWCA residence lor women 16-25. Shared co-op apartments.

M4S

ou'.dooi skills

Bathurst St,

1X7 920-1882

Lesbians and Gays Toronto. 52 Roxalme

MashngsCres Mississauga L5L 1G5 820-5130

men

M5W

lesbians working and training in health-care delivery

tory twice a year

choir

St

Health Care. Box 7086, Stn A.

and research

Toronto

Gayle 683-8691

Fri,

St,

clinic. Birth control

term

and

Toronto Historical Bowling Society. Box 800. 181 Gerrard St E.

Action!

Toronto Association of Professional Lesbians. Info Sandy

Dimensions. Social group

every third week

in

Gay men and

M4Y 2N7 964-1049
New

Gays

VD and pregnancy

Hours: Mon. Wed.

Jessie's Centre

at

JSalukis. All-lesbian softball team

Publications/information

Professional

1P4 Transsexual coun-

cological info.

556 Church

Free medical

mothers wilh children.

Buddy's and Albany Tavern

[

8 Irwin Ave.

group

Metamorphosis. Box 5963. Stn A.

2E3, 922-0566

toria St,

M5A2E5 Sept-May season.
Womyn Out Doors (WOODS).

7

streetwork, parkwatch. public education, agency consultations

1X4

M4Y

Nellie's Hostel

927-0970 Outdoor

activities lor

1X5 964-6600 Free

and gay men Mon-Sat:

lor lesbians

shattering seminars and workshops about lesbians

Lesbians Against the Right. Box 6579. Stn A.

— Women.

!Hassle-Free Clinic

(

arts

in

Michelle at 789-4541 or Debbie at 964-7477 Speakers tor myth-

Lesbian-feminist

.

and the

365-1888 Multi-service agency Lesbian-positive.

various bars Sept-May season, also

Admissions. 3 1 5 Bloor St W.

of

Softball

964-7477

Tri-Aid Charitable Foundation.

M5W

Tues

pm-10 30 pm

4656822
Lesbian Speakers Bureau. Box 6597 Stn A.

M4Y 2L4 960-3249

F,

Sports
men and women's running

10am-9pm

peer counselling and into

Constance Hamilton Housing Co-op. For women only 523 Melita
Cres, M6G 3X9. 532-8860
Fireweed. Box 279, Stn B. M5T 2W2. 977-8681 Feminist quar-

referrals

Front Runners

Devonshire and Bloor Sis. behind Admissions

Toronto Area Gays. Box

June celebration

United Church Homosexuals. Box 626.

1L0

863-0438

Recorded message other times Speakers available
of

of

services in Toronto of par-

International Women's Day Committee. Box 70. Sin F
789-4541 Independent socialist feminist organization,

Bldg 978-3977 Sex counselling for U

1G2 961-7338

Lesbian and Gay Pride Day Committee

pm

M4T

women's

P. M5S 2T1, 598-3513. Monthly femnewspaper Substantial contributions by lesbians

inist

terly of politics

1X9.

Toronto Organization

ol

list

9 pm.

Gay Men's Discussion Groups, Sponsored by U
978-3977

7

Sisters ol Perpetual Indulgence. Drawer OPI. c/o TBP. Box

Spirit. 730 Bathurst St, M5S 2R4. 248-1733 or 482-1817, Support group tor gay and lesbian Salvationists and friends,

Community Centre.

a select

Broadside. Box 494, Stn

spiritualists

3P5,

M5W

is

ticular interest to lesbians

Wed, Thurs, 6 30-9:30 pm Professional

counselling tor lesbians and gay

Sex Ed Centre, c/o U

(Alexandra)

M4T 2N7

Church

2H7, 463-9688 Lesbian

Toronto. 105 Carlton St. 4th floor.

Lesbian Phoneline. Box 70. Stn

UotT.

seven days a

StnQ,

M5B 1M2 977-2153

Council

M6J

DThe

Roman's, Fn Irom 9 pm, The Backdoor, every second Tues Irom 9 pm. The Club every second Wed trom 9 pm

Gay Association (Toronto) c/o Gay Community

Lesbian and Gay Academic Society c/o SAC.

C.

7289. Stn A,

testing at baths

International

M5W

AIDS

Anonymous. Lesbian/gay fellowships 964-3962

pm

and

occultists

M4L

72 Ivy Ave.

sent gay and lesbian Adventists c/o Jeremy Young. Box 408. Sin

and provides support services

face-to- face drop-in counselling service in the

commun-

special ministry to gay

Seventh-Day Adventists Kinship International. For past and pre-

Hassle-Free Clinic - Men. 556 Church St. 2nd floor, M4Y 2E3
922-0603 VD info, testing and treatment. Hours Mon. Wed, 4-9
pm. Tues. Thurs. 10 am-3 pm: Fn. 4-7 pm; Sat. 10 am-2 pm, VD

M4Y 2A6 961-4161

St

payable to Hamburg/Trollope

Detence Fund

cle.

M4Y 2L4 926-1626

Group sessions

1P2 921-1938

Make cheques

F.

Women s resources

2R4.

The following

The Sacred Triangle.

Cir-

Gay Community Outreach. Box 62. Brampton. ON L6V 2K7
Peel Region (Brampton-Mississauga) group tor gays and lesbians
GaylineWest 453-4426

GLAD (Gay/Lesbian

Box 55. Stn

966-3921

1A1

GEM

M5W

Organized by

M5S

St,

ity.

and gay

ol Toronto.

Gaycare Toronto. Phoneline 243-5494 Irom 7-11

Gay Youth of Toronto. 730 Bathurst St. M5S 2R4 533-2867
Phone counselling Mon, Wed. Fn 7 pm-10 pm
of T.

ol interest

10 weeks

lor

964-6600

especially AIDS-atfected communities,

Gay Sett-Defence Group. Box 793. Stn Q. M4T 2N7 423-4803
in selt-detence in and outside ot Toronto

U

Into

AIDS Committee

Organizes courses

at

men meeting

(Mon-Fn. 9 am-5 pm) Educates public about the syndrome,

Gay SIB. Drawer C622. c/o The Body Politic. Box 7289 Stn A.
1X9 Group ot gay members ot MENSA in Canada

M5W

University of Toronto.

gay

tor

discuss personal goals, problems, topics

to

Gay Liberation Against the Right Everywhere (GLARE). Box 793.
StnQ. M4T 2N7

Gays and Lesbians

Weekly groups

After You're Out.

M4Y 2L5 967-0430.

F.

f

their friends.

1983

Women's Resource Centre, OISE. 252 Bloor St W, M5S 1V6.
923-6641, Ext 244. Books, periodicals, audio & video tapes.
Womynly Way Productions.

427 Bloor SI W, M5S 1 X7
925-6568 Company bringing concerts, dance and theatrical
formances

to the city

per-

CHANGING YOUR MIND
There seems to be a similarity
dealt with drugs and the

— not always very

s

usual,

I

arrived at the

airport with only

minutes to spare.
They'd given my economy
seat away, but there was
another seat available, and
with that unearned fortune
that blesses procrastinators,

A

section.

prised by

all

was

I

sur-

the luxuries

we

celebrate the successful take-

two

traditional (and unconvincing) division

locks)

of drugs into some that are evil and
some that aren't so bad, they encourage
the reader to consider that any drug can
"good
be either well-used or misused.
relationship" (this must be the Eighties,
right?) can exist with any substance as
long as dependence is avoided and
adverse effects are kept at bay. The
difference can depend on having honest
and realistic information.
Being traditionally naughty, gay people have probably been dabbling in
drugs even before Alice baked all those
hash brownies for Gertrude. We have
almost always had to meet in out-of-theway places, often places with connections to the criminal world. Even today,
we rely on bars as places to gather, the
bottle of beer in our hand a receipt for
the privilege of being there.
Most of us grew up with a healthy

found to be

heroin and morphine, including
euphoria and reduction of pain; they
are, in fact, the body's own narcotics.)
Molecules of external drugs, once inside
the body, act as counterfeit endogenous

same recepand releasing or supressing the same

drugs, slipping into the very

were offered to ease our short
journey: an aperitif to
wine with
lunch, coffee and tea, an
after-meal liqueur, and
to
top off this sundae of delights
off,

on nerve cells (much as keys fit into
and activate, or restrain, certain
electrical impulses that affect mood,
thought and action. (In 1975, certain
sites

glasses of

tors

article

by John A Ilee

able to produce most of the effects of

it

An

if s dealt with sex

internally-manufactured chemicals,

virgin to the pleasures of

first-class flying,

the way society has

logically.

called "endorphins," were

turned out to be in the

"Empress"

way

in

electrical impulses.

The authors of Chocolate

to

Mor-

phine, biologist and drug researcher
Andrew Weil and writer Winifred
Rosen, think the only realistic solution
to today's drug-related problems is a
radical reorganization of the way society
thinks about drugs. Rather than the

A

dose of advice on the dangers of drugs

— the ravages to one's health, the legal
nightmares, the addictions that stay like
unwelcome guests long after the party's
over. But one rarely hears why people do
take drugs, what they get in exchange
for flirting with those risks. None of the
people in this article have or see themselves as having a serious drug problem;
instead, these will be true accounts of
how they feel about taking the drugs
they do take.
Much talk on drug use confuses what
should be two separate and distinct concerns: the direct harmful (or beneficial)

on the mind and body,
and what might be called the "morality"
effects of drugs

of taking drugs. The first can be addressed with cold data; the second, like
all

by

"morality," may have to be answered
persons for themselves.

all

—

— a chocolate-covered cherry.
Add

all

the cigarette

Wanting to feel high, according to Weil and Rosen,
at
he advice in Chocolate to Morphine can be summarized as
follows. If you're going to do
drugs, when possible use them

were taking.

• in dilute

Morphine:
Understanding Mind-Active Drugs, is
to

an attempt to readjust the way people
think about drugs by looking objectively at all such substances and determining their relative dangers and benefits. A "psychoactive" substance is any
that affects mood, perception and
thought. Tobacco, coffee (and to a

and chocolate, for inpsychoactive because the

lesser extent tea)

stance, are

all

nicotine, caffeine,

not

smoke

and, according to the book I'd
just been reading, the plane
ride wasn't the only trip we

The book, Chocolate

is

and caffeine and

sugar they contain shift the brain onto
another level of activity.
The cornerstone of current theories
about drugs was laid in the late '40s, by
which time brain researchers had
discovered that the human body,

and certain glands,
produces a variety of endogenous,
"made within" drugs of its own. When

especially the brain

active, they plug into special receptor

forms;

all

a

symptom of an unhealthy need

administer more drugs, of any sort.
• Panic reactions, if recognized as such

and treated calmly,

will

usually end

quickly.
• Maintaining sleep, nutrition and exercise will help fend off adverse effects.

• orally;

to escape reality.

Tobacco: The "most addictive drug
known," more difficult to stop using than
alcohol or heroin.

It

is

a rare user

who

does not get addicted, usually when daily
use has exceeded ten cigarettes. The
long-term health risks are well-known.

only for positive reasons;
• moderately
as the Moroccans say
about their favourite drug, "Kif is like fire:
a little warms, a lot burns." Not getting as
high as you're used to is often a sign of
overuse.
The more of these elements one incorporates into any drug habit, the less likelihood there will be of problems. Share
your concerns with friends about any
drugs you take, and get advice if you
think you have a problem.
The following information on various
popular drugs was culled from Chocolate
•

—

to

Morphine and compared

to literature

from Toronto's Addiction Research Foundation (ARF).

Almost

substances involve
serious extra risks for pregnant women.
• If you're around someone who has
apparently overdosed or is having an
•

all

of these

allergic reaction, put aside all legal con-

sideration

and get medical

help.

Never

STIMULANTS
Chocolate: "Do
you know any vanilla
or butterscotch freaks?"

Combinations of caffeine
and sugar seem especially
habit-forming.

Caffeine:

According to
ARF, there

is

"some

agreement" among drug
researchers that were
caffeine to be introduced
today, it would be available

• •

The people came
I

tions ranged

my exploraguy who has

across in

from the

stuff tasted like Clorox, but
to drink

it

we managed

down. The three of us had

refused marijuana because he wants to
avoid heroin, to the dancing queen who

solidified as friends only a short while

finds his feet just can't synch with the

as a sort of celebration.

DJ

the night he decides to go au nature!.

Alec, for example,

"party

girl."

He

is

says,

a self-described

"My

first

ex-

perience with chemicals was with a couple of friends, at the back of a bar on a
Tuesday night, believe it or not. The

before, so

I

think

"Soon we were

we

all

saw the evening

all on the street, gigand guffawing and bouncing on
concrete that seemed to be made of
marshmallows. We danced at the next
place and somebody kept handing us
poppers, which almost seemed to double

A_

high can be like a dream, where your emotional

and

intellectual

lowered,

letting

— and sexual — barriers are
you explore what's behind them."

gling

the effect. At a couple of points,
dancing with those two dear friends, I
remember thinking I could have died

continues, "although to tell the truth the
bad experiences I've had have usually

happy

been more fascinating than horrifying.

right then
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"Of course

I've

had bum

trips,"

Alec

continued from page 31

only by prescription, due to suspicions
(the evidence is not firm) that heavy use
can result in serious physical damage. A
habit of five or more cups of coffee a day
is enough to cause severe headaches
is interrupted. ARF estimates
that the average cup of tea has about a
third of the caffeine of coffee.
Cocaine: Occasional use is probably not

when use

harmful, but as the intensely pleasurable
effects last only a short time (from fifteen
to thirty minutes), compulsive repetitive
use and psychological dependence is not

uncommon. Heavy use

results

the nose and lungs

irritation to

in

chronic

— and

wallet.

Amphetamines (uppers,

speed): According to Weil and Rosen, there is little likelihood of problems with amphetamines if

they are taken orally, in moderate doses,
and only occasionally (for a special project, perhaps). Chronic heavy use generally results in poor health and moderate
to severe psychological and physical

dependence. Hepatitis is common
among those users who inject the drug,
and deaths have resulted from extremely
high doses.

DEPRESSANTS
Alcohol: The most toxic of recreational
drugs. The body, especially the liver, has
to work extremely hard to eliminate it,
and chronic heavy use can result in dietary problems, impotence, amnesia and
susceptibility to many diseases, especially cirrhosis of the liver and certain
types of cancer. Regular use eventually
necessitates increased doses to produce
the same effect, with extremely stubborn
dependence gradually taking hold. Many
doctors admit they have little success
with cures. Withdrawal can be a major
medical crisis
at its worst, lethal.
Barbiturates (downers, Quaaludes):
Although less toxic than most drugs,
these share the same perils as alcohol
stubborn addiction with severe, sometimes life-threatening withdrawal. Also,
because tolerance to the effects outruns
tolerance to the lethal dose, overdoses
are a constant danger. Never combine
two depressants, especially alcohol and
barbiturates
you may not get up again.
Tranquilizers (Valium, Librium): Although

—

—

—

somewhat

less dangerous, these can
barbitur-

cause the same problems as
ates.

Heroin: arf reports that occasional users
("chippers") claim not to be dependent,
but Weil and Rosen warn that the rush
from heroin or morphine can be so seductive that many experimenters find addiction hard to avoid. They also state that
the relapse rate for reformed users, even
after many years, is extremely high. ARF
concentrates on the major health hazards involved with poor injection techniques (which include the transmission
of AIDS) and the unpredictable quality of

Both sources agree
that although withdrawal can be intensestreet purchases.

ly unpleasant, it is very rarely life-threatening. With addiction, craving for a repeat dose can occur after a few hours,
accompanied by symptoms such as tears

and abdominal cramps. More marked
symptoms peak within 72 hours and subside within a week, although some bodily
functions do not return to normal for as
long as six months.

PSYCHEDELICS
According to Chocolate to Morphine,
lucinogens have "probably the lowest potential for abuse of any psychoactive
drugs; in purely medical terms, they may
be the safest." ARF notes that "they do
not cause physical dependence, and
even after long-term use there is no withdrawal reaction." Caution, is necessary,
hal-

however, especially with LSD. Very high

doses can so tamper perceptions that a
person can be oblivious to danger. Horrifying illusions can sometimes occur, and
there is of course the chance of psychological dependence as with any drug if it

becomes

central to a person's thoughts,

emotions and

activities.

"Bad

trips" are

usually the result of unreliable purchases
or unsuitable moods or settings. Slug-

gishness the next day is common, and
overuse can leave a person run down.
LSD (acid): Except for an increased risk of
spontaneous abortion among pregnant
users, Weil and Rosen claim that "there
is no evidence that (LSD) damages chromosomes, injures the brain or causes any
other physical harm." Few other sources
are quite so ready to give the green light;
ARF states that some research has suggested that congenital abnormalities
among offspring of maternal users may
be linked with the drug. Chronic use of
LSD may also induce prolonged depression, and users in traumatic phases of
their lives can have a serious psychotic
reaction to an unpleasant trip. "Flashbacks" of the original experience might
occur even months later at dangerous
times, such as when driving or operating
machinery.
"Magic Mushrooms": Potency varies considerably from plant to plant. Powdered
"psilocybin" sold on the street is usually
LSD or PCP (see below).
Mescaline: What is sold as mescaline is
90% of one set of samples at the
often
PCP or
Addiction Research Foundation
PCP mixed with LSD.
MDA: Called the "love drug" for its enhancement of touch, although it interferes with orgasm and erection. Taken

—

orally, in

—

reasonable doses and

settings,

bad

in

good

trips rarely occur. After-

effects can include sluggishness and tension in the face and jaw. ARF mentions
deaths and near-deaths linked to high

doses.

creatures prone to dependence

and can only juggle one set of
dependencies for another

"My most upsetting trip happened
when I was with somebody who I
thought was drifting away from me. We
entered a bar which was new to me, and
it seemed to me it contained the most
unpleasant-looking, repulsive men

imaginable. It was a nightmare which
got worse and worse the deeper we went
into the place.

was

And

staring at us, as

steady on our

Dust,"

"THC")

feet.

later following

com-

plaints by patients of anxiety, disorganized thinking and feelings of disconnection from the body. It has been reintroduced as a veterinary anesthetic.
Because it has an unsavoury reputa-

and because is potent but inexpenPCP is usually disguised
and sold as other substances, especially

tion,

sive to produce,

THC (tetrahydrocannabinol), a distillation
main active ingredient

of mari-

juana (real thc, however, is too rare and
expensive to appear on the street).
Some drug enthusiasts dislike the
drug's interference with speech, movement and thought, though its popularity
is reaching epidemic proportions,
especially with teenagers. Taken in moderation, the drug is probably safe, though
anxiety and paranoia
and even panic
are not uncommon among new users.
High doses can cause unpleasant phys-

—

—

how while those sorts of
you don't

really

have rarely given their blessing to particular drugs on the basis of relative

and risks. Tobacco and alcohol
have stubbornly retained the respect (no
matter how grudging
tax breaks are
tax breaks) of the Western world despite
the fact that their addictive and diseasecausing potential has been amply
demonstrated, while dealers of much
less harmful drugs (many of whom sell
mainly to friends) are often punished
more harshly than armed robbers and
merits

—

rapists.

associate the experience, or the intensity

unconsciousness, but was with-

drawn two years

of course everybody
we weren't very

things are happening,

Phencyclidine was introduced in 1963 as
a surgical anaesthetic that did not neces-

of the

-

"It's strange

PCP ("Angel

sitate

Perhaps we are just

and very large doses can
be life-threatening. Chronic heavy users
sometimes develop problems with
speech and memory that may last for
ical reactions,

some time after they stop using the drug.
No physical dependence or withdrawal

of the experience, with the drug. I'm still
not sure how much of that episode was
the drug, my mood, or even the actual
place.

"Drugs almost seem necessary when
you're socializing these days," Alec
continues. "You're at a party and things
look promising, right? Nobody's made
any faux pas just yet. But everybody's
standing around feeling a little selfconscious, working on their Tm-asfun-as-a-barrel-of-monkeys-but-I-canbe-sincere' or their Tm-not-a-pig-but-I-

can-be-naughty' looks. Anyways, the
fairy godmother finally makes her

rounds and soon enough, the barricades

Children instinctively seek

out highs through intense
physical activity like
whirling themselves dizzy

or rolling down

problems have been observed, although

hills.

Weil and Rosen try to refocus ideas on
dependency by stressing that it's a basic
human problem not at all limited to
drugs. People get addicted to all sorts of
things
even other people. If you define dependence as a compulsion that
interferes with important parts of your
life, you can include workaholics, people who need to constantly fall in love,
people who get their rushes from making money
and even, according to a
sex therapist in Calgary, the 2% of the
population who are sex addicts. The
symptoms for these dependencies are in
fact similar to those of drug addiction:
diminished pleasure with overexposure
and problems trying to break the habit.

—

—

Perhaps we are just creatures prone to
dependence, and can only juggle one set
of dependencies for another.
Chocolate to Morphine cautions that
drugs reinforce the notion that "highs"
come from outside the body. All drugs
probably do is trigger highs, or perhaps
even just make us notice them. As Weil
and Rosen caution, heavy drug-users
too used to the potency and shortcuts of

may

forfeit the

daily use

artificially-induced highs

ates

appreciation of a whole range of experiences that are more subtle but more
rewarding over time.

among many of its fans indicsome psychological dependence.

CANNABIS
The addictive power of marijuana or
hashish is minor when compared to other
drugs, but long-term use can induce psychological dependence. It is quite easy to
slide into a habit of smoking pot so constantly that a joint becomes not much
more than an expensive cigarette, with
most of the pleasant effects vanishing
(until a break is taken).

Studies on whether "heavy" use (defined as at least once a day) causes
apathy, amotivation and a decrease in
sex drive have been inconclusive or in-

consistent. Pot seems to have demonstrated some potential as a pain reliever
for everything from headaches and men-

cramps to reactions to chemotherapy, but clinical verification of this
lacking. Tincture of marijuana was of
course long prescribed by nineteenth
strual

is

century doctors until people became
aware of its psychoactive properties.
Pot is less toxic that either alcohol or
tobacco, though as with any smoked sub-

Sandy, however,

down and

is

one person who

everybody's chatting with
everybody else (or everybody they're go-

ascribes definite benefits to her occa-

But at least it's better
than relying on liquor."
Apparently, almost every culture
throughout time has sanctioned certain
drugs
even hallucinogens: peyote and
mescaline were and still are used as
sacred elements in the religious and
social rites of native tribes throughout
North and South America. But opinions
and contradictions abound from one
culture to the next as to which drugs are
evil and which beneficial. Some early
Muslim sects, for example, used coffee
as a major element in their religious rites
but prohibited alcohol; European chur-

quite a few hang-ups which I've had

are

ing to talk

to).

—

ches in the 1600s, considered the drinking of coffee a sin, but of course used
wine in Christian ceremonies. Cultures
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sional use of drugs. "I

grew up with

trouble getting over, and

manged

I

think I've

to exploit drug experiences to

and

my life from

another
have
been jolting enough to become turning

see myself

perspective.

Some

trips, in fact,

points for me.
"A high can be like a dream, where

your brain's defences are temporarily
relaxed and your emotional and intellectual

— and sexual — barriers are low-

ered, letting you explore what's behind

them and discover what your real wants
and needs are. For me, at least, the benefits have outweighed what problems
(here have been, like the confusion of
identity that

sometimes occurs, as

you're several people

at the

if

same time."
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stance, long-term use can produce lung
and bronchial disease in susceptible
individuals, and, according to arf, can
interfere with the function of the
T-lymphocyte cell, one of the components of the immune system. Cannabis, however, has 50% more tar and
70% more benzopyrene (another carcinogen) than tobacco, and the fact that
those precious fumes are inhaled more
deeply and held longer than tobacco
smoke is one of the factors leading arf
to claim that two or three joints have the
same potential for damaging the lungs
as a pack of cigarettes. This can be
avoided by consuming marijuana in baked form; pot is easily soluble in alcohol
or fat (but not water). Although involving
more preparation, cannabis ingested in
this way is usually more potent and

has been used to treat coronary heart
disease for more than a century
Despite the lack of damning evidence, however, Weil and
Rosen warn that long-term use
may have physical consequences doctors do not yet

Weil and Rosen, apparently not
very familiar with gay sex, also
warn that poppers "should not
be inhaled in situations requiring muscular coordination or careful posture."

DRUGS AND THE LAW

recognize.

Maximum

According to the aids

penalties for

possession and trafficking drugs in Canada

Committee of
Toronto, no

include:

years. Cultivation and trafficking are
both indictable offences, punishable by
seven years and life respectively.
Psychedelics: Summary conviction for

— $1000 and/or six months

possession

for first offence,

doubled

for

second. By

indictment: $5000 and/or three years.
Trafficking and possessing for traffick-

—

ing
eighteen months (summary) or ten
years (indictment).
Opiates: Possession
seven years.

Trafficking

—

—

life.

— $1000 and/or six
or seven years
(indictment). Trafficking —
PCP: Possession

months (summary)

life.

Tranquilizers, amphetamines and barbiturates: available legally only by prescription; trafficking in the latter two
carries a maximum penalty of ten years.

longer-lasting.

POPPERS
Although tests have shown that amyl
nitrite (butyl nitrite is almost identical)
has suppressed the immune systems of
laboratory rats, scientists do not consider this conclusive evidence that its use
by humans is a health risk. In fact it is a
very simply composed drug that, when
inhaled, breaks down easily and quickly
leaves the body. Doctors consider it one
of the safest drugs in medicine, and it

Chocolate to Morphine: Understanding
Mind-Active Drugs by Andrew Weil, MD
and Winifred Rosen (Houghton Mifflin,
$11.95), includes medical and historical
connection has been demonstrated between aids and poppers (or other
chemical drugs), although the committee points out that using drugs during
sex can make one oblivious to pain and
careless about precautions.

Cannabis: Summary conviction for
possession
$1000 and/or six months
in jail (a judge may hand down an ab-

information, first-person accounts and
extensive recommended reading lists.

solute or conditional discharge); second
conviction
$2000 and/or one year.
Conviction by indictment
seven

may be contacted by writing 33 Russell
St, Toronto, Ontario M5S 2S1, or by call-

—

—

—

The Addiction Research Foundation

ing (416) 595-6000.

ome trips, in fact,
have been jolting enough
to

become turning points

for me."
According to

more prone

reports,

all

to developing

ships" with drugs

women are

"bad

relation-

— surely evidence that

women, whether housewives or businesswomen, have more than their share
of anxieties in today's world. Irresponsible advice from doctors and advertising
hasn't helped.
nal,

lege
tual

One ad,

in a

medical jour-

recommended Librium "for the colgirl whose newly stimulated intelleccuriosity may make her more sensi-

and apprehensive about unstable
national and world conditions."
tive to

The

next person

interviewed describes

I

himself as a would-be writer. When I
introduced myself and quizzed him
about drug use in the gay community,
he was reading a volume of Shakespeare
in a lit corner of the Barracks.
After gently closing his eyes to con-

on the question, Aldous (the
name he asked to go by) began. "I was

centrate

introduced to getting stoned only a few
years ago, after a relatively isolated
youth. Although the people I was experimenting with had been taking drugs

was soon acknowledged as

for years,

I

the expert

— effects, duration, intensi-

ty,

the whole

out on a

lot

bit.

when

had the chance

"When

I
I

guess

I

felt

I

missed

was young and now

to catch up.

I'm stoned,

I

like to let

my

thoughts and ideas wander wherever

they want to, and I'm fascinated by
where they end up sometimes. Once

I

was

utterly convinced (in that way you
can be on drugs, though what logic you
have left tells you otherwise) that I had
exposed a supernatural controlling force
within me, which I could use to
manipulate my future. If I closed my
eyes, I could see an infinite selection of
futures stretching out before me," each
minutely different from the next. Of
course I was very tentative with these
new powers at first, limiting myself to
deciding whether the person I was with
would be by my side, be across the
street, or have completely disappeared
when I opened my eyes. Sure enough, it
worked
he was right next to me!
"It does seem to me, though, that the

—

machine

called the 'gay scene'

bars, the discos, the

— the
—

way-out sex
relies too much on drugs to keep it running. I wonder where we
and I include myself
are heading if we have
to enhance our amusements so much to
experience those magic moments."
Aldous is also worried about how,
very often, creative people have found
themselves tied to an alcohol or drug
habit, "to get through the hard life of

—

artists,

—

but also to get inspiration for

work. The experts pooh-pooh the
idea that drugs can animate the mind in
any documentable way, but I'm not so
their

sure. In fact the inspiration for the project I'm working on now actually came

to

me

while

I

was quite stoned.

"I feel especially ambiguous about
drugs because I usually plan my experiences to guarantee that they'll involve beauty
the beauty of love, the

—

beauty of sex, the beauty of friendship,
the beauty of the arts, the beauty of
nature. But you can't and shouldn't

want to avoid the ordinary or plainer
life. I would admit, though, that

side of

when life gets just too tangled, I've
given in to the temptation to take something and just float away."
The

chapter of Chocolate to Morphine is an update on experiments with
alternate methods of getting high, such
as yoga, meditation and hypnosis.
last

Although development in these areas
seems to have been hampered by the
suspicion of all altered states of consciousness, Weil and Rosen consider
such methods quite promising. While
they may entail more time and effort
(especially for people habituated to drug

do not fail in the long run
become more effective with

highs), they

and

in fact

only in superficial ways
from drug-induced highs and lows.
levels different

Children instinctively seek out shifts
consciousnesses, through intense
physical activity like whirling themselves
dizzy or rolling down hills. As adults, we
discover that we enjoy the way we feel
in their

when we do

those feelings, whether
tion of a

the intoxica-

ness of an intimate chat, or the adven-

As Aldous

said,

"For me,

nothing quite like the elation of
having finished something to my
satisfaction. It can be a very physical
sensation, an exhilaration which can last
even hours after I forget what I'm so
high about."
there

is

Do / take drugs?

Well,

if

I

said

1

didn't

you probably wouldn't believe me, and
if
said did, our dashing boys in blue
probably would. But as my typewriter
I

I

awaiting

sits

Wanting to feel "high," according to
Weil and Rosen, is not at all a symptom

muse on

Weil and Rosen point out,
hard to understand that the
levels of our psyches are fluctuating constantly, all by themselves, sometimes to

it is

good book or movie, the warm-

ture of sex.

practice.

of an unhealthy need to escape reality.
In fact there is growing evidence that
having high experiences may be crucial
to our well-being, just as our minds seem
to need the therapeutic repose of dream-

and (conthem to recapture

certain things,

sciously or not) repeat

its

long-deserved

rest,

I

first

expect. All the same....

There seems to be a similarity in the
way the world has dealt with drugs and

way

— not always

ing. But, as

the

we

very logically. Until society becomes

find

it
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Sandy and "Aldous"
are they really that different from me or
each other? We could have more in common with each other than you might at
Alec,

it's

dealt with sex

suspicious of pleasure,

it

may

before that's otherwise.D

less

be awhile

Rise

Up

• The spirit's time has

come

• Talking 'bout the right time to be working for peace • Wanting all the tensions In the world to ease •

We want love

•

Run wild In the streets • We want to be free • We want to

§
hundred collective eyes
pop wide open and fivehundred collective feet
falter for a moment on the
dance floor. What? Did
she say "cunt"?
Instinctively, from the

It

e

was

I
I

late.

Hazy pink

lights filtered

u

hot,

through a

smoky and crowded

room.

leaned casually

I

beginning of her performances in Toronto, Lorraine
revealed
even revelled in
herself as a spontaneously sexual woman. After

against a white-and-gold

antiqued tree trunk,
talking to a few women
friends. All of a sudden a

5

—

young woman danced up
with a beer in her hand

what was women's and
all about
if you couldn't express
yourself? But not so long
ago in the women's movement, you could run into

all,

sexual liberation

and, breaking all the rules
of Toronto's bar etiquette,
immediately began a
friendly conversation. It
was the spring of 1978, the
club was Studio II; I was
introduced to Lorraine
Segato.
This was the beginning
of a close friendship full of
laughter, a shared desire to
learn from one another,
moments of utter confusion (on my part, at least)
and a series of rather
strange cats, not the least
of whom was Lorraine's
unbelievably hostile

s

s
•
e
3

B
c

3

S

i

sensual.

having analysed our use as
sexual commodities, were
understandably reacting by
refusing to adopt visible
signs of female sexuality.

And

right

s

£

s

£
S

I

on the

and celebrating the power
of female erotic desire, we
discover that women like
Lorraine and the music of

Mama Quilla II

have been
trying to shake up our
libido for years.

Even

express her emotions.

—
—

and

t

«

a

woman who

needs to

rendition for her high-

reach you, and does. By
the end of a three-hour

school graduation of

performance, you've
danced, sung, got angry,
heard your politics in song
and in between-song raps

My Little One,

and "risen up"

basement rec room. After
high school, she went to
Sheridan College in
Oakville to study film and
become a sound engineer

good

friends in the family's

as this aren't

supposed to stay political
so what is Lorraine
Segato doing still talking
about feminism, love and

—

2

— "I couldn't see how

world?

1

]
I

and yellow

lights flash

off the instruments in the
band. It's the middle of

9

the second set and

Lorraine is halfway
through the all-woman

!
£

Mama

rock-and-roll band

scorching
version of "Love Potion
No. 9." All of a sudden the
Quilla

I

words

II's

"...Feel

it

movin'

now... from my feet to my
knees to my cunt to my
I

breasts..."

speakers.

player

turns beet red, five-

J

jaModwaM

steam from the

The bass

•

azead sti u, aA„ oj.

.

M

tuopaaj, %uem a

• sjaa-ijs »i« u, uru

ojj"M(

•

M

Su,ouep juca. a

I

could become a singer
immediately after grade
12!" After three years at
Sheridan, she moved to

the pressing issues of the

(J

Little

One," Lorraine mostly
sang for herself and her

who

celebration. People
get as

"Where Are You Going

in

•

Toronto to work.
That was the spring of
1978. Those of us who
were around Toronto's
lesbian and feminist
communities then remember it as an exciting time
for a burgeoning alternative culture. Feminist, gay
and left politics had been
mixing around long
enough to provide a fairly
wide-based community,
and many beginning
feminist and lesbianfeminist writers, musicians

and

(to a lesser extent)

visual artists began to find
an audience which supported, even clamoured

complex relationship
between community and
cultural worker, artist and
audience, to represent our
own lives and politics
together we were breaking
in the

—

silence.
It

was

in this

that Lorraine

—

context

first

sang in

Toronto
at one of the
poetry, music and art

writer), Julie

Masi

(timbales and vocals),

Margo Davidson

(saxo-

phone and congas) Dave
Grey (guitar) and Steve
Webster (now replaced by
newcomer Russ Boswell)
on bass, released their first
album in July of this year

from RCA. Their
"Rise Up" has
become a top ten hit in
Toronto and is in the top
twenty across Canada. The
tion deal

doing a solo gig
for the first festival of the

later, after

feminist quarterly,

Boo

Watson, an extraordinarily
talented lesbian singer and
piano player. They hit it
off and started to play as a
duo.
"Boo was a big inspiration for me. It started with
me just getting encouraged
to sing, and then as my
eyes were getting opened
politically, I began to see
that our music was a
reinforcement of our lives
and struggles, and it was a

single

album was

released in the

September and
be released in Europe

States in
will

October. The video of
"Rise Up" has just been
completed. The Parachute
Club has been playing
small towns in Ontario and
Quebec, will be touring
major cities in Canada in
late October, and the US
in

in

November.

matter of feeding each

grew up believing
to be unique, and
to be unique you couldn't
be a part of a group of
other.

I

you had

people.

I

the

remember saying

band on the move,

Lorraine is trying to keep
up with the frantic

and

Sheridan College, 'I
don't want anything to do
with this women's liberation shit,' but at the same
time I was having these
mysterious personal struggles, and these took me to
the periphery of the

activity, the publicity,

women's movement. Once

find that I'm retreating a

at

was inside it and got the
encouragement and the
tremendous amount of joy
and warmth that was
offered to us in support by
the audiences, it gave me

courage to go on."
It was about six months
after meeting up with Boo
Watson that Lorraine
began to sing with Mama
Quilla II. Although everyone in the band went
through difficult times,
politically, emotionally

and

top ten

work
is

hit.

"I find the

that we're doing

now

so intense and requires

much

concentration and
want to survive the
business and the pace, so I
so

focus.

I

mostly to keep a
about what's
going on. Of course I'm
little bit,

straight view

grateful for the attention

because,

let's

face

it,

performers aren't performers unless they want
some degree of attention,
and I've always liked
I

like to

communicate and I like to
be around people, that's
one of the reasons I do

financially, she credits

friends,

the pressures of having a

attention.

these musicians, her

and the women's

music."
The music on the album
is as good as anything
being played anywhere on
the radio airwaves:

it's

audiences for her current
musical direction. "Mama
Quilla II specifically has

funky, danceable, singable
and playable by both the

shaped my whole attitude
towards the^world and my
attitude around music,
because I realized that
what these women were
doing was trying to present
at that
contemporary
time rock and roll laced
with Afro-rhythms
music to an audience of
women who were used to a
more laid-back genre of

The

—

—

music. So
the

in

themselves, in

women's community,

they were rebellious.

It

was

a double struggle for the
women in MQII, and that

FM and AM pop stations.
fusion of AfroCaribbean percussion with
intriguing synthesizer and
guitar arrangements adds
up to a hot new sound in
dance music. But the contents of the album, lyrically and politically, are a
far cry from what the kids

out in radioland usually
hear, because it comes
from the experience of the
communities the musicians
especially Lorraine,

—

Billy

and Lauri, the more

political

band

really inspired me. It led to
what I'm doing now."
And what is she doing
now? The Parachute Club,
a band that she and

,

1983

Laurie Conger (keyboards

and

for Current Records, with
an international distribu-

evenings held at St Paul's
Church. A few months
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Billy Bryans put
together a year ago with

I

Except for a brief stint at
about age 13 with a trio
Lorraine and two boys
called The Purple
Pancakes, and a stirring

sexuality she puts out. This
is

as a hell-raising kid

growing up in Hamilton,
Lorraine was always interested in reaching out, and
music was a way for her to

on stage knows

tion of energy, soul

I

of defining

trail

bowels of Toronto.
Lorraine Segato is a
complicated woman
a complex, dynamic
performer, musician and
songwriter. She boasts an
emotional /logical outlook
which is uniquely her own,
one which the more

the irresistible combina-

I

Now, when

zation somewhere in the

seen her

|

that

and feminists are

hot on the

everywhere" organi-

bulwarks types can get tied
up in knots trying to
follow. Everyone who's

«

stage.

lesbians

straight-ahead-to-the-

t

was inevitable

Lorraine to hold back, to
stop being so damned
erotic. Luckily for us,
Lorraine didn't censor
herself, and continued to
put her and our sexuality

—

5

it

some women wanted

convinced, has run off to
found a "cats against the
*

A number of us,

drummer

of our

We were learning

Fireweed, she met

trouble being publicly

Morgan, who, we are now

s

—

for, expressions

culture.

members of the

— have lived within.

Just for starters, there's

"Boy's Club," a tonguein-cheek critique of the
model of male
didn't write
"We
bonding.
patriarchal

»o//io; t ueM

M

a

• auioo seq au,n s.tUfdx

tefree • Talking about a new

way •

Talking about changing our names • Talking about building a land of our dreams • This tightrope's got to learn how to bend • Makln' new plans • We're gonna start It again •

'Boy's Club' because I
don't like boys. It's a
criticism of the war
mentality and it's also

meant

show how

to

this mentality

is

//

silly

because,

*****

comes down to it,
it's like a sandbox fight
like you take Poland and

when

I'll

it

—

take El Salvador
it's with human

— but

now

And it

men, so

is

lives.

can't

I

pretend otherwise.

the

It's

won't buy the
idea that because we
patriarchy.

I

analyse and criticize
situations, we don't like

men. Otherwise I wouldn't
be working with men and
loving the

"Rise

men

Up"

the sharing of

that

do."

I

celebrates

power

to get

— freedom,
loving, laughter — and
what we want

it's

the idea of sharing which

makes this song different.
The lines from "Slip
Away," "Let the fear that
freedom / be the
hope that brings me
home," speak to me about
rules our

surviving the pressures of a

and homophobic
These and the six
other cuts on the album
express our lives, loves and
racist

society.

politics in the

powerful

and emotional way

that

popular music can do so
well.

Some mainstream jourhave characterized
Lorraine and The Parachute Club as a political,
nalists

left-wing

band which

speaks mostly to alternate
cultures. But Lorraine is
fed up with hearing the
values of our culture
described as alternative.
"I don't believe that criticizing issues or writing

about love in all its forms
is an alternative culture. I
don't know how we can go
through our lives, read the
papers that we do,

discovered
that while most

of us worry when
something goes
wrong, Lorraine does
she has
the opposite

rr*

—

vwAF^h

a worry quota which must
be used up, no matter
what. And if she hasn't
anything to worry about,

tional loyalty to friends,

and the

some

original

television,

fears

may develop.

Like the time, about a
year after we first met,
when she didn't want to go

on with

that are going on. All

outside because she was

pattern of routine exchan-

sure that a piece of the

ges

about-to-crash Skylab was
going to fall on her
particular head. Just when

insists

consume

the

amount of

and not be
affected by the horrors
people feel these things.
It's a contradiction to see
things separated into little
pockets. We have a range
of emotions, a range of

compassion

— why

is it

so

alternative, so weird, or so

comment on

rare to

all

these things?"

the other side of the

public /political coin, the
private Lorraine Segato

is

a self-described "highly
accomplished worrier and

moody

person, both of

which I'm still trying to
work on." And anyone

who knows her for longer
Jhan a month will discover

mood

swings that

make

advanced theories of quan-

tum

physics look simple.

was

after a few rather

complicated, untraceable

and baffling incidents
our friendship that

U • dfl »%m

/ df) a*iti

I

in

It

and exotic

ability to

have fun,
and get

to laugh, cry, give
it. It

isn't likely

that Lorraine will settle

into an undisturbed

— because she always
on hearing the

heart.

exactly what hit the fan.

But if it isn't always easy
being a Gemini born in the
Chinese year of the
monkey, Lorraine brings
along with her restlessness

and confounding moods
a ton of charm, an excep-

• uonHjq»i»3 poAe-jeofO u; •

tonight!" The band begins
putting out their powerful
music and Lorraine is
giving everything she has,
•

moving, cajoling, dancing
with the audience, with the
band, an electric performance, her richly textured
voice taking us through

mood after mood,

things seem to be going

along smoothly, mysterious blips on one's
emotional radar begin to
show signs of a severe
storm brewing, or a flotilla
of invading warships that
weren't supposed to be
anywhere near the area.
Before either you or she
know it, you can be in the
middle of some kerfuffle
with all alert systems set at
ten, and just as suddenly
back in calm waters,
watching the dust settle
and trying to figure out

Parachute Club and we're
really glad to be here

sun has just

set

and the

bandshell is still lit by a
kind of dusty natural light.

The crowd
less;

is

you can

a high-

of our lives.
By the end of the thirtyminute set, ten-thousand
people are yelling in their
seats and dancing down
the aisles. It's a long way

energy

circle

from community

gigs for

getting rest-

three-hundred people on

feel the

Queen

Street. It's also big

expectation building.

business.

Backstage, Lorraine is
alone looking
nervous and trying not to

there are contradictions in

sitting

show

it.

The band

is

opening for Culture Club,
and opening bands are
often booed
an audience's way of showing
loyalty to the main draw.
A few minutes later as
the lights go up and the
band dances out on stage,

—

Lorraine

is

high energy,

Lorraine admits that

becoming involved in the
world of the mainstream
music business. There are a
lot of pressures from both
business people and wellwishers, but she feels that
the band's music can help
change values. "If I

refused to

make

a tie with

business people, I'd be
severing

my own

vision.

The

yelling into the micro-

Personally, with

phone, "Hi, we're The

Parachute Club, I've a

dp »*m / dfj •«/« • uns 0141 Of lufoump jj, J/M

•
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communication
and I'm not able to get to
vision of

many

people.

They are

me get

able to help

from the Christian

communicate with

when

their

own

As we

understanding

of honesty and love. God
forbid we should all be
happy and get along!"

people, whether or not I
agree with their business
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because all futons
are not created equal.

100%

natural cotton

we

are all really

warm with each other, the
women with each other,
and the men. That to me is
new way of love. The
exists today, the

who you can and

—

tells

you

can't

and they control it.
"I remember when we
were kids and could go
down the street and hold
each other
guys would
walk down the street
holding their buddies,
they'd have their arms
around each other and
they'd be so happy. I
always used to hold my
love

—

also custom work...

Please shop around
and judge for yourself.

definition. In

patriarchal world,

• futon mattresses
• bed frames
• couches
• chairs
• bolsters

Quality shows.

one another.
finding ways

"We are all

world that

home furnishings.

'

..

^S

hands and
that's what everyone does

girlfriend's

huton Designs
17BaldwrnSf

Tel

(416)977-6412

number of other
performers with political
beliefs, Lorraine has
become a kind of symbol,
a projection of how her
a

communities would like to
be seen and represented to

as a kid.

And

taught that

we are
bad, we are

then

it's

cultures.

—

her music are

symbol

the desire for constant

you can lose
the sense of being an individual, becoming a kind of
commodity for the comis

that

they've

"now

made

it,

all

communication, for nonexclusionary ways of
loving and caring. She
believes that if we can take
down some of the boundaries which regulate our
behaviour and ideas, all of
us can create a world less

— and more fun.

they

What

and support she feels. Reacting to

you,

Lorraine says, "It
does hurt, because when
people do that, they're
using their criteria of what
an 'ideal' person would
do, rather than an indiv-

she

the confidence
this,

you do some-

thing which goes against
their grain, against what

it's

laughs.
is

And know
I

giving herself

to change.

And

be hearing a

lot

1983

that

room

her.D

s

Visual artist, editor and writer
Lynne Fernie was a founding

valid criticism,

good."

don't

mean

which

is

§

member of Fireweed: A
Feminist Quarterly, and

contributed lyrics to The

I

f

that we'll

more from

same person you've

always been.

I

"I can't tell
a secret," she

Fuse magazine. She
cheerfully admits having

—

I
I

is it?

they think a symbol should
be, then they can tear you
when you're still
down
the

I

I asked Lorraine if she
has a strategy for intro-

that

isolating effect, eroding

if

s

oppressive, less indifferent

ducing these values into
pop-culture land. "Yes,
have a secret strategy."

And

i

—

about

won't give a shit for us
anymore, they'll sell out,"
and this tends to have an

idual.

j

the present.

other side of being a

this

f

changing process, moving
visions which constantly
take in the experiences of

is

currently a contributing editor

I

to

Parachute Club 's album, as
well as being a friend

I

of the

interviewee.
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Dogmas

views of the world
that everyone should fit
into, with their implicit
"are you for us or agin'
us" linear value systems
seem easier to grasp than a

attention gratifying, the

While she finds

£

static

Change and constant
movement, really, are
what Lorraine Segato and

the larger, public world.

tions like

when

and

to loving

relating to

a
...

Like

go beyond

comes

danger of becoming functions of those ideals, rather
than individuals working
together towards them and
dealing with the range of

—

of loving each other that

it

^

also share the

and our

munity. The challenge to
remain a person in the
world of hype and products is perhaps one of the
most difficult things a performer faces. She has
heard automatic assump-

missible, especially

HI

contradictions in ourselves

I

through the popular music
culture is what Lorraine
believes she can do best.
She's convinced that getting the music out on the
mainstream airwaves is
one way of subverting stereotypes and expanding the
boundaries of what is per-

the band,

The Soft

can do is
up our vision by
is what we're
all

about. I will criticize when
business practices impinge
on my ethical code, my
way of looking at the
world."
And helping to change
how her audiences see
themselves and their world

***

jN

—

practices

i

members

in fact it's

'moral' code,

their limited

some-

ideals are

of politicized communities
highly critical of mainstream culture, all share.

belief

decaying
morally because of homosexuals,

And

thing that we, as

is

that the world

to

people and that is the most
important thing to me. We
want to prove that audiences are a lot smarter than
the music business gives
them credit for. I have to
learn to

punished for it. To say
nothing of the pressures

i
u/

pawqHfia

•

S

"

BOOKS

political institutions intervene at every

Sex play: the focus of a less oppressive gaze
contemporary debates erupting on
three words have been neatly inserted into the political voice and elevated to the level of concept. They have a

econom-

In the

porary nation /State. Needless to say,

these propertied (that

the

any focus on women's oppression in
general and sexual practices in particular, once raised to the status of family,
fell completely outside our "gaze."
Not to be outdone by this "eternal
patriarchy" assumption, however, several social theorists, arming themselves
with either reams of statistical evidence
or Greek mythology, sought to prove

between men and women so
that women could return to and further
develop their "natural" state. And so,
despite an attempt to redress the earlier
conflation of an assumed "naturalness"
of sexual division and sexual practice
with the role of the eternal family, the
struggle for the liberation of women became subsumed under the general rubric
of economic class relations. And this too
based on the self-evident "truth" of the
sensuous woman as opposed to the rational man
ie, "nature" versus
"culture." With this newly revised
understanding of the partiarchy, a
myopic vision of human liberation (at
best) met the gaze of the early feminist

left,

simple ring; they are familiar to the ear.
The first is named "the gaze," that
haunting, ubiquitous and unrelenting
public eye; the second "discourse," the
complex resonance of the socio-political
voice; and the third "deconstruction,"
the unpacking (and repacking) of our

commonsense

sensibilities.

Developed

that, at least "in the beginning,"

wom-

en's rule was law. Enter the various ac-

"word-concepts" are rapidly becoming

counts of matrilineal society. This
"mother-right" societal authorship was
claimed as "natural," woman of course
being understood as more sensuous,
spiritual, and the obvious "bearer" of
life's mysteries; indeed, of life itself. But

the analytical cutting edge for strategies

the

by Foucault (in particular in his History
of Sexuality) and elaborated on by
Jacques Derrida ( Writing and Difference) and later by Jeffrey Weeks (Sex,
Politics,

and Society),

these three

of liberation, be they sexual or otherwise. Their potency lies precisely in their
double-edged complicity with both the

many arguments didn't stop there: if
women were naturally the sensuous
bearers of community, men were the cultural, intellectual developers

men were society.

of society;
This updated

ic)

to say,

is

relations

—

movement.

point to construct and regulate sexual
identity, it did so by counterposing the
individual against society. In so doing,
relegated the understanding of

oppression (when acknowledged at all)
once more to the family as the "self-evident" intersection between the individual and society.

Somewhere

in this

—

— which was prepared to throw away
human

long theoretical
and the laws

shuffle, sex, sexual play

regulating that play were once again ignored or thought to be self-evident.

And

so, Ros Coward turned her femgaze in upon itself to illuminate the
dark spaces left in these theoretical
voids. This is what she found: First, that
there is no such thing as an eternally
constructed and rigidly established
"relation" between the sexes. Second,
that up until very recently, sex, sexual
inist

and sexual play were treated as
synonyms and usually put down to "natural" practices carefully hidden away in
identity

family relationships. This meant, above
that the family came to be the

all,

But as it turned out, there was one
area of study
namely psychoanalysis

it

women's

—

"privileged" site
that is to say, it
to be so taken-for-granted that the
fact that it, too, was a discursive construction fell outside the gaze of the

came

and the analytic: the spaces of
enquiry forced open are the "natural,"

version of patriarchy, then, concluded

uality as being hermetically (and "natur-

social theorists

the "self-evident," the "everyday."

that

male dominance was a result of having overthrown the communal, sensuous

ally") sealed in either a female- or male-

So much so

made visible when the eye of the
women's movement pierced through the

mother-right societies in favour of the
propertied, intellectual father-right

age-old assumptions and adopted the

societies.

sexed body. Psychoanalysis took as its
initial point of departure that sexuality
and sexual practice were something created by people rather than something in-

stance, "the personal

That new version of patriarchy permitted two different political strategies
to emerge regarding the "woman ques-

argued that women, sexuality and sexual
play should have but one identity: the
happy, wholesome het family.
Like many feminists, gay and straight
alike, Coward rejects this. But unlike
many, she adds an important insight
that "women's subordination is secured
because (all) identity is constructed as

familiar

They
ist

are the very spaces that the femin-

gaze

is

political."

But it is in Rosalind Coward's masterful work, Patriarchal Precedents, that
this liberatory gaze is turned in on itself.
It is this introspection which throws light
on and forces apart the "self-evident"
assumptions held by many feminists: that
patriarchy means the universal domination of all women by all men. Or, more to
the point, that the overthrow of
"masculinity" or "male power" will lead
ultimately to the liberation of women. In
Patriarchal Precedents,
clear not only

what

is

it

lost

becomes very
by women in

seemingly "natural" equating of
patriarchal discourse with men as a sex,
but exactly what the consequences are for
this

human liberation — and why.
Coward makes some startling

eries.

discov-

Into her minutely detailed inves-

tigation into "patriarchy," an investiga-

tion which takes her back to the 1600s

and spans the

disciplines of

comparative

law, sociology, anthropology, psychoanalysis

and marxist theory, she finds a

few peculiar but consistent conflations
of sex, sexual practices and their regulation. The first conflation is simply this:
sexual division and the family are seen as

one and the same thing. The logic for
that equation comes from assuming that
all "natural" sex from time immemorial
has been heterosexual sex, where this sex
has had but one aim, that aim of course
being reproduction rather that pleasure.
It is an aim best accomplished, as Darwinian history seems to suggest, through
the evolution of the nuclear family, also

known

as the patriarchal family or "civ-

ilization."

A rather strong — even if

self-evident

— leap of logic, but a leap

nonetheless

made

social scientists.

quite happily by

Using

many

this logic, the

emphasis, both strategically and

intellec-

was not on the whys and wherefores of sexual division, let alone on the
assumed "naturalness" of heterosexuality, but on the various forms and functually,

tions of the family as either a replica of,

or a haven from, the State. In short, we
now have the equation: eternal patriar-

chy = the eternal family = thecontemPatriarchal Precedents: Sexuality

and Social

Relations by Rosalind Coward. Routledge and

KeganPaul, $11. 50 paper.

indeed,

tion." If one were to accept as "fact"
this essential characterization

of

women

as sensuous beings with inferior intellects,

the obvious conclusion

that the "natural" place for

would be
all

women

could only come to be in the home. And
laws regulating her movements, mind
and erotic tendencies should immediately be struck to keep her there. If, on the
other hand, one side-stepped the "inferior intellect" position but held firmly to
the belief that the origins of society were
formed by women, and were done so
communally, sensuously, even promiscuously
but that now women had
been captured as sexual objects and
forced to live in monogamous propertied
relations
the obvious solution lay not
with the home. It lay in the fight to end

—

—

Hi
mm

that essentialist notion of

sex-

—

and

that

it

political scientists.

could be (and was)

and it posed "civilization"
an eternalization of contemporary society
as the regulator of those practices.
But there were several problems with
this approach, too, not the least of
which gave to the individual "instinctual
desire" as something which society was
invented to regulate. And hence, a wholly different but not-so-new version of
patriarchy emerged. On the one hand,
an attempt to understand the sexual on
its own terms. But on the other, an insistence that that could only be done by
posing civilization equal to the patriarchal family and making that equation
true for all history. Consequently, even
though psychoanalysis brought to bear

We know part of the answer: as gays
"constructing" our own identity (and
identities), our own pleasures and sexual
adventures, we know there is no such
thing as a "true fixed individual sexuality, but rather a multitude of discourses

one

defining and proliferating 'sexualities.'

herited,

—

fact left out thus far

— that the

in-

not a pre-determined, fully
coherent subject (that is, he or she does
not have specific genes regulating the
one sex to "rationality" and the other to
dividual

is

"sensitivity"),

and that

social

and

—

sexual identity, and sexual identity

is

the

mechanism by which men and women
combine in a unit which subordinates

women."
Can this

identity be "deconstructed,"

pulled apart,

made into something else,

something better?

We not

only construct

who we are,

but

how. In being gay, we continually construct "gay."
But we also know that in "constructing" our sexual identities, the power
involved in establishing or restricting

those identities is not exercised by "the
literal control of one group over another," as

Coward

rightly argues. All

do not

straight people

all

literally

control

all

The

State does not literally control
erotic activity (yet). Likewise, all men

gays.

do not

literally

struggle

control

all

women. The

rather around breaking up

is

—

and attempt
the discourses that secure
those various
to make permanent

—

subordinations.

So

if,

as

Coward

suggests,

women's

subordination occurs precisely at the site
of sexual identity, wouldn't it then seem
logical to conclude that the fight for our
"liberation" lies not in "rediscovering"
any "innate" sexual desires (how could
we?
they don't exist), but precisely in
constructing all our various erotic

—

SueGoldingD

pleasures?

FILM

Samurais and public-school boys
Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence. Cineventure.
Dir:

Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence is a peculiarly difficult work to come to grips
with

in that

it

lievably banal

same

at the

either very

turous.

seems to be almost unbeand almost totally obscure

time.

whom you are fond. It all boils down
man's inhumanity to man, and the
way in which "institutions" tend to
make one go against one's better nature.
As a boy, Major Celliers had a pretty,
blond, innocent younger brother whom
he betrayed because he did not want to
break caste. Now, in the present, Major
Celliers, who is himself blond and pretty,
is betrayed by Yonoi for the same
of
to

NagisaOshima.

It

isn't that the film is

complex or formally adven-

The problem,

rather,

is

that

no connection whatever between
the logic of the material and what the

reason.

film actually does.

become aware of all this and in so doing
take on the role of Redeemer. He is ex-

there

is

As everyone must know by now, MerMr Lawrence is set in a

ry Christmas

Japanese concentration

camp

in Java,

and concerns the growing obsession of
the camp's commandant, Captain Yonoi
(Ryuichi Sakamoto), with an English
prisoner-of-war, Major Jack Celliers
(David Bowie). In the opening sequence,
Yonoi's second in command compels a
Korean guard who has been caught buggering a Dutch prisoner to commit harakiri, and the theme which the film seems
to be setting up is the violence, social
and psychological, generated by the proscription of gay sexuality.

sequence,

in

The following

which Yonoi meets Celliers

for the first time while officiating at his

court martial, seems to propose an extension of this theme to the central relationship.

dropped

The theme

is

then abruptly

— or rather, diffused to the

point of unreadability. There are continual hints that Yonoi's interest in Celliers

and that the samurai warrior
code compels him to channel his desire
into the exercise of repressive power so
is

sexual,

as to save face. But the hints remain

mere

hints,

and

it

it is

also the Major's function to

with Christ, and indeed, ends up having to undergo a pastiche of the crucifixion during which a
white moth settles on his brow to signify

angel, but enormously likeable: Robi snuggles

Dreams, cruises and
cuddles in Tel Aviv

plicitly identified

His noble sacrifice, as Mr
Lawrence tells us, "sows a seed" in
Yonoi's heart, and brings everybody to a
state of grace.
It is difficult to take these platitudes
seriously, but there is not a sign of irony.
"Sows a seed" has at least the virtue
however, of giving the film away and
drawing our attention back to the theme
it has refused to dramatize. The phrase
has both a sexual and a sublimated, religious meaning: since Oshima cannot
bear to contemplate the first, he gives us
lashings of the second. An honest treatment of the theme would be obliged to
move towards some kind of sexual recognition between Celliers and Yonoi, but
since this cannot be countenanced we
must make do with pretentious, sentimental mysticism. The seed which is
sown is the seed of "charity."
his purity.

Andrew BrittonD

Nagua. Kislev Films

Ltd. Dir:

Amos Gutmann

Not being a fan of the heterosexual Israeli
cinema, I had certain trepidations before
my first exposure to the gay Israeli cinema last month at the Montreal World
Film Festival. Especially since it was to
be a film about a gay Israeli filmmaker
making a film.
Nagua then was a refreshing surprise.

was by

most pleasant
movie in a festival cluttered with a half dozen or so "gay"
movies so morbid and morose that they
In fact

and

it

far the

positive gay

made
seem

last year's

like

revelation Querelle

The Dick Van Dyke Show.

Robi, Nagua's hero, works in his
grandmother's grocery store, cruises the
Tel Aviv parks and cuddles with his
married buddy while dreaming of their
future appearance

Awards

on the Academy

presentations show,

all

the while

waiting somewhat unrealistically for a
windfall from a rich film producer. His

mother

lives in

Europe and keeps send-

up

to

two Arab "terroristi"

in

Nagua

ing him letters hoping that his next film
won't be about "that subject" again; his
grandmother good-naturedly complains
about being left to look after a pederast
and screams "terroristi" whenever she
sees an Arab. Robi is also lining up his
cast, maybe someone from among his
tricks or his friends, but wonders at the
same time whether he wants to make
movies just to be able to push people
around.
He's no angel of course: he can be a
little

arrogant, gets crushes that are as

dumb as any of yours or mine, and tends
who come on
no more fucked up

to be a bit cruel to people

to him. In short he's

of us. But he's enormously
this presumably auto-biographical portrait works because it's so
than the

rest

likeable,

and

unpretentious and sincere, managing to
combine self-criticism with a healthy
self-esteem. Not to mention a finely
tuned sense of humour and an understanding of and respect for lust. I don't
know anything about the director and

co-writer,

Amos Gutmann,

except that

he's in his twenties, Hungarian-born,

is

a graduate of the Tel Aviv School of
Television and Film, and has to be very
brave, very persistent and very talented
to have

made this

film. Let's

hope Gut-

becomes increasingly

both obsessed by its
subject and utterly paralysed by it. The

clear that the film

But

No

is

Celliers (David Bowie); Yonoi (Ryuichi

Sakamoto)

in

"Mr Lawrence": an

exercise in face-saving repression where the hints remain mere hints

paralysis expresses itself in repetitiveness. Again and again the film stages
confrontations between Yonoi and
Celliers, but it is quite unable to give

the confrontations anything but the

most fatuous content. There they are
confronting one another
over some
affront to Yonoi's sense of order or
some infringement of the camp's discipline
but that is all the film is prepared to say about it.
If the director, Nagisha Oshima, refuses to follow through the implications
of the material, what does he give us instead? It is hard to say. In the final
scene, Mr Lawrence (Tom Conti) tells us
that the film has been about people insisting that they are right when they are
in fact wrong. The moral, apparently, is
that it would be nice if people were nicer

—

—

and showed a certain readiness to see
where the other man is coming from, so
it could be Christmas all the time.
Should we ask what prevents them, there
is no better answer than that they have
been brought up as samurai or as English public schoolboys, which seems to
amount pretty much to the same thing.
In both cases, you become so preoccupied with saving face and dissociating
yourself from anything defined by the
code as weakness or imperfection, that
you end up doing nasty things to people

that
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will

time Gore Vidal writes about the
"homosexualist" in this engaging collection of essays.

not turn out to be one of those

who have
whole soul on
celluloid and then never get a chance for
flash-in-the-pan filmmakers

managed

unload

to

their

But then, The Second American Revis populated with "scholar-

olution

a sequel.
Robi's story is vividly textured by a
sense of the Israeli society around him

—

its

Americanized youth culture,

squirrels"

its

ers"

laidback Mediterranean aura continuously intruded on by references to the
permanent war footing, its pervasive

movement, though, which
understand to be having a fairly hard
time, but a very colourful sense of the
gay community (despite a rather unfortunate impression that everyone is under
thirty, male and gorgeous).
At the beginning of the film, Robi
tells us head-on that Israeli society won't
accept his film because it's not about
war heroes or social workers, and that
the gay community won't either because
it isn't positive or ego-reinforcing. He's
right about the first one: I hear that the
government has caused trouble all the
way from the financing (they blocked a

released two new calendars

full

of photos for

1984. Above, an image by E Alice Austen from

phy. At right, a shot by Katie Niles from
Friends. Each available for

accreditation for foreign

showing an Arab fucking a male Jew as Zionist propaganda?).
I'm not surprised. But as for the gay
response to Nagua, Robi may be wrong.
Nagua's by no means perfect, but we
haven't had such a tough, sensitive, selfaware, funny little film about ordinary
gay people from anywhere in ages, and I
hope it catches on.
festivals (a film

Thomas Waugh

MORE BOOKS

Women

$6.95 (US) from The

Crossing Press, Tnimansburg, NY 14886

on sex," say the authors,
and yet they do precisely
that. They contradict their own remarks
on the evils of sex-role stereotyping by

on the

inside sleeve of Sgt Pepper.
These are merely a few of the treasures hiding under the doublethink. I
mention them because they represent

'correct' policy

disdainfully,

trotting out the old cliches that
genitally sexual

and

men

are

anti-individualist attitudes that are pre-

and women are sensual,

that sensuality

is

venting cooperation and unity

preferable, or cor-

lesbian

"Orgasm," they tell us, "is not the
issue." They have short memories. In
fact,

orgasm has been the

women,

issue for

and

at least since the late '60s

learn their anti-sexual conditioning, to

egalitarian world, or

demand

ety

that

orgasm and

fear or shame.

get

it,

at all."

Squirrels,

The authors admit antagonism exists
between lesbian-feminists and bar
dykes, but they cloud the issue by blamon

Society Publishers (4722 Baltimore Ave,

there are

cloth

/

This concise, coalitionist primer offers a
valuable analysis of the mechanics of oppression and presents realistic strategies
for liberation, calling for a feminist revolution through grass-roots organization
and non-violent reform. Most of it has

been said before. As such, it could be a
good gift for that gay or lesbian friend
of yours who's just beginning to think
political. But it should be issued with a
warning not to take the text too literally.
Because the book has a major flaw: it's
riddled with contradictions,

and

their

cumulative effect renders the reader
numb, confused and credulous.
It

certainly

made me

Contradiction

is

very suspicious.

a favourite device of

demagogues and thought controllers;
George Orwell called it doublethink.

When

used consistently, it can actually
induce schizophrenia. The device also

works as a

shield against criticism.

The

authors can refute any critique by claiming they said the opposite. They can even
say they never meant to contradict themselves, but tried to show both sides of
the coin. It's a clever way of covering
one's tracks. Let's see what they're
hiding.

"Our Puritan-soaked culture has
made a special point of righteousness
regarding sexuality, and radicals sometimes retain that attitude in stating the

many working-class lesbians

banksmen

and homosexualists

class: feminists are

No Turning Back: Lesbian and Gay Libera80s by Gerre Goodman, George
Lakey, Judy Lashof and Erika Thorne. New
PA 19143), $16.95

soci-

Count me

out.

perhaps, but lots of lesbian bars
cater to a middle-class clientele; there
are middle-class lesbians who would be
jeered out of any women's centre; and,
as the authors themselves tell us in flipflop double talk on the very next page,

Philadelphia,

do they want a
where they have the power to fit

everyone into their vision, like it or not?
Michele Belling

to en-

vision a future society in which people

have no "sex drive

deter-

are sound and practical and the
authors' intentions appear humanitarian, I wonder. Do they really want an

without

The authors go on

among

and

many

tics

The Second American Revolution and Other
Essays 1976-1982. by Gore Vidal. Vintage
Books (New York: 1983). $7.95.

ly true,

$7.95 paper (US).

liberationists

probably since time began. While it is
important for men to explore sensuality,
it is equally important for women to un-

middle-class, bar dykes workers. Partial-

tion for the

and gay

people from political activism. And that's the biggest contradiction
of all, in a book that calls for coalition.
While the book's basic, reformist poliring

rect.

ing the conflict

Numbingly correct

who manage

to prohibit the legal

and have

—

—

Seeing Women: 100 Years of Women's Photogra-

I

its

collecting

it anything that gets bad press in the Old
Testament. And then there is the American politician whom Vidal dubs a
"Banksman." He quips that "although
the presidents now come and go with admirable speed, the Chase Manhattan
Bank goes on forever, constantly getting
us into deeper and deeper trouble of the
or wrong
sort that can be set right
only by its man in the Oval Office."
Along with economic injustice,
movies and Middle America, Vidal's
subjects include other-sexers and samesexers. There's also a fair bit about
booze. The first three essays are on F
Scott Fitzgerald (both sexer), Edmund

The Crossing Press Feminist Series has just

the Israeli gay

grant) to

on

recently been busy attempting to prohib-

these, the film

fuck him, seemingly out of a vaguely
rebellious whim that I'd rather not
analyse. There's no sense in the film of

will insist

sale of alcohol in the 1930s

homophobia, and its "multi-cultural"
composition. With regard to the last of
is relatively upfront. At
one point, Robi harbours an Arab
neighbour who has been "hurt in an explosion" and ends up getting him to

who

every jotting and letter of even minor literary figures. Or it is filled with "Christ-

I

remember meeting someone in his early
we both

twenties and discovering that

M

Forster. My
admired the novels of E
friend enquired in the most charming acwas a hoe-mow.
cent if I'd known E
There was such a wonderful lilt in the

in

Wilson (other-sexer-with-possibilities),
and Christopher Isherwood (same
sexer). Edmund Wilson outdrank Fitzgerald who was killed by booze at fortyfour, evidence to suggest that "the more
the mind is used and fed the less apt it is
to devour itself."
For my money, the best essay isn't
"The Second American Revolution"
(which is difficult to follow even on a
second reading), but any of the literary
essays, and in particular the one on gays
and Jews called "Pink Triangle and
Yellow Star." It's really a review of
Renaud Camus 's Tricks, and an answer
to an anti-fag article by Midge Decter
published in Commentary in 1980. In it
there is a conversation between Christopher Isherwood and a young Jewish
movie producer (in which Isherwood
underestimates the number of gays killed in Nazi Germany).
"After all," remarks Isherwood,
"Hitler killed six hundred thousand
homosexuals." The young man was not
impressed. "But Hitler killed six million
Jews," he said sternly. "What are you?"
asked Isherwood. "In real estate?"

Alan O'ConnorD

M

movement. Mainly, the conflict is
one of lifestyle. I wish the authors had
had the courage to discuss this complex
problem honestly. Actually, a strategy
they offer a few pages later on how to rethe

phrase that for the moment it made
merely being "gay" seem quite dull and
modern. The memory rushes back every

non-feminist women is loaded
with such glib, self-righteous condescension that it manages to convey, simply
through tone, a gist of the conflict.
No Turning Back envisions a society
late to

which

KldUS Nomi,

artists will

Now that's oppression:

versial).

prejudice against art.

they afraid of? Don't they
are already oppressed?

know

It is

theatrical skills in his native

moved

artists

can practise

are

land for his holo-imagery

from

munchkin chorines

"wrong thinking," whatever

is

ditties

Delilah, Dietrich's torch

desira-.

is

that

who would

badge

turn their kids over to the
they caught them smoking dope.

in this

book,

in

Love

original "Rubberband Lazer." he slides in and
around the lyric with a cool time fuse and

a cardboard

like the Beatles did

THE BODY POLITIC

song "Falling

techno ability that might be like Yma Sumac
meets the Residents. After spots at Max 's and
CB6B he was brought to the attention of David
Bowie, and in 1980 the two — dressed in tweed
skirts and jackets (Mr B bears a strong
resemblance to Jane Hathaway) made an
appearance on Saturday Night Live The slot
netted enough response lor an album in 1981
and a second (accompanied by videos) in '82

I

They should have included

ribaldry. In

as diverse as the aria from Samson and

Again," or the shoot- 'em-up space western

means. can only assume there will be
no mathematicians in the new society.
The authors exhibit an hysterical antidrug bias that reminds me of nervous
suburban parents of the '60s, the sort
if

and demonic

— exercising in turn his

dramatic vocal range and ricochet

and "needless abstraction"

cops

— a land peopled only

with his gaunt cartoon figure

feel

claring that intellectual analysis
ble

Germany and

York in 1973. There, while

Nomi 's music provides an acerbic no man s

quite Uto-

about intellectuals? Here again the authors contradict
themselves frequently, alternately dethey

to

ing his bizarre musical manifestations.

the threat of starvation.

And how do

New

makway as a pastry cook, he established a
rapport with local artisans and began improvis-

artists

art free

An accom-

ing his

pian enough to work for a world in

which

died August 6 of

plished operatic counter-tenor, he honed his

the old

Why? What

artist,

AiDS-related Kaposi's Sarcoma.

double as teachers
(don't they know art's hard work?) and
produce art "supportive of the values"
of " the new society" (read: non-controin

phantasmagoric video and

cabaret performance
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His legacy

her/history

is

a sense of continuity twixt our

and the dark ahead;

his lightning

struck at random, leaving illuminations that

be cherished long

'

after

it

will

blows away
Greg Saint Louis

all

.

• Correction: In our September review
of Phil Andros's Below the Belt, we mistakenly identified the reprinters of

THE REVIEWS

Roman Conquests as Alyson Publications. In fact, Roman Conquests and
another Andros book, My Brother, My
Self, are being reprinted in the Perineum

ARE IN:

Press series by Grey

• On Our Backs,
is

Fox

Send copy or enquiries

421916, San Francisco,

• Gay Counselling

a document of the

read...

first

Press.

a lesbian sex magazine,

seeking erotic fiction, graphics and

articles.

"A pleasure to

to

Box

CA 94142 USA.

'82,

a Sydney-based

counselling workshop, has just published
a small booklet, Times for Change. It
articles: "Gays and the

decade

contains three

of gay liberation."

Norman L Thomp"Gay Men who Marry" by Bob Hay
and "Gay Adolescence" by Garry BenMid-Life Crisis" by

— Seymour Kleinberg —

5074, Sydney 2001 Australia, for $2.50
(Aus) including postage.

Also starring are (from left) Charlton
Heston, Wayne Rogers, Paul Sorvino and
Tess Harper. By combining popular TV
names like these with a lurid story of violent sex crimes, NBC (and CTV in Canada) may well pick up a large number of

• Why is it that

viewers.

son,

Christopher Street

nett.

The book can be ordered from The
Times for Change, GPO Box

Editors,

"Wide-ranging,
inspiring, consistently enjoyable."
— Simon Watney —
Gay News

GOD

— Ian Dunn —
Gay Scotland

about lesbians and gay

,

men have
I

seen."

— Dee Michel —

'Intelligently written

—

certainly insensitive material about the

miniseries out of things like Princess

Ku Klux Klan:

Daisy and The Thorn Birds! (Canadians
we have only
do not have miniseries
Paul Bernard, Psychiatrist.) Miniseries
never seemed to matter much before, but
Chiefs, a new one on NBC, presents some
unusual material.
It is an unfortunate fact that many
foolish people believe that all gay people
are dangerous perverts who will sooner or
later go mad and attempt to seduce and
molest underage schoolchildren. Chiefs

sheriffs,

will likely

do

little

forty years carries out nearly fifty brutal

and thought-provoking:

sex murders in rural Georgia. This

William Kloman —

man

impersonates police officers and picks up
or arrests aimless young men (all blond)
whom he kidnaps and holds prisoner in
his secluded country home. He tortures

Washington Blade

"Good journalism,
well-written and carefully collected."

and humiliates

his victims, stripping

and

handcuffing them, and beating them with
rubber hoses and other paraphernalia.
Then he rapes and kills them. The bodies
are buried in his kitchen, in his garage, in
his dog kennels, in front of his house, out
back of his house, everywhere.

— John Preston —
Torso

it

cross burnings, redneck

grown men

consistently

lurid.

For those who care, Chiefs
the 427-page novelette of the

is based on
same name

by the appallingly dull Stuart Woods
(available from Bantam, $3.95). Let the
viewer beware. Chiefs will be broadcast in
three parts on CTV: Sun, Nov 13 at 8 pm;
Tues, Nov 15 at 9 pm; and Wed, Nov 16 at
9 pm.

Stephen StuckeyD

This issue's writers
John

Allec

grew up

Michele Belling
Seattle.

.

.

Haywood, Manitoba...

in

is

a freelance writer living

Andrew

Britton is a film teacher

currently on an extended visit to England.

Sue Golding has

.

.

.

upgraded her

recently

leather collection.

in

Alan O'Connor keeps

muttering something about Howard's End.

Fourth

Please send

me

postage and handling.
Mail

to:

Pink Triangle Press
Box 639, Station A

Toronto,

Charge

my

in

worldview and experience

Stephen Stuckey
missar
film at

is

of television.

at pastry.

.

The Body Pontic's com.

.

.

Tom Waugh teaches

Concordia University

in

Montreal.

a series of reader profiles by Gary Ostrom

'

Pete Roche (agricultural engineer, Northwest Territories):
7 live for them classifieds. Y'got your French, your Greek,
your A&P and stuff like that there. Maybe fifty of us pass
around the same issue all month trying
to figure them out. We have a good time, too
y 'gotta keep warm, eh? Men dancin'
with each other holdin hankie we got,

—

'

but

if

y'hafta eat snails, then

include

ON M5W1G2

D Cheque enclosed
VISA or O Mastercharge

Expiry Date

Card no
Signature

Name (please print)
Address

City
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Greg Saint Louis shares Klaus Nomi's

Who reads The Body Politic?

copies of Flaunting It!
at $8.95 per copy plus $1 for

—

white bedsheets

in

would be hard to be more

to challenge this idea.

This six-hour miniseries is the story of
Foxy Funderburke, (played by Keith Carradine, above, right) who over a period of

Gay Community News

As an added bonus Chiefs includes a great deal of possibly racist and

Anna Karenina and
Brideshead Revisited while the US makes

—

or to tears."

of the best writing

the British serialize for

television novels like

"Should stretch your mind,
make you cross, reduce you to laughter

"Some

.

.

1983

me out."

SHARED GROUND

RINGDA

Canada's oldest penpal club
for gay men.

Psychic
Tarot Card

GAV

& Palm Reader

The top of the list
I like to keep some sense of
balance in this column, trying to act like
objective and full
a responsible critic
it isn't hard for a
of witty quotables
regular reader to pick out who my favourite writers are. This month, I have
decided to let go of my non-biased
stance completely and indulge myself
with reviews of books by four women
who deserve to be on the top of any

While

—
—

reader's

list.

had become concerned over the
rather long silence from lesbian poet
Judy Grahn. Six years is a long time to
I

and scents of the

lives

Clausen writes

about. Best are "i can tomatoes" and
"Ground Zero," plus the title story,
"Duration," a piece that speaks from
growing wisdom and continuing (if

changed) hope. I feel that Jan Clausen is
one of the finest lesbian writers working
today
a woman who will continue to
be a vital force in lesbian /feminist

—

culture.

Advice on

fllATCI

problems:

all

love, health, business, etc

Do not fail
this gifted

Members

to see

lady today

All readings private

across

Canada

and the U.S.

& confidential

461-1906
Toronto

P.O. Box 3043b, Saskatoon
Sask S7K 3S9

For Nights Like This One: Stories of
Loving Women by Becky Birtha must be
read and shared with any woman who
believes in stable, loving responsible

relationships between

women. Becky

&

Birtha has not forgotten that love be-

tween

Hair Design
Cosmetic
For Men £7" Women

women is much more than a polit-

She gives us wonderful, warm,
romantic stories that could strike sparks
in the most cynical of amazon hearts.
Not romance in the sense of "I-willical issue.

bring-you-flowers-if-you-promise-to-

scrub-my-floors," but tales that speak of
the personal, private side of lesbian relationships. Ironically, this private resis-

tance, this building of strong lives together as women, is probably one of the
most important political statements that

can be made by a writer of

fiction.

2 fori Offer
For lovers and friends only

My

"A Monogamy Story"
wondering how Becky Birtha
managed to plant a bugging device in my
apartment!) and "Babies." For Nights
Like This One is a book for lesbian
women who want stories that show how
truly loving and gentle women can be,
favourites are

(I'm

stories that

Judy Grahn: years

of

growth and maturity

go without writing of the calibre of
Edward the Dyke and A Woman is
Talking to Death. However, reading
Grahn's latest work, The Queen of
Wands (part of a four-part series) makes
it possible to see that the past years have
been full of growth and maturity, a time
for her to develop an even better, tighter
technique.

The poems

in her

new book

revolve around the connected themes of
the spinner/mother/creator goddess and
the legendary Helen of Troy, both as

archetypes and herstory.

how

these

Grahn

two myths are linked

creative, powerful force, at the

own

life

my appreciation for her
When her latest, Walking
on the Moon, showed up on my desk, I

work
read

lasted.

it

in

one

sitting.

Reading her work,

you

get the sense that the author could
be across the kitchen table, talking and
telling the story as one would to a friend.
Her language is immediate and fresh,

and the life she creates on (he
page. Her prose-poems are most developed, most skillful works. They go further than simply illustrating the experi-

ence of the poet; they re-create the experience, complete with all the textures

Toronto Ont

M4W1E6

921-7273

Dr. Willem

H. Otto

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST

her situations and characters credible,

to trust. In this collection, the

writer

level)

appeared, but

same

seems only a
between the life of the

250 Bloor St E (lower

I became a fan of Barbara Wilson one
cold rainy day when I climbed into bed
to nurse a cold with a copy of her Thin
lee and other stories. The cold soon dis-

able absurdities. She

that there

slight separation

1

prove our loves are well

in a

of

haircut $10, the other free
perm $35, the other free
colour $18, the other free

1

fight.

and her

best, writing so close to the surface

her

worth the

traces

time joining the creator-who-spins with
the word-spinner. Grahn has intensified
her usual love affair with language and
has woven these forces of myth and
herstory into a poetry that is both revealing and startlingly complex. Grahn has
once again shown her tremendous ability
as a "word weef," and I look forward to
the remaining volumes in this series.
After enjoying her poetry and falling
in love with her short stories, I wasn't
quite sure what to expect next from lesbian/feminist Jan Clausen. I couldn't be
more pleased to see that in Duration, her
latest book, she has combined both
poetry and prose, and offers her most
innovative and imaginative work yet. In
Duration, we see Jan Clausen at her very

1

still

sensibility

— a novella —
her

life:

is

attuned to believis definitely a writer
title

story

of a woman retracing
the women she has known,
tells

and how they fit into her
growing awareness of her own lesbianism. Also important are "Take Louise
Nevelson" and "Hearings," tales that
deal in different ways with re-encountering the past. Barbara Wilson is an important writer, and her honesty and
their tragedies,

understanding of women's

lives is

cen-

her art. Her work demands much
from the reader, but in return Wilson
does not let us down. Walking on the
Moon is a book that must not be
tral to

Private practice in individual, couple

and family therapy at 44 Jackes Avenue
(Yonge and St. Clair area),
Toronto, Ontario

M4T

1E5.

missed.

Free consultation.
The Queen of Wands by Judy Grahn. The
Crossing Press Feminist Series, The Crossing
Press. Trumansburg, NY 14886. $5.95.
For Nights Like This One by Becky Birtha.
Frog in the Will Press, 430Oukdale Rd. East

Fees on sliding scale according to income.
Confidentiality guaranteed.

Palo Alto. CA 94303. $4.75.
Duration by Jan Clausen. Hanging Loose
Press, 231 WyckoffSt, Brooklyn, NY 11217.

Telephone 962-5328.

$5.00.

Hulking on the Moon bv Burbara H ilson.
The Seal Press, Box 13, Seattle, "
98111.
I

$5.95.
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IAN YOUNG

I

342 AVENUE ROAD, SUITE 505
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927-1702

Don McCurdy

for

After the unfortunate, unnecessary collapse of the English paper Gay News,
the name (with, I suppose, the subscrip-

way around possible conflicts between

list) was purchased by a new owner
and now there is a Gay News again. Un-

titudes often

tion

it now apa poor substitute for the original. Where the old

fortunately the

new mag (for

pears in magazine format)

Home Ownership Savings

Plan

You'll Find

It

All

At

Wfc umMM
Toronto's First

Gay Video Bar

Beer $1.25
All
1

it^

week

— Every night

9-12pm

¥

592 Sherboume

Street, Toronto.

Canada

(416)921-1035

T

^~

is

Gay News drew on such first-rate writers
Angus Wilson, Oswell Blakeston,
Francis King and Allison Hennegan, the
new rag is full of mediocre light enteras

tainment features, routine fillers and
studio press releases of little interest.
Nor do the graphics or design have the

A

Hi ^l

-*t

<.-.

bargain nights & hostages & hymns
Ask

Registered

/,

Of boys on beds &

TORONTO, ONTARIO M4V 2H4
(416)

**v>

THE IVORY TUNNEL

=,

THE ACCOUNTING CLINIC

*«j .•;*

:

^

slightest appeal.

The first issue contains a curiously
laudatory review of The Homosexual
Network, a book by Enrique Rueda, an
anti-gay Roman Catholic priest. TBP
summed up Fr Rueda's view of the typical homosexual thus: "a morally depraved, prodigiously promiscuous, violently sadomasochistic boyfucker." Our
reviewer described the book as "a
resource book for our enemies." Gay
News is not only praising this volume
but selling it by mail order! Former Gay
News editor Denis Lemon apparently
had some grave faults, but he would
never have allowed this sad travesty. The
old Gay News was prosecuted for blasphemy. One can't imagine the new Gay
News being prosecuted for anything but
insulting the intelligence of its readers.
Meanwhile the British syndicate headed by Alex McKenna, which publishes
such glossy gay mags as Mister, Zipper,
Him and Vulcan, has taken to reprinting

my articles without paying me.

This

is ...

have no
alternative but to write to The Times and
have Mr McKenna horsewhipped on the
steps of his club.
well, just not cricket.

I

shall

Another publication from Britain is
first issue of a quite superior magazine (modestly described on the front
the

page as a newsletter) for gays with S/M
interests. SMART is a more than
welcome effort to mix news, erotic material and sensible tips and information.

The editorial
well

and the

collective succeeds quite

results are all the

more

re-

freshing for evidence of intelligence,
sensitivity

and

wit

.

Some of the people

responsible have been involved with the
radical gay left or with the London
bookshop Gay's the Word.
The main piece of fiction, "Initiation
into the Lavender Army," suggests a

All

Beer $1.25
Every night
9- 12 pm

week

592 Sher bourne

—

St. Toronto,

Canada

(416)921-3142

THE BODY POLITIC

an erotic

interest in things military and
the anti-authoritarian, anti-militarist at-

found among S/Mers. It is
and manages to be instructive and show a caring approach as
an erotic
well.

story,

The other

story, "Setting the
equally intelligent. It is unfortunate that all the writers feel it

Scene,"

is

necessary to use pseudonyms.

Anyone

interested or involved in

S/M

should subscribe to SMART'xi they can
possibly afford it
or buy a copy
through a gay bookstore. Subscriptions
are £4 for four issues, from Smart Press,
BNSN Gays, London WC1N3XX.
Another good magazine that might be
hard to find at your local milk store is
NAMBLA Journal, the periodical of the

—

North American
ation.

The

Man /Boy Love Associ-

latest issue (6)

produced by

the group's San Francisco chapter,
offers an engaging variety of stories,

graphics and thoughful articles, including "Toward a Feminist Position for

Boy-Lovers" (by a woman boy-lover
and a feminist), a sensible piece by
Roger Moody on boy-lovers, tourism
and exploitation in the "Third World,"
and a piece on child pornography.
Among the stories are one by the imprisoned Louis Colantuono (whose casual
sweetness reminds me of Walt Curtis,
the bard of Portland, Oregon), and one
by an anonymous author (internal evidence suggests Wallace Hamilton).
There are wonderful pictures, including
one by Don Wight, reproduced here.
is $3 from NAMBLA, Box 174,
Midtown Station, New York, NY 10018.
Two new novels: Madge Reinhardt's

Price

The Voice of the Stranger ($7.50 paper,
$12.50 cloth, Back Row Press, 1803
Venus Ave, St Paul,
551 12), a
revealing look at homophobia in the
Christian Science Church; and Alistair
Bromley's Playing with Panthers ($8.95,
Vantage Press, 516
34 St, New York,
NY 10001), about a married American
professor in Beirut (before the troubles)
who has an affair with a young male student. Neither of these books is widely
available, which is a pity as they contain
valuable messages.
Finally, Rory the Price of Morning
($5, blewointmentpress, Box 48870,
Bentall Stn, Vancouver, BC) is a delightful little booklet of captioned colour
photos of a young man in bed. The
whole edition is bound to be snapped up
and become a collectors' item!

MN

W

—

LIVE YOUR

FANTASY
ATHLETIC, SOCIABLE MALE

HOMES

seeks relaxing

in-

door work as host or other, part-time or

full-time.

Telephone: 481-3189.

_^_

CALGARY

22-YEAR-OLD typist /typesetter, 92 wpm, 2 years ex-

GAY MALE, 35, HAS furnished two-bedroom apart-

perience, daily newspaper,

ment

to share. Free off-street parking, pay-TV, utilities

No

included.
rules).

drugs or parties (building management
tidy. Bankview area. Close to bus stop.

Must be

DD $100.

Rent $220.

VDTs, tapepunch, (pasteup) seeks typing or typesetting job with individual or
company. Trustworthy, serious, quiet friendly. Contact Mr Hathaway, 808 Maple, Greatbend, KS 67530.

NATIONALLY ACCLAIMED PHOTOGRAPHER

Interested please call 245-3191.

man, looks unimportant, for
magazine book work. Rates negotiable. Phone RP

requires muscular black

TORONTO
LARGE VICTORIAN HOUSE TO SHARE.
dry, parking, fireplaces,

Laun-

common rooms, house in ex-

shape and nicely furnished. Close to High
Park and Lakeshore Blvd W, from $275 all included.
John or Bob, 536-3679.

cellent

LOOKING FOR A together couple in

Riverdale who
own a home that are looking for a female boarder. I
am 28 years of age, clean and stick to myself. Would
like to move in before Xmas. Drawer D780.

flat,

gay male.
apartment or similar prefer-

ably in house. Will consider single or shared accommodations. Maximum per month $400 inclusive.
Please reply drawer D800.

GERRARD AND MAIN

WANTED: TEMPORARY PAINTER/PAPERER.

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Experienced. 469-3930.

island. Loblolly Villa offers simple luxury, overlook-

No

Koho Travel,

from the beach and
other activities, we offer moderately priced rooms,
pool and tantalizing meals. Call or write: in Canada
Carol Hayter, Box 6629, Stn A, Toronto,
William Smith, 4100
1X4, tel: 416-787-3563; in
Main St, Buffalo, NY 14226, tel: 716-836-2257.
ing the Caribbean Sea. Minutes

Ave.

The
EAST.

Retired, white, act-

seckjoec

ncfvojO

parking. Drawer D818.

"^UOS)

•

443-482)

Tocxcai aeccx

k.fcnenj

=

reWxea

«

rates

°

A confidential and
.0*0*

space needed

dignified
introduction service
for the gay and lesbian

Philbeach Hotel, 30/31 Philbeach Gardens,
largest gay hotel. Bar,
disco, restaurant. Tel: 01-373-1244/4544.

months beginning in lanuary to share or
occupy while you're away. Terms negotiable.
Ken

at

THE OLYMPICS ARE COMING!

977-6320 (days),

465-4469 (evenings).

SCARBOROUGH: BIRCHMOUNT& DANFORTH.
3

self-contained apartments.

—

Private house. 2-bed-

—

—

room: main floor
4-piece bath
large kitchen
$400/month. Bachelor: 2nd floor 4-piece bath spa3-piece
cious
$330/month. Basement: 1-bedroom
bath
$300/month. Utilities included. Convenient location, stores, TTC. Minutes to Warden subway. First
and last month. References. Call Chris 485-7561 or
leave message for return call 752-9422..

—

—
—

SHARED ACCOMODATION:

—

—

Are you? Let us
1984
help you plan the gay vacation of a lifetime
Olympics, Los Angeles, July 28-August 12. Hotels are
booked solid, but Olympic Gay Housing can arrange
quality private accommodations for you. Call for brochure and info. (213) 938-1984. Or write: OGH, 1314 S
Tremaine, Los Angeles,
90019.

willing to share responsibilities

CabMust be

Nonsmoker

around the house.

preferred. 961-8046.

NS. Annfield Tourist Manor. 20
minutes from Sydney, 3 miles from Newfoundland
ferry terminal. Bed and breakfast $25 plus tax. One
mile off Route 105 at exit 18. R R 3, Bras d'Or, Cape
Breton,

ARE YOU READY to move up to gracious living in
We

Cabbagetown?

are Toronto's most unique living

experience offering

all

the amenities of a fine gentle-

man's club: one vacancy exists effective January 1.
Monthly rental includes equity investment in property. Applications from established professionals will
be accepted by calling 961-4350.

WHITBY. GAY

MALE to share beautiful home, all
fireplace, low rent. Am 27, clean-

facilities, pool,
shaven, well established, prefer same. Drawer D884.

LAME

VICTORIAN HOUSE

(Jarvis
•

Bach &

1

and Gerrard)

Bedroom Apt

NS BOC

Spend a pleasant vacation at the
LA UDERDAI.E MANOR 300 ft. from our
Marlin Beach Hotel next door and come
back to a quiet and friendly atmosphere.
Modestly priced hotel rooms, efficiencies
and apartments with color TV. New pool in
our tropical garden and BBQ. Call or write
Lauderdale Manor Motel, 2926 Valencia St.
fort Lauderdale, Fla 33316
Tel: (305) 463-3385

ROOMMATE SERVICE
FOR GAYS.

Kitchener (51 9) 894-3639
London (51 9) 434-0906

CALL US AT: 221-2017

OPEN 10 am -8 pm
ALWAYS CONFIDENTIAL...

THE BARN
TORONTO
LEATHER & WESTERN BAR
GRANBY STREET

83

(CORNEH OF CHURCH)
416-977-4684

pletely refurbished,

inn-expensive way. Comconveniently located 56-room

all rooms feature private
bath, direct dial telephone and colour television; adjacent to Fritz, voted Boston Magazine's 1983 choice
for Best Gay Bar. Chandler Inn, 26 Chandler St, Bos02118. 617-482-3450.
ton,

bed and breakfast hotel;

A PLACE TO

MA

SKIERS! SKI-HAPPY couple

Available

pm

ENJOY BOSTON THE

seeks

accommoda-

CRUISING

•

MEET FRIENDS

PINBALL

•

JUKE BOX

We sup-

Your chalet or condo, any major
good friendship and
cheap wine. Call David or Ron 519-744-4748.
resort.

Across the Park

tion.

•

Some

ply great meals, ski repairs,

•

12-8

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

•

•

Monday to Saturday

1B0. 1-902-736-8770.

beautiful beach. Party at the world-famous

DOWNTOWN COLLEGE SUBWAY.
Share clean, well-furnished 1-bedroom, separate beds
with easy-going, 47 years young gay male. Rent $185
first month only. Share food costs. Call Doug 920-1755.

NEED A PLACE?
OR HAVE A PLACE TO SHARE?
WE CAN HELP YOU!
TORONTO'S OLDEST AND
MOST EXCLUSIVE

CAPE BRETON,

Dennis and Dereck
inclusive.

LESBIAN COMMUNITY.

—

CA

are looking for a third to share their large

bagetown home. $245 per month

AGENCY FOR THE GAY AND

London SW5, UK, Europe's

for 2-3

Call Brian or

A UNIQUE ROOMMATE-FINDING

communities.

— The

downtown apartment, house or
house sought by Toronto male couple

in

Ji30«l

"COME TO LONDON FOR A GAY HOLIDAY"

Furnished

Drummer

Different
0u»il r»oJ«

Temporary

rooms

191 Eglinton

Toronto

ON M5W

o intlr-.3t8 o

living

E.,

USA—

room apartment to share with matured, independent
male. Must be neat, clean, quiet personality. Nonsmoker preferred. Thirty years up. Handy all transportation.
Rent very reasonable.

485-9437

MONTSERRAT, W I. Come and enjoy our unspoiled

matured male has well-kept, furnished one-bed-

ive,

with fireplaces and/or patios

Rents from $360 OO
964-8742

WEST LOS ANGELES, mature dude, tall and mas-

Call Phil

Canadian visitors to correspond if they
are coming to southern California. Live alone in comfortable home. I know the territory as I'm a native
with "no hang-ups." Sincerely, Fred, c/o Box 64541,
culine, invites

DOWNTOWN HOTEL /GUEST HOUSE. Superb loon Sherboume near Wellesley. 19 rooms plus Ibedroom apartment for owner/manager. Excellent cash

cation

flow

at present.

Close to public transit, walk to bars etc.

An opportunity to provide Toronto with a much-needed

John McNeil, 962-8113 or Pearce Mur469-5317, Darrell Kent Real Estate Limited.

facility.

ray,

Call

in

some, dressed in white with red cravat, carrying two
science textbooks
I senior person shared bench with
you, rose, walked around bandstand, smiled at you, a
smile you returned beautifully, but too shy walked on,
and regret it ever since. Please write, drawer D852.

—

I

THE

perfect place to write a message: the

paper for the city where you "discovered" the gay
you soon. Tom.

ghetto. See
Ill

MTH

CA 90064.

MONDAY SATURDAY 8 PM
SUNDAY 5 PM — 11 PM
-

SERVICES
MASSAGE AND REFLEXOLOGY

— Sunday, 18 September
Gardens — You youthful, hand-

ORIENTAL STUDENT

ED, IT'S

Los Angeles,

by Registered
Therapist. Matthew Shumaker. Relaxation and
therapeutic treatments. II am to 8 pm. Appointments
(403) 454-3079, 104-11710 Kingsway Av, Edmonton.

at

TORONTO
MANUAL THERAPY, CRANIOSACRAL
niques and Swedish massage.

Nancy Jane

tech-

Sinclair,

A. Toronto

ON M5W

with relationLanders," Box 7289, Stn

Ann
1X9. Anonymous

if

you wish.

WORK
HARD-WORKING

1

ACCOUNTANT, professional
standing, seeks work in related accounting field.
Available evenings, weekends PletM call 626-5557
evenings, weekend.

Enjoy
Relaxing Music
the Piano Bar and
Elegant Dining
in the

Restaurant

registered therapist. Treatments $15-$30. 535-0426.

SOLSTICE.

GAY ASTROLOGICAL and tarot con-

sultations. 463-9688.

Moml.iv

1200

QUESTIONS? PROBLEM

ships? Write "This Ain't

— AM

EDMONTON

MESSAGES
the Halifax Public

BY:

TOM BECKETT

TRAVEL
all

ACCOMMODATION REQUIRED BY
Large one-bedroom

532-4380.

&

LL's Painting

Wall papering
Louis Leveille
1(1

I

Ave

logarth

loronto

<

)nl

Decorating
& repairs
255-7518
Apt 1408

M4K

I

|'l
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to Friday

400-

1:00 p. m.

-

Saturday
00 p.m.
500
-

1

1

:00 p.m.

Sunday Branch S4.95

I

He* Caualter*
418 Church
1983

•

977-4702

.

LEARN RELAXATION WITH
evenings 487-9875.

No

meditation. Call

THE BODY POLITIC

&

Planning, research

sex please.

EXPERIENCED THERAPIST available to individ-

With degrees

uals/couples for interpersonal and psychosexual difficulties. Please leave message at 535-9818. Bill Sanders, MSW, Certified Sexual Therapist.

Architecture, six years" experience

EXPERT CUTTING « STYLING

needs translators: If you can
spare a few hours a month to read a foreign gay magazine and provide a short summary in English, please
contact Gillian Rodgerson or Tim McCaskell, at
977-6320. We especially need people who can read
Danish, Norwegian and Dutch, but any other languages would be welcome. The more languages we
have access to, the more news we can bring you.

design

Environmental Design and

in

m

facilities

planning, research and design,
can assist with
your small-scale residential and commercial
renovations and additions.
I

Cordon

967. 1836

Box 424, Stn

PEOMSS COLOURING

Consultant
218 924-9061

K. Stone, B.I.D., B. Arch.,

Toronto

F,

M4V

REASONABLE RATES

"GENTLEMEN'S GENTLEMEN"—
Carlton citulir:^

men

cut,

MASSAGE FOR HEALTH
massage

therapist.

GROUPS

two clean-

NORTH AMERICAN Man/Boy

22, available for per-

For

Northwest. Join
Wrestling Directory. Free. Box
1864, Stn A, Kelowna, BC V1Y 8M3.

Local and long distance

MENSTROKERS INTERNATIONAL.
New international health-conscious personal contact
club for men into JO, voyeurism and exhibitionism.
Free details: Menstrokers, Box 42667, San Francisco,
CA 94142.

only.

465-9810.

NEED PHOTOS FOR ADS?

Nudes /headshols.
Phone RJ 532-4380.

Acme Moving &

ln-

Storage

(416)751-9124

RECORDS

avail-

able for serious, health-oriented massage. Portable
table for outcalls, reasonable rates. Tel 977-3898.

DANCE MUSIC

Member Allied Van
Piano Tuning
The

central heating

piano

oft!

is

Repair

Low humidity

ORGANIZATIONS

strikes again.

them

in

The Body

seeking

can

volunteers

find

LESBIANS

sexual exploitation, in institutions throughout the USA
and Canada, benefit from the work of the Prometheus

Foundation. You can help by joining the Pen-Pal

AND GAY MEN wanted

for peer coun-

and information phoneline. Should possess a
mature attitude, common sense and empathy. Phone
at

'

formation and a copy of Fire! the Foundation newsletsend self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Prometheus, 2352-495 Ellis St, San Francisco, CA 94102.
ter,

964-6600.

UP

/NE/ISIJRE
2'

Group or any of several other vital programmes. For in-

selling

TAG

new

GAY INMATES and young prisoners threatened with

Politic classifieds. Advertise for

reasonable rates.

James Tennyson, Piano Technician.
330 Clinton St, Toronto. 533-9804.

the latest in

PRISONERS

volunteer help and get a 50<7o discount off our regular

specialist.

SPECIALISTS:

wave, electrofunk and disco. Send for current chart
and mail-order information. J's Records, 74 Gerrard
St E, Toronto, ON M5B 1G6. (416) 591-1536.

Lines

VOLUNTEERS

on and your

the instrument tuned and adjusted

Have
by a

is

&

Love Association.
send $1.00 US to:

Moving and Storage

done by professional

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED MASSEUR

information

n

3"

'

who wish to have pen pals —
Community Church is offering a penmen and women prisoners through the

to prisoners

Metropolitan
pal service to

church's prison ministry. Prison Ministry, 730 Bathurst St, Toronto,
MSS 2R4.

ON

WRITING

__

to prison inmates has risks as well as re-

wards. Some are sincere, others are con artists. Proceed
very carefully. Check with authorities or The Prometheus Foundation. Report rip-offs and attempts to
Prometheus, which aids gay and young prisoners, and
also protects against prison rip-offs. For information
about the Pen-Pal Group and other programmes, send
SASE (contributions optional) to: Prometheus, 2352-

495

Ellis St,

NW

E

Mr Fung. Bv appointment

expensi\e. Negs returned.

further

NAMBLA, Box 174, New York, NY 10018.
FIND WRESTLING PARTNERS in Canada and US

CARLTON STREET
TOUONTO. CSTAR o
msa IKS

«.HB»

and

/

171

CECL

19

sonal escort model services. 922-2089.

pazpciino

i

good-looking males,

A NOTE

San Francisco,

CA 94102.

This space yours!

Only $31.50 a month
Advertising in The Body Politic
and it gets
is inexpensive

—

results!
Call 977-6320 today.
LEFT BANK BOOKS sponsors a Books For Prisoners
project. Through donations and a postage grant we are
able to send free miscellaneous books to inmates every-

where, (provided an institution allows them).

books

special order

at cost (usually

35-40%

We offer

off). Pris-

oners and other interested persons should write: Books
For Prisoners, Box A, 92 Pike St, Seattle,
98101.

WA

FEDERAL

prisoner out July 1984 seeks mail. Also
seeking mail from those who wrote me while I was a
state prisoner in South Dakota, my number there was
18895. Also trying to locate Harold "Nick" Coffey
formerly in Dorchester, NB. He got out 1979. His
number was 1146. Nick ifya see this please write me, I
need to hear from ya. Mark D Behring, Box 1000
03468-073, Oxford, WI 53952.

NEW to prison life. Very lonely. Would like to correspond with older gay men. I'm 20, 5'10" 160 lbs,
blond. Barry Walberts, Camp 24 47122, Parchman,

1>9

2'0

'

'

ft

MS 38738.
25, BLACK HAIR,
writing poetry,

eyes, 5'8" 170 lbs. I enjoy
bodybuilding and much
B-43508, Box A, Room 8395,

brown

reading,

more. William Dunn
San Luis Obispo, CA 93409.

MALE

WHITE
would like to hear from free thinking
people. 33,6'1" 185 lbs, blue eyes, strong build. Dominant sexually. Roy Jaggers 6298, Box A-C30O3O, San
93409-0001
Luis Obispo,

CA

I'M 5'10"

FITNESS

times.

FOR THE 80 s
f

23, very lonely, honest

will

I

be released soon.

I

and

sincere at

will relocate.

I

all

don't

playgames. Your photo will get mine. Ronnie Killion,
Box 41, Michigan City, IN 46360.

BODY FIRMING AND TONING

23, 5'10" 150 lbs,

brown complexion, black hair,
and at the present very lonely. Please!
Write! Me! Someonewhowantstocare!! FloydEDavis
I'M

brown

eyes

Box

153-068,

WITHOUT EXERCISE

I

45699, Lucasville,

OH 45699-0001.

EXPECT to be released next year and would like to

build bridges to freedom through correspondence.

My name

Robert Lee Mitchell. I'm 41 years old,
My birthplace is Cincinnati, Ohio.
I've also lived in New York, California, Texas and in
Europe while in the army. Robert Lee Mitchell, Box
is

black, 6' 1" 178 lbs.

No sweat! After hundreds of sweaty
hours in the gym, many people still

45699-135674, Lucasville,

haven't achieved the firmness and tone
1

they had expected.

today

Exercise

with sincere and honest people. I'm just a young man
of age who made a mistake, as we all have at
one time or another. Stacey Sellers 154-344, Box
45699-0001.
45699, Lucasville,

21 years

doesn't have to be a boring, exhausting,

Up we

will

flatten your

OH

At Measure

muscle-wrenching chore.

tummy, firm your

FRIENDS

thighs, tighten your tush and eliminate

INTERNATIONAL

your love handles faster and easier than

you ever thought possible.
relax, as our

All

you do

AMATEUR RADIO (HAM) group has discreet, week-

is

custom designed Measure

ly

on-air get-togethers. Join in, find a friend. Contact

Wayne,

Up machines stimulate muscle groups

EG:

A

provide the equivalent of

bourne West, Apt

800

1

Call for

and

sit-ups.

complimentary treatment

consultation.

The sensation
ing feeling as

of effortless
it

goes

to

18

312,

Mo ntreal, QC H3H

AND WOULD

like to

TORONTO
MALE COUPLE,

GAY, 26 and 45, seek friendship
with others. We would prefer couples, male, female or
both. But it isn't absolute. This ad is not an ad for sex
but an extended hand for friendship. We are both
white, but colour is not a barrier. Drawer 781.

exercise creates a relax-

work— strengthening and

GAY MALE COUPLE see

Let us
IT

In.

home

YOU TO MEASURE UP?
Sat

10am-3pm

4>6

'

4«5

'

'

4l2
'

411

'

410

Beaches area. Nonreligious but involved

in

MONTREAL

416-362-0636
4l3

in

peace, environmental and similar political activities.
Phone John, 694-7436. The best of friendships have
to start somewhere; why not through a BP ad?

Mon-Fri 11am-7pm

12ShuterSt., Suite 100
Toronto

other well-settled gay or

lesbian couples, any age, for friendship, not sex, to
share our interests in bridge, art, canoeing, wilderness
camping, gardening, theatre, ballet, concerts etc. We
are professionals, 30 and 50 years old, living in large

Relax.

do the work.

TIME FOR

Psychiatry,

correspond with other nurses interested
in this field, with a view to friendship, sharing of
ideas, and emotional support. Drawer D874.

reeducating your sagging, atrophying muscles.

Come

1E1.

like to

REGISTERED NURSE, SPECIALTY
would

Our specially trained personnel, under the supervision of licensed technicians will design your individualized tirming plan— based on your body
type and problem areas.

4l4

CA 95443.

correspond with gay
men or women, not older than 23. 1 can write English,
French and Italian. My address is: Branca Giacomo,
VG Stefani N° 63, 44100 Ferrara, Italy.

I'M

A PROGRAM FOR MEN AND WOMEN

ISNT

Glenhaven,

38, 6' 175 lbs, beard, smoker, Levi's type,
travel agent, music lover. Looking for fun, friends,
lovers, pen pals, visits. Anywhere. Rejean, 1610 Sher-

typical Vt hour on the abdominal

will

WAGFXL, Box 605,

GWM,

that have long been neglected.

area

OH 45699-0001.

AM A male bisexual who would like to correspond

GAY MALE ACADEMIC, 40, in Montreal, wants to
'

319

'

meet

318

intelligent, professional lesbian for social, intel-

lectual

and caring relationship. Let's discuss

phone: (514) 288-6787. (John.)
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it

by

UNEMPLOYED MALE,

HALIFAX
GAY MALE ARTIST

interested in exchanging

let-

postcards, ideas etc... with other gay artists,
male and female. I am presently trying to expand on
own interpretation of "gay art." Please write: Greg
Wight, 5163 Duke St, Halifax, NS B3J 3J6.
ters,

FRIENDS: FEMALE
INTERNATIONAL
everywhere! through
The Wishing Well Magazine Program. Confidential

(Code Numbers used), supportive.dignified, prompt.
Ten years' reliable reputation. Tender, loving alternative. Introductory copy US$5 (mailed discreetly first
class). Canadian women especially welcome! Free information: Box 117, Novato, CA 94948-0117.

TORONTO
ski partner

sought by

36-year teacher for friendship, diving, skiing. Want to
share outdoors with special person. Also love music.

Toronto area. Dra wer D764.

SEEKS

friendship with others. Enjoys hiking, outdoors, theatre, dining etc. No relationship wanted. Sincere replies only. Discretion as-

LESBIAN,

sured.

Box

35,

and

discreet. Seeks

280, Stn A, Scarborough,

ON M1K 5G1.

40s, LIVING IN smaller city and
frequent visitor to Edmonton, seeks friends for sex,
fine food, travel, fine surroundings, classical music,
tennis, swimming, racquetball, jogtheatre, sports
ging. Box 5382, Fort McMurray, AB T9H 3G4.

WELCOME TO TBP CLASSIFIEDS

WINNIPEG

Just 30c per word, minimum charge $6.00. Business ads: 60c per word, minimum
charge $12.00, or call 977-6320 between 3:00 pm and 5:00 pm, Monday to Friday, for
reasonable display advertising rates.

PROFESSIONAL,

WELL-MUSCLED, WELL-HUNG,

good-looking.
Seeks men similarly endowed. Photo please. Box
2314, Winnipeg,
R3C 4A6.
31.

MB

QUIET, ELDERLY

GWM

seeks younger weekend
companion. Slim, dark nonsmoker preferred. State
interests, expectations. Drawer D741.

MALE,

TIRED OF

bar and bath scene, would
like to hear from friends anywhere. Enjoy traveling,
long walks and cuddling with someone special. If you
like the same things, please write and let's enjoy them
together. Drawer D749.

GWM,

25,

SEEKS POSSIBLE permanent relationship /companionship with gay man (19 to ?). Enjoys
cycling,

43,

VCR,

television, music, long winter nights,

of bars
BLONDE, BLUE-EYED FEMALE,
and head games, works mostly evenings as angel of
mercy, seeks lady to share cuddles, dancing, pifla col-

sleeping together, cuddling. If you like the same
things, please write and let's enjoy them together.

indoor sports and much affection. Are you
feminine, cuddly and looking for a lasting relationship, have a good sense of humour and like to be pampered? I think I love you. Now tell me where to reach
you. Drawer D849.

NORTHERN ONTARIO

27, tired

adas

etc,

BI,

US, JO STUD,

29, 6' 165 lbs,

No

333,

moustache,

San Francisco,

CA 94114. Don't disappoint me — will be your loss!
SAN FRANCISCO, CA sadist master, 39, 5'7" 135
it

lbs, nice-looking, intelligent,

educated, seeks masosoul servitude. Also

chist slave for total

body and

whipping, bondage,
must. Drawer D685.

CBT work, WS, TLC.

Photo a

LOOKS 28, quiet, likes good music,
on farm. Travel Canada and USA. Seeks
single men and bi couples, age or race unimportant.
Light B&D. No drugs or heavy drinkers. APS, RD 3,
Box 268, Dillsburg, PA 17019.
BI

MALE,

38,

sports. Lives

BUXTEHUDL, PICASSO, PROUST,

SUDBURY AREA. GWM, 32, slim, bearded teacher,
part-time student at Laurentian, varied interests,
seeks others any age for friendship. Drawer D742.

over the next several months. Would
have companion to spend evenings/nights
with. I enjoy it all
and so will you. You should be
straight-acting/dressing, enjoy good food and fine
wine. Drawer D786.
like to

short dark-blond hair, thick tool, heavy slung sack. Into
true Canadian studs for long, sweaty, handjob sessions.

Photo a must: 2269 Market,

moussaka,

Pouilly-fume: out of the ordinary. So are mature,
earthy outdoorsmen in hefty hip rubber boots! J Coll,
04981.
RFD 1, Box 839, Stockton Springs,

ME
GWM, 38, FIT, CLEAN, DISTINCTIVE, attractive,
160 lbs, professional, desires friendship based on honsensitivity, with wayward, young, smoothskinned, fit male who wants to build new life. Will
esty,

provide financial assistance for school etc. Relocating
Vancouver summer 1984. National, international.
Drawer D829.

—

THUNDER BAY:

IF you're a young, slim, discreet,
masculine gay male, enjoy watching the buns of the
on Sunday
NFL and CFL and the baskets of the
TV; read mystery books; bicycle; hike; X-country ski;
travel, and would like to be a friend /companion/
lover to a gay, 40s, 170 lbs, brown-haired, moustached
male, write drawer D873 with description, likes and

NBA

dislikes.

Pen

35,

5'101/2"

180 lbs, half-

French, half-English tradesman. Interests: alternative energy, engines etc, very practical in life, handy in
trades. Like ordinary types, average looks, raunchy,
kinky sex (wet). Like music, travel, various projects.
We could both benefit together develop land I have in

NB. Drawer D854.

VANCOUVER
UBC JOCKS: ATTRACTIVE MALE,
straps, offers, free, discreet

33, into jock

massage on campus to

SOUTHERN ONTARIO
GWM, 33, 5'8" 145 lbs, healthy, educated; audiophile:
R&B,

classics, new music, videos; movies, theatre, city
walks, country walks, architecture, design, teaching,
learning, photography, philately, reading, slow hands,

romantic. Have car, can travel. You, 27-40, have

some

All replies acknowledged.

Drawer D675.

GWM, 28, 5'11" 165 lbs, rock and roll, concerts, travand good wines, friendly and sensual. I'm
from Montreal area and now living near Windsor.
Seeking younger friend, slim, no beard, who seeks understanding and companionship. I need someone to
warm my nights and make my days. I'm easy-going
and fun-loving and love sports cars. Will send photo
in first letter. Drawer D760.
el,

AND open-minded gay male,

Oriental, 22, 5'6" 135 lbs, into music, dancing and
anything romantic. Looking for male age 35 under

correspond with same (give or take a litbe interested in: being babied, TLC
and friendship. Write to Ric, Box 1165, Vancouver,
like to

who would

BCV6C2T1.

GWM STUDENT, 21, 6' 160
sidered attractive

lbs, hazel eyes.

and sexy with a

Am con-

CONDITIONS
ads should be

All

order or charge card, and mailed to
be held over for the following

will

you instruct otherwise.
accept ads over the telephone.
If you do not wish to print your address or phone number, you can request a drawer
number. We will forward replies to you every week in a plain envelope. This service
costs $3.00 per ad per issue.
Replies to your drawer cannot be picked up at our office.
Gay sex is still illegal if either or both parties are under 21, or if more than 2 people
are involved, regardless of their ages. Please word your ad accordingly. We reserve
the right to alter or refuse any ad.
Remember, too, that your ad is reaching other people, not just a box number. So it is
smart to be positive about yourself, not insulting to others. We will edit out phrases
like

"no blacks" or "no fats or

ferns."

ANSWERING AN AD?
Postage here

No

charge. Put your reply in an envelope
and address it as in the diagram. Be sure
the drawer number is on the outside of the
envelope. Office staff do not open mail
addressed to a drawer.

TBP CLASSIFIEDS
Box 7289, Station A
Drawer.

Toronto.

ON M5W 1X9

Write one word per box. The amount in the box when you finish is the basic cost of
your ad. Mail your ad along with your payment to us here at: TBP CLASSIFIEDS, Box
7289, Station A, Toronto, ON M5W 1X9.

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6

$6.30

$6.60

$6.90

$7.20

$7.50

$7.80

$8.10

$8.40

$8.70

$9.00

$9.30

$9.60

$9.90

$10.20

$10.50

$10.80

$11.10

$11.40

$11.70

$12.00

$15.00

$15.30

$15.60

$15.90

$16.20

$16.50

$16.80

$17.10

$17.40

$17.70

$18.00

$18.30

$18.60

$18.90

$19.20

$19.50

$19.80

$20.10

$20.40

$20.70

$21.00

$21.30

$21.60

$21.90

$2220

$22.50

$22.80

$23.10

$23.40

$23.70

$24.00

meeting masculine, well-built men for fun a few
hours, an evening, a weekend, whatever is suitable.
Frank letter with photo and phone receives mine.
Photo returned. I am clean, discreet, straight-appearing and not into the bar scene. Drawer D806.
sires

ESTABLISHED

38

YOUNG MALE

seeks secure,

AM

Asian or black

I

NICE-LOOKING,

and affection.

slim, intelligent, greek passive.

A lasting re-

my greatest desire. Drawer D81I.
YOUNG MALE, NEW to London, looking for new
friends. Enjoy tennis, sailing, watching TV and bumming around with very special friends. am very clean-

Costofad$

I

talents.

who are discreet,

I'm looking

sincere

and are

me at

ON

GWM

with moustache
nonpromiscuous, tired of bar scenes but
enjoys art and long talks for friendship or possible relationship. Photo appreciated. Drawer D860.
ly,

sincere, masculine, well-built

to

40

who

ofruns

-$

Three or four runs. Deduct 20%
Five to nine runs. Deduct 25%
Ten runs. Deduct 30%
am a subscriber. can deduct $1.00.

-$
-$
-$

I

I

$

I

Please assign number and forward replies.
enclose $3.00 per ad per issue.

male,

39.

blond, 5'H"

I

want

to subscribe.

I

(Add subscription cost to subtotal.)

DEADLINE FOR THE DECEMBER ISSUE:

ATTRACTIVE GWM, 6'3"

DOMINANT DADDY, TALL, altraci uc. enjoys ap-

Province

plying bare-bottom discipline to small-framed, slim,
greek-passive boys to age 40. Cambridge, Kitchener.

Clip this form

Guelph. Drawer D890.

$
Subtotal $

I

SUBSCRIBE!
(

5

Name

Canada

$
International $
Total enclosed $

PM, FRIDAY.

13.95

1595

NOVEMB

Cheque/money order enclosed
Charge my
Visa
Mastercharge
Card number

Address
City

Toronto.

100

Subtotal $

is

GOOD-LOOKING, VIRGO

$_

Two runs. Deduct 15%

n
DRAWER SERVICE

NICE-LOOKING ORIENTAL GAY, 22, discreet, mature,siraight-looking,slraighi-acting student seeks lone-

timesnumber

DISCOUNTS

is

and

paper, at a cost of 30c per word.

Business ads: 60c per word.

38 years, 5'10"

160 lbs, professional and in need of love
lationship

More to say? Just keep writing on a separate sheet of

and 40 who is mature in thought and action, physically fit, sensuous and exciting. All serious replies answered. Photo and phone appreciated. Drawer D886.

Drawer D794.

ads

We cannot

any rules or limits you may set. Got the guts to put
your ass on the line? Photo with reply if possible but
DOI necessary. All replies answered. Drawer D638.

or more.

money

$14.70

for all types of friends

32. 175 lbs, brown nan.
green eyes, honesi, sincere. Enjoys cycling, hiking,
outdoors. NoS/M, B&D. Seeking gays for friendship

prepaid by cheque,

issue, unless

submits to winner. Will respect

loser

fully

arrive before the advertised deadline. Late

160 lbs, businessman, Tillsonburg area, interested in
meeting (hat special someone in local area between 25

which

25% off for 5 to 9 runs,

$14.40

looking to share some good times together. Write
Box 1164, Stn B, London,
N6A 5K2.

in

4 runs,

$14.10

GWM, 32,

games

off for 3 to

$13.80

ALBERTA

gambling

YOU REPEAT YOUR AD
for 2 runs, 20%

GWM, 30s, 6'2" 190 lbs, travels Ontario monthly, de-

cut with a variety of interests

interested in playing strip poker or other

IF

Our discount system: 15% off
and 30% for 10 runs or more.

$13.50

You are 20s,

GWM, 24, 5'll" LOOKING FOR guys to 30 who arc

YOU CAN SAVE

you can deduct $1.00 from the cost of your ad.

$13.20

and am seeking a successful gay guy in 30s or early 40s who's masculine top and would enjoy a younger
boy friend to do just about anything a couple of guys
can do. Can travel and am willing to move for right situation. No drugs, drinkers or phonies. Drawer D875.

CALGARY

YOU SUBSCRIBE

$1290

LONDON.

I

IF

Politic subscribers:

$12.60

fairly talented butt.

5'6" 130 lbs, attractive, good body. I'm a
romantic with a wide range of interests and love of
life. Looking for friends and companions.
can travel
and accommodate. Looking forward to replies from
southern Alberta, southeast Saskatchewan and northern Montana. Drawer D816.

Body

$12.30

Am sensual, gentle and love to play-fight. Enjoy cycling, weight-lifting, aerobics and dance. Am health-conscious

YOU CAN SAVE

(No drugs or kinky sex,
Photo and phone appreciated. Able to travel.
Will reply all. Drawer D762.
for possible relationship.

with no prejudice to age 24 who enjoys quiet times,
video and being spoilt. I hate discos and bars and want
to enjoy a discreet, confidential relationship with
you. Phone number and detailed letter from anybody
within 100-mile radius of Toronto, Mississauga will be
answered. First ad ever. Replies kept very confidential. Write in confidence. Drawer D813.

tle)

COST

please.)

GWM,
would

Canada and beyond our

joints

sincere, masculine, foreign student,

32" waist, brown, brown,

out to meet other gay people, right across

borders too.

similar interests for friendship, possible relationship.

athletic/muscular guys. Photo please. Drawer D768.
35, 5'8" 165 lbs,

Gay people

HOW TO DO IT

pals also welcome.

SINCERE, HONEST

NATIONAL
MASCULINE GUY,

~

city frequently

INTERNATIONAL
HOT,

Drawer D861.

THUNDER BAY: WILL be attending meetings in the

MALE

FRIENDS:

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

EDMONTON
—

GAY WOMEN WRITE/meet

SCUBA BUDDY AND XC

34, 140 lbs, 6' honest, sin-

male (25-40 years) for companionship, possible relationship. I enjoy camping,
cards, dancing, long walks and quiet evenings. Not
after a shoulder to cry on, just want to enjoy life.
Drawer D833.
cere

Code
and mail

ON M5W 1X9.
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it

with payment

Expiry date
to:

TBP CLASSIFIEDS. Box

7289. Station A.
CK13

COME

CHINESE GM,

VISIT OR live in country town. Travel? In
town or passing? Welcome! Garry, 32 Richmond St,
Chatham, ON N7M 1N6.

seeks cheerful

and other worthwhile pursuits,

buddy till 30 for mutually rewarding re-

Your openhearted letter is a must. Your
picture would be fun. Drawer D880.
lationship.

GAY MALE, 34, STRAIGHT in appearance, would
meet same 25 to 45 to share good and bad times
Would like to establish long-term relationship with right individual. Discretion expected and assured. Name and phone number please. OrilliaBarrie-Midland area. Reply drawer D887.
like to

5'8" 150

masculine, well-hung guy, enjoys outdoors, travmusic, movies, theatre, etc... would like to
meet reliable, compatible friend around same age or
younger, fond of affection, kissing and love-making
with feelings. Photo appreciated (and returned). Box
7303, Stn A, Toronto,
1X9.

about it. GWM, 28, genuinely hot, into anonymous
and impersonal (but health-conscious) sex in interesting
settings. Other suggestions entertained. Drawer D736.

ON M5W

Anew

POW

guy, 39, desires
are not into park, bar

who

Spill-prool cap. $6

of the

aromas

00 each by mail, minimum

3.

Ontario residents add sales tax.

and area. Drawer D889.

HAMILTON WRESTLEPHILIACS — if interested

c/o The Body

GWM, 6'4"

190 lbs, well-hung, masculine and attraclooking for clean man with 8" or over. If you like
to fuck face with your full length, please write giving
phone number. I guarantee satisfaction. Drawer D632.

music, cooking, looking for possible relationship.
From ages 26-38. I am straight-acting and -looking.
Write now, let's be friends! Drawer D766.

ATTRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL GWM, 25, 6'

175

for

good sense of humour, understanding, with
varied interests which include good conversation,
dining out, fine wine, and meeting new friends. I

etc.

tive,

HOT,

lbs,

34, 5'6" 155 lbs, seeks a young, well-built

male, 21-32, who enjoys oral sex, cuddling, JO, quiet
evenings together. Prefer a circumsized male with little body hair and is well-hung. Turned on by males
who wear faded jeans, jockstraps and gym shorts.
Must have own apartment and car. Will answer all replies with photo and phone number. Please give me a

No

Sexual fidelity not needed. (I
don't believe in physical possession). Can be a teddy
bear and needs same. I'm early 40s, interests include
theatre, opera, reading, sailing and leather scene. I
need a lover, not sex partners. Write Roy, Box 161,
Agincourt,
MIS 3B6.

ON

take refuge from this stupid world. Drawer D795.

GEOLOGIST,

OUT OF TOWN, moustache, 145 lbs, GWM, 39, reg-

38, 5'8" 145 lbs, attractive,

fit,

seeks

younger, well-built, outdoorsy-typeguy for working-

Toronto.

43, 6' 165 lbs, liberal

and get-togethers. Let's enjoy (make?) some
beautiful music together. Drawer D735.
ing

^Canada

limited
for a

White Trash
All

Tied

Up

Oil Rig No. 99

Rawhide plus Jock Dreams
The Diary
I/O No.

1

I/O No. 2

- 6 Great Fellows
- 5 Guys with Bob,
Marc & Kip Noll

The

Brig

Boys

of

early 40s, 6'0" slim, good-

looking, educated, well-travelled, greek passive,
french active, S/M, light B&D, WS. Would enjoy

meeting dominant partner or male couple with imagDrawer D809.

ination. Discretion assured.

SINCERE GWM,

brown

beard, 150
lbs, enjoys skiing, cycling, movies, conversation,
seeks
26-36, masculine, husky, bearded type,
for good times, possible relationship. Drawer D810.
29,

hair, short

GWM

ATTRACTIVE, CREATIVE MALE,
32,

nonsmoker, with

professional,

and

intelligence, wit

sensitivity,

same 25-30 years. Your phone number gets
Drawer D812.

seeks

JEUNE, BEL

HOMME

vas s'egarer dans le monde
ne trouve pas quelqu'un pour jouer avec
sa langue francaise. J'ai 26 ans, sportif et j'adore le
sexe. Je suis bien dans ma peau. Je cherche des
hommes francophones masculins mais liberes qui ne
veulent pas perdre leur francais comme moi et qui
aiment le sexe comme moi. Boite D877.
d'angiais

s'il

MALE COUPLE, GAY, 32 and 29, seek other monogamous male couples. This is not an ad for sex but our

call.

first

attempt in organizing a social group, preferably

for

the down-to-earth

working class. All replies
and days /evenings of

stating likes, pastimes, hobbies

availability will be held in the strictest of confidence.

Included phone numbers would be greatly appreciatDrawer D878.

ed.

These movies are uncut and sexually
Do not view if you may be
offended. Available only to persons

time at

explicit.

/9 years

and

over.

Westside Boys
Boys of San Franc isc
Pacific Coast Highway
Pegasus

Wet

in

LA

Side of

)oe Gage:
El Paso Wrecking

Nighthawkin Leather
High Riders
Horse

Aspen

Company

Him:
Workout "The Ultimate Gym"

Every Which Way
Michael, Angelo and David

New York City

Green Horn
Rawhide

Kansas City Trucking
Closed Set

Company

Huge- Hot

Pro

Sweat Box

Bullett:

So Many Men So Little Time
lohnny Harden and Friends

Videopac
Videopac

New

York

It

Like

A Man

Men Only

For

Blue Video:
Pygmallion

Falconhead

City Streets

-Take
-

Easy Entry

to

Rome
Good Times Coming

LA Tool & Die

It

Buckshot-Colt Studio:

AFTER DARK VIDEO LTD

Other

johnny X

Centurions of

Against The Rules

Shorts

make your payment* payable

Trouble Shooters

Kept After School

Warehouse

Do

On

Falcon:

Nova:
Main Attraction

The Castro
Members Only
Rear Deliveries
Brothers Should

Flashback

'Style'-Videopac 24

Cruisin'

Best Little

More Good Ones:
Eyes of A Stranger

Al Parker:

Sins of

College Station:
Frat Flouse One

Printer's Devils

Please

TRAINED MASSEUR,

Turned

Class of '84 (Part 1)
Class of '84 (Part 2)

These Bases Are Loaded

Kip Noll

and quiet life seeks discreet relationship with males
35-45. Drawer D808.

Trademark:
Adventures of Marc Noll

Venice

Malibu Days / Big Bear Night
California Boys
Tuesday Morning Workout
Locker jocks

—

PROFESSIONAL OF MID-EASTERN origin, 37
years old, slim with a full but a trimmed beard and
moustache, likes walking, cooking, books, movies

1983.

Cell Block 9

Roommates

38, 6' 165 lbs, attractive, interested in theatre,

$26

From William Higgins:

Berlin

Drawer D885.

GWM,

DISCOUNT PRICES
50 EACH — & WE
PAY THE POSTAGE

Orders must be postmarked by

1

2

Men

NAME
TOTALPRICEOFMOVIES

$

BCResidentsadd7%SalesTax

$

CITY

Shipping& Handling $3.50 pertape

$

PROVINCE

TOTALPRICEINCLSHIPPING

$

ADDRESS

Suite 3066

910 Mainland
Vancouver BC
V6B 1A9

POSTAL CODE
"Certified

Cheque

or

Money Order

FORMAT: VMS

/

or

mas-

to 35 for

friendship and possible relationship. Toronto area.
Photo and phone appreciated. All replies answered.

Am

MASCULINE,

21, into

same

WARNING

v
best all-gay

Brian's Flashback

movies, literature, conversation, fine food, wine and
enjoying life, seeks that special person to share life with
in a one-to-one relationship. Please write about yourself and send photo and phone number. Drawer D869.

turbating, not into bar scene, seeks

5'5" 132 lbs.
active,
fit, caring and affectionate. Have a lot to offer. Looking for masculine male for relationship and possibly
more. Lover needed. Drawer D807.
45,

ance, masculine, clean body, greek passive, french active, to meet mature male for good relationship, 30
years up. Also interested in someone who likes to be
spanked. Drawer D817.

32, 5'11"

Vi®

That Boy - Peter Berlin
Nights in Black Leather — Peter

GWM,

OPERAPHILE (RECORDS AND
live) seeks same as companion for COC season, listen-

XXX XXX

).

ATTRACTIVE, BLUE-EYED GWM,

RETIRED, ACTIVE WHITE male, straight appear-

GWM,

keeps fit working out, needs intelligent companion with sense of humour. Drawer D797.

November 30,

mid30s, 5'10" 150 lbs, brown/gray, moustache/sometimes beard, good shape mental /physical. Creative, caring, committed. Seeks warm, dedicated together man for strong relationship, possible permanent basis. Enjoys cinema, theatre, most music,
entertaining, outdoors, animals, travel, quiet times,
home /country. Sense of humour, good approach to
life and sexuality a must. Reply with brief description/phone etc. Sincerely, Roger. You could be the
one. Drawer D882.

and shy), mysticCaucasian male student, 23, masculine,
articulate and attractive, seeks an intelligent, masculine, good-looking student 18-24 of any race or background for friend or sole companion. Pen pals welcome if not from Toronto. Send photo and serious reply to Box 308, Stn P, Toronto, ON M5S 2S8.

Drawer D673.

living relationship.

arts,

AE5E

29, is searching

sincere, honest.

live-in relationship.

URBAN

EUROPEAN CANADIAN,

Must be

Looking
JO, WS

Average looks and body. Nonaverage mental space
with few hangups. Must need a friend and lover and a

professional, 30, 6M"
165 lbs, blond, blue, seeks positive younger man to relate with. Some humour, some class would help. Let's

No

scenes. Into

WANTED, MASCULINE AND caring guy, 35 to 45.

Drawer D792.

in

32, 6' 160 lbs.

Not into bars or baths. I am 6' 175 lbs,
dark hair with moustache, sexually versatile. You are
30-45, attractive, caring, gentle, masculine. I enjoy
quiet times, white wine, long dinners, theatre, soft
music, no rock. All serious replies answered. Send
photo if possible. Drawer D755.

—

guy seeks another to visit on occasion
drugs. Friendship. Drawer D796.

moustache, good

with hobbies include

one-nighters.

'

ular

TOP,

bottom to explore fantasy
Drawer D759.

for that special person.

like to

RELIEF SOUGHT.

HUNG GWM,

life,

VERY HANDSOME, VIRGO male,

meet someone with similar qualities who
5 10" or taller between the ages of 27-38, preferably
is
within central Toronto
west to Mississauga and surrounding areas. Drawer D888.

try.

195 lbs, black hair,

humour and outlook on

attractive

GWM,

ally-inclined

GWM, 27, 6'4"

lbs, well

OUTGOING, WELL-TRAVELLED,

29,

HAPPILY CLOSETED (ALONE

Politic

TORONTO

GWM,

light S/M, CBT, bondage, leather, rubSeeking serious singles or couples. Drawer D747.

ber.

make some lasting friends from this ad. Drawer D698.

Drawer D147

mat room, write drawer D767. All sizes and
skill-levels welcome.
in sharing

would

RAUNCHY COUPLE, 26 and 33, with basement play6'4" 210 lbs, well-hung,
would like to meet guy under 40 as regular sex-buddy
and for outdoor activities (camping, hiking, skiing) or
evening get-togethers. I'm not interested in onenighters or the bars. My interests include bridge, art,
nature photography, music and wine. Although I'm
not lonely or searching for a relationship, I won't run
from one. I hope to meet some interesting people and

aroma

The "Chivas"

mid30s,
educated, good job/background,
nice sense of humour, excellent host. Likes theatre,
travel, some outdoors, entertaining. Seeks similar
West Indian /Latin man for companionship, possible
permanent relationship. Discretion assured. Brief letter/photo appreciated. Drawer D883.

room, into WS,

MASCULINE MALE,

HORNY

clean, steady, fun partners

190 lbs, 6'4" seeks

ATTRACIVE, MIXED WEST INDIAN,

cent photo to age 37 if you want to experience real
friendship and possibly more. Drawer D865.

TALL, ATTRACTIVE,

HEY YOU CHUBBIES. I'd love to meet you Thursday afternoons in steambath on Bay Street. Must
have big tits and nipples. I'm tall, slim, attractive,
well-hung. See you Thursday.

38,

truck stop/gas station for cruising? I'd like to hear

5'H"

lbs,

trim appealing body, and kind blue eyes. Interests: fitness, plants, reading, dancing, long quiet walks and
talks, antiques, music, solitude, restaurants, travelling, affection, cuddling and sincerity. Reply with re-

young man over 21 for hot times. I am into most
things and love spanking. Discretion assured and expected. Drawer D738.

GLORY HOLES WANTED! Do you have a favourite

36,

elling,

SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO OR 100-mile radius.
GWM, 5'7" 130 lbs, light warm brown hair, youthful

PROFESSIONAL GWM,

155

NONPROM1SCUOUS, ATHLETIC,

together.

scene. Kitchener

23, 5'11" 125 lbs, university student,

into classical music

ertify that

SIGNED:

BETA

THE BODY POLITIC 48 NOVEMBER

c

1983

I

am

19 years or older.

FREE

GWM,

PISCEAN, ROMANTIC
5'10" 150

brown

36,

good shape,

blue eyes, sensual, serious,
sincere, stable, intelligent, quiet, masculine, attraclbs,

hair,

Like
nature, country trips, nude sunbathing, outdoor exercise, photography, classical music, Holiday and
Lee, old vocals, soft rock, CJCL, movies, quiet evenings, cooking, crafts, sports, animals, old furniture,
cards, and snug jeans contouring a good form. Not
into drugs, joints, poppers, S/M, prejudice, married
affectionate,

tive,

men or metric.

who

utes

are

fit,

and can

versatile,

witty.

trim, 5'8"

medium blond hair and moustache,

135 lbs, blue eyes,

a romantic at heart, seeks sincere, honest, discreet guy

and masculine, who enjoys travel, beachand wine, fireplaces, theatre, quiet
evenings at home, has a positive outlook on life, good
sense of humour and is looking for more than a onenight stand. Photo and phone appreciated. Will answer all. What have you to lose? Don't be alone at
Xmas! Drawer D881.
30-45, slim

es, candlelight

from those men,
a 30-mile radius of western Mississau-

Invites serious replies

21 to 40, within

ga

sexually

GWM, FORTYISH PROFESSIONAL,

and have

relate to

and

similar interests

more than

Lose weight now

attrib-

just a one-nighter.

Ask me how

paranoid! Photo appreciCan
ated. Will answer all conscientious replies. Box 167,
L5M 2B8.
Streetsville PO, Mississauga,
travel. Discreet but not

ON

JOYOUS, OPTIMISTIC MALE,

Garett
Herbalife Distributor
(416)960-2234

28, 6'1" 160 lbs,

(swimmer's build), witty and passionate,

athletic

seeks similar qualities for friendship /relationship in
male to 32. Enjoy outdoors, sports, the arts, new
cheers!
music and much more. Write with phone

—

Drawer D805.

GWM,

32,

MASCULINE, TRIM, muscled

body,
Vancouver but

good-looking, 5' 10" 175 lbs. I live in
will be in Toronto for one week in November on business and would like to hear from gay Chinese males

Toronto area. Drawer D804.

living in

Drawer D839.

adolescents, enjoys quiet and good times, the outdoors, arts, motorcycling, leather uniforms, the atti,

GWM

SEEKS SAME.

GWM,

St East

25,

INTELLIGENT, BUSINESS MIND, em-

—

—

drawer D803.

many

considered mature, sincere and polite, yet outgoing
and fun-loving, enjoy theatre, books, music, travel,
dancing, fitness etc. Would like to meet active, intelligent men with similar interests to share good times,

Drawer D802.

ATTRACTIVE,

tall

and

dark, seeks married or bisexual person for friendship
and mutual interests. Photo, phone and personal details appreciated. Drawer D801.

HAIRY TEDDY BEAR, age 27, would like to meet
people same age or younger to share things with. Sex
is not the motive for this ad, friendship is. Please no
one-nighters. Many different interests. Take a
chance. Photo and phone if possible. All answered.
Pen pals welcome. Drawer D799.

GWM,

22, 6'2" 150 lbs, with looks, intelligence and
direction seeks black man under 30. 1 am flexible,
willing and fascinated by the potential we may share.

Drawer D798.

Drawer D836.

SLIM

26,

but well-propor-

interests, seeks older, attractive, secure

male for relationship. Letter and photo and phone
possible. Drawer D834.

GWM

STUD WANTS CBT

B&D,

hung. Into leather,
light

if

spread-eagle

torture,

38, 6' 165 lbs,

S/M,
Box

discreet.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL MALE, 27, 5'9" 140 lbs,

swimmer's build, muscular, welldenim, jocks, toys, anything kinky,
reciprocative,

versatile,
13,

Stn A, Downsview,

professional,

9 Isabella St.,Tor onto, Canada

ON M3M 2Z9.

(416)921-3012

TALL SLIM TOP,

into most intelligent scenes, goodlooking, 40s, clean-shaven, short dark hair (some grey),

and creative. Working nights, so wanting to conmasculine, slim, healthy, hung, greek passive,
french active /passive guy into long afternoon gettogethers on a regular basis. Leather OK. Your place.
Age, race unimportant. Discretion assured and expected. Letter, photo, phone. Serious only. Drawer D832.
erotic
tact

STABLE, ROMANTIC, HEALTHY
180 lbs, hairy, nonsmoker, seeks

GWM, 26, 6"
35. Am intel-

same to

fit. Like both quiet times and fun
nightsout. Interests include reading, politics, informed conversation, workouts and especially like to wrestle. Open to new interests. Sexually versatile. Prefer
quietly masculine men with sense of humour. Must be
gay-positive. No drugs. Photo and phone please.

ligent, attractive,

Drawer D831.
30, 5'7" 140 lbs, greek passive, beautiful, firm
white buns awaiting your long, thin, hot dog. Also
french active, JO. Discretion assured. Drawer D830.

MALE,

YEARS OLD,

5'lll/2" light brown hair,
same or younger, well-hung, muscular for fun times and get-togethers. Please reply
drawer D819. Photo would be appreciated also please
31

5*9" dark

likes affection,

ATTRACTIVE MALE,

ployed, country living (Richmond Hill), honest, nonmusic, dancing,
smoking (toke OK), new wave
jacket,
scuba diving, car, motorcycle, leather
pants, gloves, boots, helmet, aggressive, passive,
etc... me. Prefer 20-30 same style friend. Please reply

GWM,

FRIENDLY, ATTRACTIVE,

moustache,

tioned,

39,

26, fairly good-looking

activities, possible relationship.

(416) 977-4718

MARRIED MALE,

am

music, sex, sleeping,
intelligent people, seeks similar with moustache,
30-35, willing to get involved, for friendship, shared
hair,

ON M5B 1G5

friendship, possibly romance.

I

and lonely. I want to meet a sincere, honest, reliable person between 18 and 25 for fun, friendship, good times
and possible one-on-one relationship. Send your name,
address and phone number, along with a photo if possible. Let me know what you like. Drawer D837.

Contact:

25,

GWM

with same attitude they represent seeks uncut
tudes, interests for special times together, possible
long-term, one-to-one relationship. No drugs. Your
photo with reply gets mine. Apply drawer D838.

Jim Stuart, Jerry Levy
or Delroy Douglas

WM,

masculine

aggressive,

GWM, 36, paramilitary attitudes, tired of emotional

WHOLESALE INQUIRIES ONLY

66 Gerrard

sincere, good-looking, slim,

Toronto male. You should be slim and defined or a
muscular athlete or a bodybuilder, clean, docile, submissive, obedient and nonpromiscuous. Married,
single and novices OK. Regular discreet meetings.

CLEAN-CUT, US-BRED,

BOB DAMRON GUIDE • RUSH
BULLET • LAUGHING GAS
LIQUID AROMA • THRUST
HARDWARE • LOCKER ROOM
LUBRICANTS • NOVELTIES

Toronto

SLAVE WANTED BY

155 lbs, looking for

Toronto's Gay Community Calendar

,

reply with telephone number.

WHITE MALE, 32, 5'7"

923-GAYS

Thank you.

135 lbs, very hairy, greek ac-

tive/passive, french active/passive, seeks black or

Must be welleducated and musical/artistic. Write with photo and
phone to Box 24, Stn K, Toronto, ON M4P 2G1 or call

24-hour recorded message

Oriental, 25-45 for sincere relationship.

481-3189.

HANDSOME HUNGARIAN, 25, not a jock or fern,
seeks same or bi, straight, trim, clean artists, new
waver, punk and veges for fun. One-sided okay. Will
service and make babies. Into sci-fi, wine, futons and
CFNY. Discretion expected and given. Box 6705, Sin

A, Toronto,

ON M5W

1X5.

GWM LOOKING FOR BIG black daddy who apprehair,

Am

young 40, 5'8" 150 lbs, short
beard, hairy chest, good looks and body, hot,

ciates talented ass.

versatile.

Drawer D828.

GWM, ATTRACTIVE,

27,

VERY

well-hung,

straight-looking and passive, seeks young guy with
blue jeans and /or black leather pants, boots, gloves

and black

Future Past
Professional and Discreet Counselling
by Psychic with 20 years' experience

Dream Analysis

Tarot
Call us

— We do care!

CURATOR,

31,

NEEDS LOOKING

ATTRACTIVE, HOT MALE, 22, 5'8"

after.

Photo

125 lbs, seeks

dominant, well-hung stud who can service
tle

9253021
Mon Sat 10am 8pm

194CarltonSt
Toronto

leather biker jacket. I'd love to rub myself
over your black leather and blue jeans when I'm
naked. I love light B&D and I'm discreet. Phone and
photo. Drawer D827.

all

on

ass

weekend

a regular

uncut cocks,

throat

WS

etc.

my hot

I

Drawer D826.

ABUSE & USE ME. GWM,
ass, seeks horny, aggressive

37, 6' 155 lbs, with hoi
top to 29 years, any race,

and phone a must. Drawer D814.

for regular sessions.

GOOD TOP MAN,

CAMBRIDGE KITCHENER TORONTO.

intelligent, professional, sensu-

ous and imaginative, good-looking, considerate, very
experienced, clean-shaven, 45, 6' 148 lbs, short salt /pepper hair, genuine. You're mature, relaxed,
healthy, slim, masculine, over 21, hung mentally and
physically, thoroughly enjoy being greek passive and
french active/passive and into occasional long erotic
scenes (with or without leather/rubber). Neither of us
is into drugs (except poppers), bars or bath scenes.
Detailed letter/photo (if possible)/phone appreciated
from Toronto, Southern Ontario, Ottawa or Montreal. Discretion assured and expected. 1 el's communicate for mutual enjoyment.

Drawer D815.

lit-

love to deep
Reply with phone.

basis.

Anything goes. Drawer D824.

black, 28, 5'9" 130 lbs, clean,

clean

good

male, 20-30s, race unimportant.

quired.

Horny

health, seeking

Photo

re-

Drawer D823.

GWM,

25, 5'8" 160 lbs, hirsute, seeks sexual friend
ship with dominant, masculine male, 6' t 30-45,

stocky build. Please reply slating your exact requirements. Drawer D822.

GWM,3I,5'1I"

145 lbs, attractive, bright, masculine,
mature, brown hair and eyes, moustache, various in
utcsis, looking for similar individual for friendship
Drawer D82I.

1661 EST" STE- CATHERINE

MONTREAL, QUEBEC
H2L 2J5
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(514)521-8*51

XXX

^gSkz^

p\£c&

^^^^
BEWARE OF LOW
QUALITY IMITATIONS

SfStH*
pwsse
1

ANNIVERSARY SALE!

1st

STALLION:
THE FIRST ALL-GAY CANADIAN VIDEO

COMPANY

Thousands of satisfied customers coast

to

coast

SPECIAL OFFER!

UNCUT EXPLICIT

ALLSHIPPINGISPAID
BY STALLION VIDEO

XXX

OFFER EXPIRES
DECEMBER 7, 1983

ORDER 1 TO 3 TITLES ONLY $30.00 EACH
ORDER 4 TO 7 TITLES ONLY $28.00 EACH
ORDER 8 TO 10 TITLES ONLY$24.99 EACH
SALE EXPIRES DECEMBER

7,

1983

WHEN ORDERING: SEND IN THIS FORM & A 40-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE WILL BE INCLUDED
ROOM MATES (KIP NOLL)
SWEAT BOX
TUESDAY MORNING WORK-OUT

NEW

ARRIVALS!
A MARRIED MAN

J

ADVENTURES OF MARC NOLL
BOYS OF HOLLAND
FALCON VIDEOPAC 21

CRUISIN' THE CASTRO
THE DIARY (TOBY ROSS)
EL PASO WRECKING CORP. (GAGE)
n EVERY WHICH WAY (MARINE)
II FALCON VIDEO PAC 24 STYLE
FLASHBACKS (LEO FORD)
n FLESH & FANTASY (TOM DESIMONE)
D FOR MEMBERS ONLY (HIGGINS)
GOOD TIMES COMING (MALIBU)

AGAINST THE RULES
ALL TIED UP(ARCH BROWN)

GREENHORN (WESTERN)

I

JOCKS (WRANGLER)
RECENT ARRIVALS!
NIGHTS IN BLACK LEATHER

CUMMINGOFAGE

i

KEPT AFTER SCHOOL (NOVA)
PRINTER'S DEVILS (HIGGINS)
OTHER SIDE OF ASPEN (RE-RELEASE)
PIER

n

BACK ROW (CASEY DONOVAN)
BOOTS & SADDLES (WRANGLER)
BOYS OF SAN FRANCISCO
BOYS OF VENICE
BROTHERS SHOULD DO IT
CELL BLOCK NO. 9 (ROY GARRETT)
CENTURIONS OF ROME (CAST OF 32)
CLASS OF '84 PART (HIGGINS)
CLASS OF '84 PART 2 (HIGGINS)

l

II
I

1

II

I

GROUPS (ARCH BROWN)

II

REAR DELIVERIES (HIGGINS)
REVENGE OF NIGHTHAWKS LEATHER
SLEAZE (CASEY DONOVAN)
SULKAS WEDDING (TRANSEXIUAL)
J

TEENAGE HANDYMEN
WESTSIDEBOYS
BEST LITTLE WAREHOUSE

ll>

II

A MATTER OF SIZE (HUGE

..A.

CATALOGUE

$2.00

BRIAN)

SEVEN IN A BARN (J. BRIAN)
THAT BOY (PETER BERLIN)
THESE BASES ARE LOADED
TURNED ON (AL PARKER)
WET SHORTS (TOM DE SIMONE)
WHITE TRASH (TOBY ROSS)
WORKOUT: THE ULTIMATE GYM FOR MEN

GAMES (LEO FORD)
-OUTSTANDING" — JUST RELEASED

LOCKER JOCKS

TED

THE IDOL (TOM DESIMONE)
MALIBU DAY, BIG BEAR NIGHTS
NEW YORK CITY PRO (LEO FORD)
NIGHTHAWKS IN LEATHER (HALSTED)
NIGHT AT HALSTED'S
PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY (HIGGINS)
PIECES OF EIGHT

RAW COUNTRY (J.

III)

JUST RELEASED

CALIFORNIA BOYS
JEFF NOLL'S BUDDIES

40- PAGEILLUS TRA

HUGE (LEE RYDER)

fl

TOTAL PRICE OF MOVIES

NAME

ac

ADDRESS

Residents Add

7%

Sales Tax

$

$

(FREE WITH ORDERS)

Certified

Cheque

Order payable

or

Money

Shipping & Handling $3.50 per Tape

$

PROVINCF

TOTAL PRICE

$

INCL. SHIPPING

FREE

POSTAL CODE

to:

STALLION VIDEO

CITY

INC.

VHS

FORMAT:

SIGNED:

BETA

Dept. 226

(19

810 West Broadway Street
Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 4C9
(STALLION

IS

YEARS & OVER)

A FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE GREATER VANCOUVER BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.) PLEASE ALLOW
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DAYS FOR DELIVERY

seeks

MALE — 28. SINCERE, sensitive, responsible, seeks

cultural or racial barriers.

similar for friendship, possible relationship. Tired of

QUIET, GENTLE, MIDDLE-AGED male

No

dominant partner.
Drawer D879.

HORNY YOUNG GWM, affectionate, caring,

HOT,

smooth as silk,
blue eyes, brown wavy hair, well-endowed, would like
to meet others 25-45 in Toronto-Hamilton area who like
sex, dining, theatre, swimming, sports etc. Not into
drugs or pain, just a fantastic time. Photo and phone
appreciated but not necessary. Drawer D853.
6' tall, 165 lbs,

working professional,

PORTUGUESE MALE,

5'8" 165 lbs, seeks
friend between 18 to 25 for good times and friendship.

Photo, phone

SINCERE,

if

possible.

20,

Drawer D855.

NEW TO Toronto, handsome face, good

ephemeral, sleazy types at bars. Interested in sharing
interests
the arts, cinema, intelligent conversation,
walks, travel etc. Simple pleasures being as important
as any others. I appreciate older males, (fortyish),
who are young of mind yet with solid personalities. It
could be a chance for each other to give something the
other needs. Drawer D892.

—

OSHAWA
DOMINANT, STABLE, MASCULINE male, 34,
seeks slaves into discipline and spanking. Must be
masculine, athletic. Discreet, inexperienced OK.
Drawer D789.

body, 5'9" 175

lbs, 32, dark, hairy, muscular, educatwith positive approach, warm, caring
yet sometimes as sleazy as the rest No clone and none
need reply. My ideal: a bit awkward, innocent, maybe
just out, overall strong enough to survive the gay bullshit and allow me to get close. Looks are important.
Sexually I'm versatile but overall this is a teddy bear

ed, enjoys

life

.

with a

of love. Drawer D846.

lot

GWM, PROFESSIONAL, POSITIVE, SINCERE. A
young

38, 6' 145 lbs. Interests

include theatre, travel,

and fun. I'd like to meet a slim,
smooth, good-natured outgoing guy to share all the
above, plus frolic. Perhaps Oriental? Drawer D847.
design, films, food

GAY WHITE MALE,

6' 180 lbs, desires

and companions to go out with and
Michael. Drawer D850.

gay friends

stay in with. Write

EASTERN ONTARIO
CORNWALL, ON. GWM,

5'9" 26, optimistic, career-minded Aries, straight-looking, healthy/dark
brown eyes, hair, moustache. Interests: good conversation, billiards, dancing, swimming. Looking for

same under

HORNY, SLIM

other

man

30, 129 lbs, 5'6"

MALE, 46,

225 lbs, 6' seeks young male for occasionweekend encounters. Enjoy walks, dining out.
Photo and phone number please. Drawer D820.

OTTAWA VALLEY PROFESSIONAL,

day and occasional evening. Also available for model-

Photo

ling. Discreet.

if

Drawer D851.

possible.

FRIEND AND LOVER. Dance

music. Romance.
Chinese food and pizza. Masculine. Cuddling. Slim
bodies. Passion and ecstasy. Laughing. 25-45. Heavy

duty relationship needed fast by
lbs. Hurry. Drawer D856.

GWM, 36, 5* 11"

145

MALE,

35, BLOND, TALL, trim, athletic body,
beautiful uncut 8" endowment, horny, seeks smooth,
trim guy with perfect mouth or perfect buns who loves

to

service.

Discreet.

Hot

letter

with description,

phone. Drawer D859.

SWIM COACH WANTED. Young6'l" jock, 165 lbs,
needs a coach to help with work-outs. See you
showers. I want to be your boy. Drawer D843.

in the

LOOKING FOR CLOSE
more. Honest

GWM,

friendship and hopefully
quiet but fun-loving, 38, 5'11"

24, 5'9" ex-

perienced, looking for athletic, hirsute men into discipline and spanking. I have lots of toys but nobody to
play with. Very creative sexually. Francophones and
Spanish men especially welcome. Photo guarantees

Box

OTTAWA

TEACHER STUDYING SPANISH

wishes to meet

5'8" 122

lbs,

Not

age).

my own

into bar scene, prefers quiet dates with a

friend. Interests: everything connected to films. No
need to be film connoisseur like me, just have to enjoy
going to the movies. Also, I would appreciate someone
who has different interests, to share with me. Please,
send your photo, for my reply. Thanks! Drawer D825.

BROWN, DARK-COLOURED,

HORNY TOP MAN, dominant, raunchy, condoms,

hairy,

and extensively travelled overseas.
swimming, camping, jogging,
squash, traveling, reading and good living. Seeks
from anywhere friendship/relationship with taller,

deep exploration;
phone, photo. Drawer D842.

personality.

black

Slim,

broad-shouldered, swimmer's body, profes-

sionally educated

white, masculine/macho, attractive, slim male, 28-42,

VERY CUDDLY GAY

tionate,

40s, seeks friend 30-70, any
and erotic JO sessions together.
Please write with phone number. Drawer D845.

male, weightlifter's build,
varied cultural, spiritual and athletic interests, seeks a
caring individual, mid-twenties to late thirties, for
help with a sexual dysfunction problem. Friendship

and relationship

possible.

Drawer D862.

150 lbs, brown hair, eyes, moustache, into new
wave, videos, dancing, parties, but a hopeless romantic
tired of clones and bar scene, seeks another "kid at
heart" to develop a "scene" together. Long letter and
photo'd be appreciated. Drawer D863.
6'

WARM-HEARTED
5'6" 135

lbs,

brown

30-ish clone, appealing looks,

hair,

blue eyes, hairy, seeks well-

buddy with moustache and bright eyes. Interdancing, Sunday biking, good food and cultural
outings. Scenes: hot and heavy, down and dirty, sleeping like spoons. Drawer D864.
built

ests:

MALE IN MID-30s, very submissive, into S/M, B&D,
WS, boot and leather service. Willing to explore
everything to mutually respected limits. Drawer D866.
ARTISTIC, INTELLIGENT PROFESSIONAL,

YOUNG MAN, 41, average looks, build,
good humoured,

5'6" affec-

Montreal early December, desires clean, young, muscular, horny friends.
Other physical types also welcome. Box 79, Meadville,

PA

visiting

16335.

GAY MALE COUPLE,

TORONTO-BOUND MALE, attractive, 25, inexperienced,

30,

20s, healthy in mind and
body, professionally employed and busy, would like
to meet similar gays, single or couples, to share leisure
time. Photo gets ours. Box 703, Stn H, Montreal, QC

H3G 2M6.

NOVA SCOTIA
ATTRACTIVE YOUNG MALE,

24, 5'9" 145 lbs,
university student, looking for sincere guy to spend
time with. Photo appreciated. Tired of those who

play games. Drawer D793,

TALL GWM, 40,

seeks secure, self-reliant, indepen-

dent, mature males, not into drugs, approximately
35-45. Personal attributes more important than physical.

Greatly desire close friendship, a buddy perhaps
break out of isolation.

lover. Varied interests. Let's

Metro Halifax. Drawer D840.

compassionate, sensitive
and nonpromiscuous. Seeks male with comparable
qualities and values. Drawer D867.

GWM, 35, 135 lbs, 5'7" likes men in strong boots and

ADORABLE, LEAN, MUSCULAR,

GAY WHITE MALES,

6' 165 lbs.

would

tall,

slim, athletic build;

silence.

SLIM,

am

mature Virgo,
Hate bars. Like dancing, reading, talking,

Want

relationship with similar. Sensual, intel-

ligent, active.

Drawer D870.

GOOD-NATURED, VERSATILE,

honest,
passionate, sincere, imaginative, intelligent, horny,
mature male with interests varying from movies,
music, theatre to politics, travel and philosophy; 30,

5'7" 129 lbs, seeks similar men for friendship at whatever level the "chemistry" takes us. Relationship conceivable, not mandatory. Prefer 25-40. Photo if possible Prefer Metro Toronto. Drawer D872.

HANDSOME.CLEAN-CUT.BAY ST professional,30,
very discreet .well-built .hairy chest and big cock .would
like to meet similar type to suck and jack off with.
Descriptive letter and photo please. Drawer D868.

SENSUOUS MALE, 32,
companion who

IS searching for that special

and honest am 6' 160 lbs,
moustache, dark hair, health-conscious person who
does not smoke or drink. I enjoy opera, music, singing, Celtic music /language. I am a patient person who
enjoys life, tends to be spontaneous, loves to cuddle
and be a good friend. All sincere replies answered.
Drawer D891.
is

sincere

ATTRACTIVE, SLIM, HOT,

.

I

subtropical hunk
adores similar Nordics. JO, french. Discretion assured. Photo appreciated. Love touching, kissing.

Drawer D87I.

Ass strap

Interests: outdoors,

—

—

leather
any age
would like to meet or correspond
with such men. Reply to drawer D835.
late 30s,

committed

lovers,

meet other gay couples or singles for
fun, friendship et al. All replies welcomed and answered. Drawer D841.
like to

NEWFOUNDLAND
STRONG BOOT AND

leather fetish:

GWM,

30,

5'8" solid, clean-cut, level-headed. Also enjoy latex
and rubber gear. Would like to meet or correspond
with men with similar interests.
versatile and enthusiastic: Box 1551, Stn C, St John's, NF A1C 5N8.

Am

OTHER
PHOTOS OF GOOD-LOOKING ESCORTS!
and

Sam-

Domicile JL Inc, 7879St-DenisSt,
Montreal. QCH2 R 2E9, Canada. Tel: (514)495-2980.
ple

info: $2.:

GAY COURTWATCH.

General court information,
lawyer referrals, crisis referrals, support services. If
you have been arrested or need assistance with the
court system leave a message al room 337, Old City
Hall or call 961-8046 We arc here lo help you

(iAY ASIAN.

US

send $3
Bridge,

NONASIAN

for copy.

personal ad maga/inc,

Worldwide

Box 6328. San Francisco,

listings.

(A

Pacific

94101.

ONOURBAt

ks..ii abian Sex magazine, seeks erotgraphics and articles submission, Send copy
or inquiries to Box 421916. San Francisco, CA 94142.
"ii.
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or

full

IT!

— must be legal age.

No. 788
Sailor Jock

5*7"

athletic,

race, for friendship

ATTRACTIVE MALE,

Adults only

and

hair

mentally stable and preferably some responsible job.
No sadomasochism. Confidentiality honoured. Response guaranteed. Photo, phone, address. Come.
Our turning point. Drawer D758.

explicit letter,

ASK FOR

MONTREAL

swimmer,

39, 6' 160 lbs, loves

Catalogue 3 now available!
Illustrated 32 page
catalogue
$5.00 + 90« postage
and handling

seeks stable,

lasting relationship with sincere guy (preferably

Chargexor

Mastercharge
accepted

ON

and charismatic

FF BOTTOM,

Visa.

50s, LEAN, LANKY, passive, seeks rugged,
muscular, masterful, warm-hearted, dominant top.
Box 4326, Stn E, Ottawa,
K1S 5B3.
21,

Canada

M1S3B6

GWM,

ATTRACTIVE GUY,

161, Agincourt

(Toronto), Ontario,

Leathers

young Spanish-speaking and others to further study
and discreet relation. 16-24 students and workers.
Drawer D671.

together soon. Drawer D857.

beard, 50, 5'11" paunch,
clean, hairy. You're gorgeous in your special way.
Love to hear from you. Drawer D858.

For free information call (416) 461-3344 or
write to:
Growth Plus Laboratories,
Box 191, Station J, Toronto, ON M4J 4Y1

Montgomery

moustache, masculine, 28, sincere with good humour

tical, intellectual, catholic,

100% money-back guarantee.

/

160 lbs, clean, masculine, responsible, seeks similar
male 25-45. Please write with phone number. Let's get

naturalist, gardening, dogs, domestic, poli-

Based on the Helsinki test results, Growth Plus Laboratories has
developed a unique Hair Maintenance System consisting of both
external care and nutritional support.

Drawer D876.

male seeks

for hot, sweaty, kinky sessions during the

During a six-year period of research and testing at the University of
Helsinki, scientists regenerated hair growth for 80% of those
participating. And, as many as 90% had abnormal hair fallout
completely stop.

Drawer D733.

al

reply.

A/P,

30.

STOP HAIR LOSS

ass cover

I

.

NETWORK

.

|

I

iltti til

Parents and Friends ol Gays (604) 988-7786.

ORights ol Lesbians. (Subcommittee
Box 24681 Stn C. V5T 4E6.

ORob Joyce

GATE appeals for assistance
EDMONTON — Gay Alliance Toward

OLigo de Samseksamaj Geesperantistoj. gay Esperanto organiza-

about that, too."
Lee can be contacted by writing to
Box 65804, Stn F, Vancouver, BC
V5N 5L3. A male group, Vancouver
Activists in S/M (VASM for short) can be
reached by writing to Box 2204, New
Westminster, BC V3L 5A5.

approximately $1,000 a month. According to Walter Cavalieri, GATE'S social

MONTREAL — Librairie PAndrogyne,

services director, the organization's ex-

this city's

may

close the drop-in centre,

and become simply
a part-time information, referral and
pack up the

library,

counselling telephone service.

"The drop-in

centre and the library

gay and feminist bookstore,

celebrated

its

month.
Androgyne was opened, in a small
commercial space on Crescent Street, by
activists from Gay McGill to compensate

with the store throughout

He

aid.

says that too

monthly budget comes from the pockets
of the counsellors and the executive,
who already donate many hours of their
time to the organization. GATE can be
contacted by writing Gay Alliance Toward Equality, Box 1852, Edmonton,
AB T5J 2P2 or by calling (403)
424-8361.

(It's

currently in a bright,

second-floor location at 3642 boulevard
St-Laurent.) The choice of the store's
name reflects the ideology of its found-

— that feminism and gay liberation

paper for lesbians and gay men in Vancouver begins publication in late November. Angles will replace its smaller predecessor,

VGCC News, and

will

include

news, opinions and features as well as
information on gay groups around Bri-

Columbia.

tish

Contributions are welcome from gay
groups and individuals outside the city.
Subscriptions at $15 a year are available
from Angles, Box 2259, Main Post Office, Vancouver, BC V6B 3W2.

HALIFAX — A much-awaited group
young lesbians and gay men has been
set up in Halifax. The Gay and Lesbian
Youth Group is for those aged 16 to 21
and will meet each weekend.
for

For further information, telephone
(902) 429-4294 or write Gay Alliance for
South Postal StaEquality, Box 361
tion, Halifax, NS B3J 3K6.
1 ,

VANCOUVER —
interested in

S/M

Lesbians who are
sex but are afraid to

talk

about

will

be interested in a

set

up

in

it

with their feminist friends

new group being
Vancouver. The group will pro-

vide emotional and

support to
S/M lesbians, and work to end their isolation from other women.
"As we start to come out of our double closet we need support from each
which
other to face negative reaction
from
is partly a lack of knowledge
political

—
—

feminists as well as the general
ity," says Lee,

who

is

commun-

organizing the

It

"A

lesbian feminist in a submissive

role can feel not

okay because

that

seems

to be identifying with the role of the

A person

stereotypical passive

woman.

taking the dominant

role can feel rotten

ON M6J

OWomens Archives,

Box928. Stn

its

history.

Inc.

c/ojeremy

0NM4T 2P1.

0. Toronto.

who work there have succeeded in
making Androgyne one of Quebec's most
consistently visible gay institutions and an
invaluable resource.

On November 24,

reception will be held to launch

George

call

An

Rm

Clinic.

W 10th Ave (near Gen Hosp).

828

100.

OVancouver Men's Chorus. Box48383, Bentall Centre. V7X
Ron at (604) 985-5808 or Larry at (604) 669-6249.

1A1.

222-1500 Pendrell

Volleyball.

(604) 669-6696.

SI.

W Broadway.

204-456

V5Y

1R3.

pm.

at

OYoung Gay People, c/o SEARCH.
United Church in BC. Box

OYounger Lesbian Drop-In every
322 W. Hastings.

Vancouver V6R 4G8. (604) 324-3902 Support

Tues. 7-9

Women's Book-

store.

OZodiac Fraternal

Gay Fathers. Box 4603. MP0. Vancouver V6B 4A1
(604) 255-1076.

Society.

Box 33872. Stn

V6J 4L6.

0.

Vernon
RR

Rural Lesbian Association.

1.

Ruskin

VON

1R0.

OTo contact

the local group, write

RR 6.

Site

17,

Comp

19.

V1T 6Y5.

Victoria
OAlcoholics Anonymous (Gay). (604) 383-9862

peer support, friendship.

Info, newsletter,

ODignity

Kelowna

Box 845. Sin

Victoria.

V8W

E.

2R9.

OFeminist Lesbian Action Group. Box 1604. Stn
1165. Sin A,

Kelowna V1Y 7P8.

directly

by phone

V9A 3J6. (604) 384-3910. Gay Cate

Mr

contact the local group, write c/o

BC V9Y

China Creek Rd, PortAlberni.

E.

Gay and Lesbian Organization ol the University
SUB. Univol Victoria. Box 1700. V8W 2Y2.

V8W

2X7.

ol Victoria (GLO).

OGay Men's Group. 2612 Victor St. VSR 1N3. (604)595-6782.
OThe Island Gay Community Centre Society. 2-712 Suffolk St.
201-4204

Trevor Kelly,

compa-

1R1. Counselling,

Thurs

fill

at

1923 Fernwood every

midnight.

ONeed (Victoria

Crisis Line). (604)

Some gay

383-6323. 24 hrs.

info available.

nionship.

OWomyn's

Cotlee House. 1923 Fernwood. Every

Wed evening.

Hardy

ONorth Island Gay and Lesbian Support and Information Group.
Box 1404. Port Hardy. BC. VON 2P0.

Prince Rupert

West Kootenay region
West Kootenay Gay People. Box 642. Nelson V1L 4K5.
(Trail).

Offering friend-

and social events.

ship, a newsletter, info

iGay People ol Prince Rupert. Box 881. V8J 3Y1. (604)

I

SI.

(604) 681-2424.

OWomen in Focus.

group and educational resources.

for details: (514) 842-4765.

educational

(604)874-2331. Ext 220.

(604) 352-6233 (Nelson): (604) 368-3088

new book, The Medusa Head.

Meigs's

Phone

a

Mary

OVancouver Activists in S/M (VASM).

(604) 872-2250.

Port

service.

organization with a monthly newsletter.

Provincial

OTo

gay introduction

(604) 594-3632 or Fred (604) 685-7067.

OWestEnd

G.

non-prolit

West End Softball Association. Box 161. 1018HomerSt.
V6B 4W9. Call Frank Hamper (604) 255-4410.

PortAlberni

unteers

OSherwood Forest,
(604) 251-2789.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
46586. Stn

and counselling: (604) 689-1039.

OVancouver Gay Community Centre. 1244 Seymour St: Box 2259.
MP0. V6B 3W2. (604) 684-6869. Services, programs, magazine.

3P5.

Mutual support. The group can be contacted
through the Kelowna Crisis Centre.

hasn't always been easy, but the vol-

624-4982

ALBERTA

(eve).

Revelstoke

"Nothing in the world is quite like growup Adventist and then discovering
you are homosexual. We have always
been taught that the two don't go
together," says a flyer from the Seventh-

OLothlorien. Box 8557.

Sub

1.

Provincial

V0E3G0.

Into, friendship,

OAlberta Lesbian and Gay Rights Association (ALGRA), Box 1852.

hospitality.

Edmonton T5J 2P2.

Terrace

Calgary

Northern Lesbians. RR2, Box 50. Usk Store. V8G3Z9.

OCamp

Day Adventist Kinship organization.
The group tries to reconcile Adven-

Vancouver

homosexuality with their religion,
and "works within the church for the
development of the church's sexual
theology." Kinship holds various social
and religious activities. Their newsletter,
SDA Kinship Connection, is published
monthly and the SDA Kinship Kontact is
published for members seeking pen-pal

(women).

referrals.

ODignity/ Vancouver. Box 3016. V6B3X5. (604)684-7810.

Kinship invites interested persons to
write for a brochure and a sample copy
of the newsletter, c/o Jeremy Young,
Box 408, Stn C, Toronto
M6J 3P5.

ON

Collective.

St.

251-6090.

Coming Out (Gay

Radio), c/o Vancouver Cooperative Radio.

V6B 2J4. Thurs

at

7:30 pm. 102. 7

MONTREAL — The women-only club
is

seeking musicians, singers, poets

and other lesbian artists to perform. If
you pass through Montreal you should
drop into the bar and tell them about
your talents. "We'll talk over financial
arrangements, and can even find you a
place to stay," the bar owners say. Le
bar Lilith is located at 3884 rue St-Denis,

and

phone number

their

is

(514)

compiledbyKOandGWD

845-0932.

337

letter,

iGay

Society 303-1 150 Burnaby St,

V6G

ol the

BC NOP.

lite,

culture

and

Box 34397. Sin

Society.

U

of

V6T 1W5. (604) 228-4638. Meets Thurs
The Ubyssey" lor room).

at

9.

Student Union Bldg.

British Columbia.

12:30 pm (see

'

sexual Men and Women, Box 492.

Village Sin,

V6Z 1B9.

Homo-

Atlantic Lesbian

and Gay Association/Association des Lesbi-

des gaies de I'Allantique. contact GAE (Halifax), FLAG
(Fredencton) or Northern Lambda Nord I Western NB).

ennes

et

Blsetuals International. Box 107.

PN

I

19103.

2039 Walnut

St. Philadelphia.

USA (215)634-6244. Sun-Fn. 1tpm-3am

Canadian Gay Archives. Box639. Sin A. Toronto.

0NM5W

Box

1912. Winnipeg.

MB R3C 3R2

or

ON L8N 3C8

MsRM Schwartzenlruber.

ot

Canadian Transsexuals. Box

(416) 529-7884

21 Cherry St. Kitchener.

SW Ontario
ON N2G

2C5.

(519)576-5248

Clinic.

Mike

their Friends).

representative, c/o Integrity/Edmonton

Canadian regional

of Calgary.

T2N 1N4.

Community Church 204-16 Ave. NW. T2M 0H4.
(403) 277-4004 Services Sun 11:30 am and 7 pm at above

gays and the law, legal
[

Womyn's

referrals.

Collective. (403)

265-9458. Dances,

library,

lesbian

drop-ins every Tues. Sponsors LIL.

F,

'

Political

I

W Hastings,

llnter/Ed,

socials, newsletter,

Mothers For

Box 12G, 9820-104

St,

into call (403)

424-8361.

T5K 0Z1. (403) 421-7629

(Jim)

Olntegrity (Gay Anglicans and their Friends), c/o 12G. 9820-104

every Wed. 7:30

SI,

pm

T5K 0Z1 (403) 421-7629.

Metropolitan Community Church ot Edmonton. Box 1312.
T5J2M8 (403)432-1225 Sunday worship at 7:30 pm. 126

Line. (604) 734-1016. Thurs, Sun. 7-10

pm

Sireel

(604) 255-6910 Pollock brunches

last

Sun

ol

The Lesbian Show. Co-op Radio. 337 Carrall

MHzFM.

Office:

f

lesbian Information

102 7

Sun 2-5 pm. Also coffeehouses,

7-10 pm.

i

Student Union Bldg. UBC. V6T 1W5.

Lesbian Drop-In. 322

Toward Equality. Box 1852. T5J 2P2

(403) 424-8361. Info and counselling. Mon-Sat.

UGay Fathers & Lesbian

Action Group. Box

V5N 5L3. (604) 251-6090.

Lesbian and Gay Health Sciences Association, c/o Gay People ol
9.

SI.

Recreation Association, c/o GATE. Vol-

gymnastics.

resource library

Lesbian and Feminist Mothers

65804. Sin
'

OEdmonton Roughnecks

OGay Alliance

at

1244 Seymour St (VGCC) Mon. 7:30 pm.

F.

V5N

5L3.

month.
St.

V6B 2J4.

110 Avenue.

OPrivacy Defence Committee c/o Box 1852. T5J 2P2

OWomonspace. No

7.

8406-104

St.

T6E 4G2. (403) 433-3559

(Jeanne) Social and recreational group lor lesbians
.

Thurs. 8:30

pm.

Metropolitan Community Church. Box 5178.

(Gay Anglicans and

U

Hall,

Metropolitan

10173-104

Lesbian Mothers' Delense Fund. Box 65804, Stn

Advancement

Lesbians and Gays at University ol Calgary. Students Club,

MacEwan

leyball. Softball,

(604) 684-0523

291. Sin A. Hamilton.

Integrity

{

1G2

(204) 772 4322
lor the

Box 336-8)0 West

Free advice and referrals.

UBC. Box

(416)977-6320

Foundation

Society,

Lambda (Gay Al-Anon). Joe at (604) 689-7681

'.Legal Advice

10014

A.

ODignity Edmonton Dignitt. Box 53. T5B 2B7

Dogwood Chapter

327-8423

NY

or 275-8362. or call

Edmonton

Broadway, V5Z 1J8

York.

pm.

Collective.

Integrity: Gay Anglicans and their friends. Box 34161. Stn D.

Knights ol Malta,

New

Tues-Fri, 8-10

Womyn 's

iJRight To Privacy Committee. Box 2943. Stn M. T2P 3C3. Info on

OGazebo Connection (business & professional women 's group),
W Broadway. V5Z 4C9 (604) 984-8744.
OGreater Vancouver Business Association, c/o Dwayne Sullivan.
St.

(403)265-9458.

address.

382-810

941 Davie

Line.

OLesbian Outreach and Support Team. Box 6093. Sin
T2H2L4. (403) 281-2895.

MP0. V6B 3X6. (604) 731-9605.

IGays and Lesbians of UBC. Box

OLesbian Information

OLesbian Mothers. Lynn at (403) 264-6328
Sun ot each month.

ODay/Lesbian Law Association, c/o Law Students Assoc, Faculty
Union. Box 3130.

Lambda Centre community centre project. Box 357, Stn M,

LIL. Potluck first

V6J 4P3. (604)

D.

oILaw, UolBC. V6T 1W5 (604)228-4638.

'

Imperial Court ol the Chinook Arch. (403) 282-6393. Entertain-

with 24 hr answering service. Operated by

OGay Leisure Link (GLL). Box 4662. V6B4A1.

I

3C3

Committee, c/o Box 2943. Stn M, T2P

T2P 2H9.

687-7129.

OGay Rights

Box 1812. Stn M. T2P 2L8.

ments and social events.

Vancouver.

689-5661.

2J7. (604)

Box 2715. Stn M. T2P 3C1.

Non-challenging, non-sexual social organiza-

T3A 2G1.

(604) 669-5434.

Regular monthly and special programmes. 837 Bidwell St

Gay Festival

2M7

Stn M. T2P

Olntegrity (Gay Anglicans and their Friends), c/o Box 34. Stn G,

and Lesbian Caucus

V6J 4N1 (604) 873-2925

Alcoholics Anonymous, International Advisory Council lor

rights action. Write:

OGay Political Action

V6E 1P2.

(604) 687-3238 or

OThe Gay Library. 1244 Seymour SI, Box 2259 MP0.
BC V6B 3W2. (604) 327-9883 or 688-1006.
art.

181.

Education and lobbying.

Rick (604) 590-4665.

I

BI/ NATIONAL

gay

tion.

Call Erik

tor into.

T2H 2H7.

317-323. 223 12 Ave SW, T2P 0G9. (403) 234-8973. Info and

ODaughters Unlimited. Joyce (604) 251-6090, or Elisa, Doris or
Christine (604) 254-7044. (Plans to open a women's club.)

Dogwood Monarchist

T.

OGay Fathers Into: contact GIRC. Potluck first Sun of the month.
OGay Information and Resources Calgary. Old Y Bldg. Stes

OGay Leisure Link.

I

Box 357. Sin M. T2P 2H9.

Society.

OFrontrunners Group (gayAA). Box

69406. V5K 4W6. (604)255-1076.

OFnntrunners (running/jogging).

T2H 2H4. Dances, campand gays.

counselling Mon-Fri, 7-10 pm. Dances, discussion groups, news-

MHz FM

Hayam Jewish gay synagogue. Box

Congregation Shaar

T.

tor lesbians

ODIgnlty/Calgary, Box 1492. Stn

Box 3130. MP0. V6B 3X6.

Gaybleviswn. TV show by gay people about gay

Lilith

OCalgary Lambda Centre

Women s Group Monthly meetings. Write Crystal, 3085
V5K 3B6. or call Georgia at (604) 874-1756 or Joyce at

Bisexual

Carrall St.

and other activities

OCalgary Gay Fathers. Contact GIRO

OArchlves

Charles

181 Association. Box 965, Stn

outs, sports

OAlcoholics Anonymous (Gay). 733-4590 (men). 929-2585

tists'

DignityI Canada/ Oigmle.

group.

Seventh-day Adventist Kinship International,

Okanagan Gay Organization. Box

ing

VANCOUVER — A new monthly news-

558 King Edward Ave. Ottawa. ON

K1N 7N6.
Young. Box 408. Stn C. Toronto.

Info

7-10 pm.

OVancouver Gay Athletic Association, c/o 1018 Burnaby
Canadian

in Psychology, c/o

OThompson Area Gay Group. Box 3343. V2C 6B9welcomes
women and men to regular meetings, discussions, social events.

what he terms "a cry for
help," asks lesbians and gay men to

GATE's

ON

Toronto,

the time.

are interlinked. This notion has stayed

to

OSeclion on Gay and Lesbian Issues
Psychological Association,

F,

Women).

ot Federation ol

Legal Delense Fund, c/o Gay Rights Union.

OSEARCH. c/o VGCC.

OVancouver VD

Box 792. Stn

Kamloops

counselling."

significant a part of the organization's

ONew Democratic Party Gay Caucus.
M4Y2N7

for the lack of gay material available at

ers

come

WOCrerarAve. Ottawa. 0NK1Z 7P2.

OAFFIRM: Gays and Lesbians ol the

tenth anniversary last

have been and should continue to be essential elements in the coming-out experiences of very many gay women and
men," Cavalieri says, "offering something no club or disco can offer. The
same is true of the face-to-face peer
Cavalieri, in

tion.

1244 RobsonSt. V6E IC1. (604) 688-2645

McGillivary,

Gay Association. International Secretariat, c/o

International

ecutive

H

riNative Cultural Society (gay native social group), c/o

RFSL. Box 350. S-101 24 Sweden, ph. 46-8-848050/845576. Action Secretariat and Women's Secretariat. c/oNVIH. COC. Rozenstraatl. 1016 NX Amsterdam. The Netherlands, ph:
31-20-234596
International Lesbian Information Service tILIS) Box 45, 00251
Helsinki 25. Finland ph: 358-0-635571.

Equality (GATE), this city's oldest gay
organization, is considering curtailing
the services it now offers.
GATE activists are finding it difficult
to maintain the community centre,
located at 10173-104th Street, because
rent, utilities and other costs amount to

.

681-8525 Services Sun. 7.30 pm.

at 1811

Red Deer
Gay Association

Burrard)
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V6B 4B2 (604)

W 16th Ave (at

1983

ol

Red

Deer.

Box 356. T4N 5E9

SASKATCHEWAN

Kingston

Provincial

University.

nOueen's Homophile Association. 51 Queens Crescent, Queen's
K7L 2S7 (613) 547-2836. Mon-Fri. 7-9 pm. Drop-in

OAttirm/Saskatchewan, lesbians and gays
422 Smallwood Cres, Saskatoon, S7L 4S4.

in the

Thurs nights, monthly dances.

United Church

OGay Liberation

Regina S4P 3G7.

Rights. 305-116 3rd

Ave

Saskatoon.

S.

OWest Central Gays. Box

S7K

1L5. (306)

7508. Saskatoon.

SK27K

lor

U ol

c/o Federation ol Students.

ot Waterloo,

244-1933

OGay News and Views, radio programme.
FM. 94. 5 MHz, 105. 7 MHz on Grand River
Ave W. (519) 886-CKMS.

414.

OGays
OPrince Albert Gay Community Centre ( The Zodiac Club). Box
1893, S6V 6J9. 1-24 10th St. E. (306)922-4650 Phone line WedThurs, 8-10 pm. social evenings Fri-Sat. 10pm-2am.

ol Wilfrid Laurier University, c/o

Dl72 1

Tues, 6-8

pm. CKMS-

200

Cable.

S4P 2N3. (306) 522-2777. 352-7688.

N2H

London

OGayline. (306)665-9129. Mon-Thurs. 7:30-10:30 pm. Counsel-

OGay

support groups available.
8187.

6C5.

H3T

Kit-

to

MANITOBA
RW 3C3.

R8N

1N2. (204) 677-5833

Mon and

Thurs. 7-10 pm.

to

pm at Unitarian

Gibbons Park.

Into:

OCollectit

OComitt

Church, 29 Victoria St W, north

Brampton L6V 2K7.

or contact through

Open every day except Sunday at 5:30 pm.

Man-

(204) 786-1236 In-

MPO. St

Catharines.

L2R 7A3,

or call (416)

Box 27 UMSU. Uol Manitoba. R3T 2N2.
(204) 786-3976. Otlice: Suite 2. Gay Community Centre, 277
Counselling, into, rap sessions, public education

and law reform. Lesbian counsellors on Tues evenings.
Lesbian Drop-In. Thurs. 7-10 pm at Gay Community Centre. Encottee.

Carleton University For

line:

Oscar Wilde Memorial Society. Box 2221. R3C 3R5. Variety ol

and educational activities.

Lambda, Inc. gay community services. Box 3911. StnB.
R2W5H9 (204)772-1421.
r iProject

Collective. Box 27. UMSU. Uol Manitoba.
R3T 2H2 (204) 786-3976 Produces "Coming Out." weekly hall-

Winnipeg Gay Media

hour cable broadcast.

call

d Ottawa/Hull For

or write Gays ot Ottawa. Meeting/drop-in,

OUniversity ol Winnipeg Gay Students Association. Into:

VaudreuilJ7V

175 Lisgar

Cartlerville.

H4A

1A7.

3465 Peel

we McTavish. H3A

3480.

H3A
pm; open

Street,

ol Gays.

D.

1X1. (514)

8

until

lesbian

H3Z

Box 9094. K1G 3T8.

Peterborough

only Closed

OSparrow. (gay and lesbian Christians and Iriends). c/o 6046
B3K 1E9 Meets Sun at 8 pm. (902)425-6967

NEWFOUNDLAND
OGay Association in Newfoundland box
,

PUBLICATIONS
OAction! Right

3480 rue McTavish,

local 411,

(514)728-3228 For

and gay alcoholics.

OThe Body Politic. Box

f

N1R

7G7. Support network

and

OGays

H2X2V4.

resource mlormation

Cornwall

Box 2155. P7B 5E8 (807)345-8011. Wed
and Fri 7 30-9:30 pm. Recording other times. Meets 1st and 3rd
Tues Dances held monthly.
ol Thunder Bay.

.Northern Women's Centre. 316 Bay St.

I

P7B

•Gays

and Lesbians in Cornwall Box 21

1.

K6H 5S7

Toronto

Ear Falls/Red Lake Area
Falls.

6517 rue Si-Denis.

Wrdun

3625 rue Aylmer.

•

Guelph
Box 773.

NIH 6L8

Gayline

I

AA Acceptance

N9C3YC
Council.

Anonymous

(Gay), meets Sat at

8 pm at

15

Queen St S

(side entrance)

Foundation tor the Advancement ol Canadian Transsexuals
(FACT Niagara). Box291. StnA. L8N 3C8 (416)529-7884

Gay Archives/History Project lor HamlltonWentworth (416)
278-47(3 Looking tor photos, clippings, personal accounts ol gay
lite

and

liberation in Hamilton, especially pre-

Gay Fathers

ol

groups and activities, peer counsel

523-7055 Wed-Sun. 711
s CotlecUvt.

pm

c/o Gayline Meets 2nd

Androgyne. 3642 boul St Laurent. 2nd

I'

!

Mon of month
men and

programme. Mon 19h30.

H1V 2C3.

(514) 526-1489.

U ot Windsor

women, young and old. with discussions and speakers Meets on
Gay Community Centre. Suite 207. 41 King William
St. 7 30 pm Call Gayline lor further into

alternate Weds.

Mailing address lor

all

Parents and Families ol Gays, c/o Gay Into

CP

Productions 88.

lesbiennes a Montreal

•GO Into. Gays ol Ollawa/Gais de I'Outaouais. Box 2919. Stn D.
Ottawa.

Hamilton groups listed above Box 44.

649 Colborne

Newsletter.

Dept

Victoria.

7.

F.

Toronto.

Box 4276. StnA.

Sortie.

Succ

C. Montreal.

Pink Ink. Box

PQ H2L 4J7

287 Stn

and Let

Live,

c/o Gay Into English gay group

tor

problem

Gay

Into

men

lege.

Contact through

Ume au Out Dec

3521 University

St.

Vivre Gal(e) (AA). Si

me.

H2X

H. Toronto.

M4C 5J2

Association pour let droits des gais de Charlevoix

CP

724. Cler

110. est Ste Calher

0757

The Radical Reviewer (lesbian/lemimst

24953. Sin

C. Vancouver.

CP

1215 succ B.

I

175

PnnceEdouard.

(418)523 4997

Groupe gal de

Enr.

CP245. Succ N

08 H2X 3M4
CP232 SuccC. Montreal
4286 rueBoyer

Quebec's gay newsmagazine.
Otlice

Newsletter. Box 3343. Kamloops.

ON P9N 3W8

tor

Wimmm

c

BC

ON
o

I

Andrews

-

Lesbian /ournal

GET YOUR GROUP
INTO NETWORK!
Network is TBP s listing ot lesbian and gay
groups throughout Canada and Quebec It's a
way ol letting people in your part ol the country
what's happening, and a

way

ol getting

others involved

Centre homophile d aide et de liberation

GIR4M8

Hull

Kenora.

Box

literary tabloid).

BC V5T 4E3

Thompson Ansa Gay Group
V2C 689

know

Quebec

439 2080

(416) 423-4803

c/o United Theological Col

H3A 2A9 (514)392 6711

Jean Anglican Church.

1Z6 (514) 733

CP

(514) 843-8671

Monthly

CP232. SuccC. H2L 4K1 (514)521-2732

Into in Montrei)

(819) 778 1737

BC

Le petit Berdache bi-monthly information bulletin ot ADGLQ.
36,

Thunder Gay. c/o Box 2155. Thunder Bay.

North Americas ma/or French-language gay publication

Travesties a Montrial. support lor Iransveslites c/o

Association gale de touts! qutbecois

Victoria.

V8X 3X4.(902)381-2225.

Voices A Survival Manual

biennes del Eqlise

(418)

ON N1H 6L8
ONN6A 3Z2
ON M4Y 2L4

Street. London.

\Lesbian/Lesbienne. Box 70. Stn

Still)

United Church Gays and Lesbians in Quibec/Les Gais et Les-

J8X 3X7

ON K1P 5W9

P0H2L 4K1 (514)521-2732

drinkers

QUEBEC

GOT ICO

W

ON N2L 3G1

Waterloo.

Sortie
et

H3GSM9

H3Z 1Y5 (514)937-9581 (Joanne

Rap sessions weekly

lor bisexual

6

GEM Journal. Box 62. Brampton. ON L6V 2K7
GLOW Newsletter, c/o Federation ot Students. Uol Waterloo.

H2L 4K1

188. succ C.

Services communautaires pour lesbiennes et gais du Centre des

(519) 973-4951

ON L2E
0NL8L 7T5

Falls.

S7R 3R8

Montrial.

services sociaux Vllle-Marie. 5 Weredale Park. Westmount.

Live

mont,

NBE3B 5G2
BC V8W 2P8 Lesbian

Fredericton.

Victoria.

639-6050

Network

1691 Pie IX. local 402.

(RAGLAM). 8ox936. StnH.

Lesbian/Gay Youth Group, c/o Box 7002. Sandwich Postal Stn.
N9C3Y6 (519)973-4951

Gay

Box 652. StnE.

\Gay Phoenix. Box 44. StnB. Hamilton.

(416)

floor.

Charlevoix

Hamilton United Gay Societies (HUGS) a meeting ol

Stn B. L8L 7T5

l

(519)973-4951

The Capables. Support group
all

Flagrant.

HALO

Reunion des associations gaies

Hamilton Support, advice Meets twice a month

Gayline Hamilton mlo on

Gay Women

Box 7002.

(519) 973-4951

Brome

1979

Call Gayline tor into

ling (416)

— Gay/Lesbian Fellowship.

N9C 3Y6

Lesbian and Gay Students on Campus, c/o Students' Activities

Hamilton
Alcoholics

Group

Stn,

Gay/Lesbian Information Line. Box 7002. Sandwich Postal Stn.

(519) 836-4550. 24 hrs

IFLAGMAG. Box 1556. StnA.

Rencontres Gaies Editions Homeureux

Windsor
I

Equality.

Edmonton AB T5L 2K0 (403)

OThe Gay Gleaner. Box 1852. Edmonton. AB T5J 2P2
OGay Information Calgary. No 317 223 12 Ave. SW. Calgary. AB

pm

Paralleles Lesbiennes et Gais. radio

Sandwich Postal
Guelph Gay

D.

Guelph Gay Equality Newsletter. Box 773. Guelph.

(514) 842-4765

CIBL-ml. 104.5

PO

GAZE. Gay/Lesbian Community Centre. Box 1662. Saskatoon.

OLigue Lambda Inc. CP 701. succ N. H2X 2N2 (514) 526- 1967
(Claude) or 523-8026 (Donald) Sports group

For mlormation on groups in Toronto, check Out in The City

POV1T0 (807)222-2185

C. Montreal.

Maine 04736. USA

Caribou.

Gay Niagara News. Box 692. Niagara

(AA).

526-5387
Ear Falls Gays. Box 487 Ear

.

Communique Box 990,

Stitt).

Naches (gay and lesbian Jews). CP298. succH. H3G 2KB
(514) 844 0863 or 488-0849 Meets at the Yellow Door. 3625
Aylmer Si. Tues at 8 pm

For more

Gays ol Ottawa Gayline. (613) 238- 1717

1X9

.

1S1

(807) 345-7802.
into, call the

CP 771. Succ

a s'attrape'.t a lesbian monthly

OFine Print. Box 3822. Stn
488-8787

Lesbiennes a licoute. (514)843-5661. CP36. SuccC.

OLibrairie

Gays. Box 1496.

ONM5W

-

Youth, c/o The Yellow Door.

7-11

7289. StnA. Toronto.

T2R 0G9

Park.

OLesbian and Gay Friends ot Concordia, c/o CUSA, Concordia
University. 1455 boul de Maisonneuve ouesl. H3G 1M8.
(514) 879-8406 Office: room 307. 2070 MacKay. open 1-4 pm
weekdays. Meetings Thurs at 4 pm in room H-333-6

H2L4J7. Wed-Sat.

M5S 2R4

(416) 977-6320

3E4. (514) 766-9623.

Thunder Bay

Privacy Committee. 730 Bathurst St.

feminist.

(514) 392-8912.

OJeunesse Lambda
2nd floor. H2X 2C3.

to

OAngles. Box 2259. MPO. Vancouver. BC 1/58 3W2.
(604) 684-6869.

I

OCambridge

1364. Stn C. St John's.

A1C 5N5

[

at McGill,

Olntegrity: Gay Anglicans and their Iriends. Box 562.

Sudbury All Gay Alliance, Box 1092. StnB, Sudbury, ON
P3E 4S6

Wil-

liams St.

H2L 4L6.

Trent

Sudbury

Cambridge

pm

1164. succ H, H3G 2N1. (514) 933-2395. Thurspm. Recorded message other times. Counselling and

IY5. (514) 932-9581 (Joanne

H4G

Box 822. StnA. Toronto

Fri

OGroupe de discussion pour lesbiennes. 5 Weredale

and Peterborough. 262 Rubidge St.
K9J 3P2. (705) 742-6229 Office hours: 7:30-10 pm, Tues-Thurs.
Gay Alcoholics Anonymous meets (closed group) Tues at 2 pm.

Ontario.

7-11

842-8576 General

pm Mon &

OLe Gotland (AA). 4652 rue Jeanne-Mance.

KIP 5W9.

Halifax

pm.

OGays and Lesbians

gay alcoholics. Contact GO.

1586 Granville St. (902)
South Postal Stn. 83J 3K6.

centre).

1X9. (514)

selling in English.

H3A 1X9

8ox 3611.

Write:

gay alcoholics Phone or write GAE

lor

3R1. (514)489-7845

Westmount. H3Z IY5. (514) 931-5330 (women). Thurs and Sat.
7-11 pm; 931-8668 (men). 7daysaweek. 7-11 pm. Inloandcoun-

OLesbiennes et gais du campus/Lesbians and Gays on Campus.
c/o SFUO. 85 rue Hastey Street. K1N 6N5
lor

423-6814

OGayline, c/o Gay Social Services Proiect, 5 rue Weredale Pk.

and their friends) c/o St
George's Anglican Church. 152 Metcalfe St. K2P 1N9.
(613) 235-2516. 9-5. Mon-Fri. Meets 2nd and 4th Weds at
7:30 pm, at St George's.

OLive and Let Live Group

OLive and Let Live Group,

ORumours (gay community

H3Z1Y5. (514)937-9581

OGays and Lesbians at

Gay Rights in
(416)533-6824

Peel,

(514) 336-4163 (Jean-

OGroupe pour lesbiennes alcooliques

Provincial

OLesbian Drop-In. 2nd and 4th Fri ot month, 1225 Barrington St
429-4063 Music and conversation

OGay Physicians of Montreal/ Les midecins gaifejs de Montreal,
H2H 1J2.
OGay Social Services Project. 5 rue Weredale Pk. Westmount

St.

Halilax South Postal Sin.

Into:

a/s 2151, rue Lincoln, N' 20,

Olntegrity/ Ottawa, (gay Anglicans

OParents

ONTARIO

Into.

information.

into

OGay Alliance tor Equality Inc. Box 3611.
B3J3K6 (902)429-4294

CINQ (102.3 FM). (514)

OGay Into. CP

(204) 786-3976.

R3C 3R5. For bisexual men and women.

rue

Provincial

Sat, 7-10:30

Wed 8 pm.

OMelropolitan Community Church. Box 2979. Stn
(613) 232-0241.

Winnipeg Gay Youth, c/o GFE.

Cite. Radio centre-ville

daily 12:30-1:30

pm, recording other

.

selling

gay couples group, c/o Gay

a Cole,

Montreal,

(613) 238-1717 Mon-Fri 7:30-10:30

NB: Timiscouala. Quebec, and Aroostook Maine) Gay

Carlton.

phoneline: (207) 498-6556

OCdte

practice, Mon-Fri, 9-5

OGays ol Ottawa/Gais de I'Outaouais, Box 2919. Stn D. K1P 5W9.
GO Centre. 175 Lisgar St: open 7:30-10:30 pm Mon-Thurs. Thurs:
lesbian drop-in, 8 pm: Fri: social. 7:30 pm-1 am: Sat: women 's
night. 7:30 pm-1 am: Sun: AA Live & Let Live group. 8 pm. Gay-

USA
NB and Northern Maine ( Madawaska/Viclona/

Halifax

est. Ontario.

OGay Fathers ot Montreal, c/o Gay Info.
OGay Health Clinic. Montreal Youth Clinic/Clinique des Jeunes de

more

Serving Western

OGayline (902) 423- 1389. Box 3611. Halilax South Postal Stn.
83J 3K6. Thurs-Sat. 7-10 pm. Into, referrals and peer coun-

Viau,

(613) 238-1717

OGay Youth Ottawa/Hull/Jeunesse Gai(e)

Box 427. R3C 2H6.
(204) 774-3576 Social and educational programmes- Operates
Happenings Social Club, 272 Sherbrook St.
Inc.

du Cigep du Vieux-Montreal. 255
Mon. 6 pm

OFemmes gaies de McGill

K1P5W3.

NB

NOVA SCOTIA

c/o Libraine /'Androgyne.

OFidiratlon canadienne des transsexuels pour le Quebec. 16 rue

Trails. Box
685-6431 before

times. Office: (613) 233-0152.

Lesbian Una. (204) 786-3976. Tues evenings.

John (LAGO-SJ) Box

c/o ADGLQ.

gai.

OGai-icoute(hommes). (514) 843-5652 Wed-Sat.

Dignity/Ottawa/Dignite. Box 2102. StnD.

into, call

lor Equality.

Saint

-

4R9

Northern Lambda Nord Box 990. Caribou. Maine 04736

392-8920.

OGay People at Carteton. c/oCUSA.

c/o Gays lor Equality.

Coalition lor

Western

OEglise Communautaire de Montrial. Montreal Community

Ottawa

Fully licensed.

7:30pm-10pm).

M5W1G3

men

H3Z 2V4

Victoria.

Church, CP610, succ NOG,

9 am.

Gay Fathers Winnipeg, Box 2221, R3C 3R5. 786-3976 (Thurs

1

lor bisexual

St-Antome

Francois).

OGay Unity Niagara. Box 692. Niagara Falls L2E 6V5.
OGay Trails, tor lesbians and gay men who enjoy hiking. Day and

corporating Giovanni s Room, a cali lor lesbians and gay men.

OYoursell. Box 2790.

6494. StnA. St John. E2L

Nouveau

7102. Riverview.

communautaire aupres des gais (CICAG).

intervention

ODignity/Digniti Groupe

1053.

social, cultural

local

288-1601. Mon. 4 pm.

OGayline. (416) 354-3173.

tor Equality.

OGay Community Centre. 277 Sherbrooke St

CP

Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton.

OContact-t-nous. (514)861-6753. Venereal disease treatment

OCdte a

Niagara Region

overnight trips planned. Visitors welcome. Write Gay

Mutual Friendship Society.

support group

Into,

ol month. 3237. rue

ODignity Montrial OigniU. Centre Newman. 3484 rue
H3A 1W8. (514)392-6711. For gay catholics.

OGayAIAnon Group

and

c/o Gay

gai-e

H2X3M8

Mastings Cres, L5L 1G5. (416) 820-5130.

R3C3R2.

OGayAA New Freedom Group, Box 2481.

E38 5G2

Wed ot month.

Moncton

R.

OCommunauti homophile chritienne. Centre Newman. 3484
Peel. H3A 1W8. (514)382-8467 For Catholics.

itoba Central Otlice. (204) 233-3508.

tertainment

local 1267.

CigepRosemont. 6400 WeAve.

gai.

OComiti d'auto-dilense

N5W 5L7

452-2853 (Dave).

St.

3200 Jean- Brillant.

des gais et lesbiennes du Quebec

OLe Collectildu triangle rose,

OParents ol Gays Mississauga. c/o Anne Rutledge. 3323 Kings

OAtfirm: Gays and Lesbians ol the United Church 453-3984

Sherbrook

d

CP29. succ

Worship Coordinator.

OGEM: Gay Community Outreach. Box 62.

OCouncilon Homosexuality and Religion. Box 1912. R3C 3R2.
(204) 452-1813, 786-3976 Worship, counselling, library.

(506) 457-2156 Meets 2nd

OCity Counsel, a peer-led therapy group lor lesbians and gays.
Meets Fri 7:30-9:30 pm at 2070 Mackay. N' 307. (514) 735-1419
(Clarke) or 879-8406 (anyone).

(519) 433-3762.

St.

Mississauga/Brampton

Winnipeg

Gays

Fredericton
C,

(Jean-Pierre).

les droits

Meets second Weds

2nd floor.

OGayline West, (416)453-GGCO. Peer counselling.

OGay Parents,

Box 232. Stn

OLesbian and Gay Organization

OThe Capables.

Services Sun. 7:30

entrance

(8-10 pm. Tues and Thurs).

eves.

342-9236

1N8. (514)

OAtelierde theatre

(519) 433-9939 Rides: (519) 432-9690.

Gays

Sortie.

Saint John

Thompson

Into:

c/o

OAssociation des bonnes gens sourdes. CP 764. succ

ot London. Ontario (HALO). 649 Colborne
N6A 3Z2. (519)433-3762 Cottee House: Sun and Mon,
7-10 pm. Disco/Bar: Fn and Sat. 9 pm-1:30 am.

157

gaie de

NEW BRUNSWICK

H2J 3M4.

Homophile Association

Bi-Womens Support Group. Box 820.

Dignity/Winnipeg. Box 1912.

H2J 1L2 For

Brunswick

LOOK

Write c/o

Metropolitan Community Church. Box 4724. Stn D.

(Eric) or

1V5.

St.

Portage-la-Prairie

OGay Friends ol Thompson. Box

H3Z

(ADGLQ). CP36. succC. H2L 4J7 Office: 263 est rue SteCatherine. (514)843-8671 Mon-Fri. 7 30-10 pm. Fn. 1-4 pm

8 pm, CKMS-

OGayline. (519)433-3551. Recorded message 24 hrs/day. Peer
counselling

(204) 857-5295. For bisexual women.

communauti

la

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays. Box 1556. Sin A.

OAssociation pour

Youth London, c/o HALO. Meets Thurs at 7 pm.

649 Colborne

S7K

OL'Association pour lipanouissement de
IEstrie.CP294.J1H 5JI.

Association communautaire homosexuelle de I'Universiti de

Kit-

6N3. (5f9) 579-3325

MHz cable.

Recorded

A-418 (Michel Breton)

OGay/Lesbian Community Centre. Box 1662. S7K 3R8. Phone
Gayline tor into on dance and special event locations and dates

OLutherans Concerned. Box

Victoria.

Cdte-des-Neiges.

la

OLes Archives gaies du Quebec,

8 pm-

OLesbian Organization ol Kitchener. Box 2422. Stn B. Kitchener
N2H 6M3. (519) 744-4863. Womyns colteehouse first Thurs ol
month at 85 Highland Rd W. Kitchener.

Box 8581

CP153. succ

3440 chemin de

Montrial. pavilion Uonel-Groulx,

FM. 94.5 MHz. 105.7

Gayline. Mailing address:

H2S 2P7 (514)524-5821

St-Vallier.

pm

7-11

Sherbrooke

gay male drug abusers

4P2.

Leaping Lesbians radio programme, Thurs. 6

217-116 3rd Ave S. Operates

Kite Fraternity.

Alternatives

1/2 Club, 223 1/2 King St (enter Horn Halls Lane)

N2G

chener,

Saskatoon

ling,

OAlpha

Wilfred Laurier

Kitchener-Waterloo Gay Media Collective. Box2741. StnB.

Regina Women's Community and Rape Crisis Centre. 219-1810

CP 363. succ C. H2J 4K3

.

Tiligai, (418)522-2555 Gay into. Mon-Fri.
message other limes

H2L 4K1

chener.

522-7343

OGay S Lesbian Support Services.

United

For gay and lesbian alcoholics.

WLUSU.

(519) 742-9987 Private disco club, licensed. Thurs-Sat.

(gay community centre). 2069 Broad St (back en-

transsexuels du Quebec

OAime-toi (AA). 6518. rue

University

Olnternational Women's Day Committee. Box 1491. Stn C.

St.

OAide aux

3 am.

trance). (306)

in the

(514) 521-9302

75 University Ave W. Waterloo.

University,

Regina
ORumours

H2N 2N9 Gays

Cite,

Church.

N2L 3G1. (519) 884-GLOW. Coffeehouse every
Wed at 8 30 pm. Campus Ctr. rm 110.

Prince Albert

Smith

QAHtrmer. CP471. succ La

Waterloo. Waterloo

Human

Heure Gate. Pavilion De Konmck. Cite Universitaire. Sainteprogram CKRL-FM. 89. 1 MHz. Thurs 7 pm.

11

[

Foy. Radio

OLigue Mardi-Gai. (418) 529-6973 (Jean Claude Roy)

Montreal

Kitchener/Waterloo

Subcommittee. Saskatchewan Association

and

OStudents Against Homophobia. Box 1594. Lennoxville Campus.
Lennoxville. JIM 2At.

ODignity/ Saskatchewan (gay Catholics and Iriends). Box 3181,

OGay Rights

OGroupe Unigai Inc CP 152. succ Haute- Ville G1R 4P3. Social
cultural activities lor men and women. (418) 522-2555

Lennoxville

I

Umversite Laval/Groupe des Itmmts gaies dt

Umvtrsttt Laval. CP2500. Pavilion lemieux. Citt umvtrsitai'C

SteFoy. GIK 7P4
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change, add or delete any mlormaon your group — iust drop us a line'
Network. The Body Politic. Box 7289. Stn A.
We'll gladly

tion

Toronto.
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¥&y West
...an island for

all

seasons

FALL
SPECIAL*
November
December
GUEST ROOMS
$25-$30 night
$150- $180 week
EFFICIENCY APT.
$35- $45 night
$210-$270 week

Island

House

Rates apply thru Dec. 18th

For reservations
in Toronto, contact:
A PRIVATE GUEST HOUSE COMPLEX
IN HISTORIC OLD TOWN

ROOmS, EFFICIENCIES, flPfiRTfTlENTS • CAFE
• POOL • EXERCISE ROOfTl • TV LOUNGE •
• JACUZZI • SflUNfl • SUNPECK*
1129 Fleming

St.

Key West, FL 33040

(305) 294-6284

House

Key West's Old Town

place
...is

the

most

friendly,

exciting and fully

equipped guest-house
Old Town Key West.

in

Properly located within

easy walking to

attractions,

all

shops and

ISLAND
HOUSE compound is

restaurants, the

complete with pool,
Jacuzzi, sauna, exercise

room, TV-movie lounge,
cafe, bicycle rentals,

and a shop

for

Things

slow down,

Conch architecture and

and enjoy life.
Tour the historic
sights, browse through
the shops with their

Victorian restorations,

incredible selection of

snorkeling trips,

with lush vegetation,

stay with us wonderfully

dinner and theater

spectacular weather,

satisfying.

reservations.

The ISLAND

HOUSE

staff is always eager to
extend themselves,
making your stay a most
pleasant and memorable
one. Your pleasure and
enjoyment are our goal;
we are ready to please.

We

are available to

arrange your bicycle

rentals, boating

instruct

you

fine art of

We
in

and

even

the

observing

sunset. Airport pick-up for

our guests can usually
be arranged.

Experience exotic
fruit delights, fine

wines and champagnes
in our tropical garden
cafe and poolside bar.

warm

...welcomes you to a
tropical island paradise

You Forgot. ..everything
you need to make your

and

unique

a special feeling

up,

gifts, souvenirs,

shopping a charming and
elegant experience.

Enjoy outdoor cafes;
sit in tropical

get hot

in

gardens;

one of the

swinging discos, or just
lounge by the clear

chic resort wear or

Atlantic, Gulf or a
favorite pool.

a town, a state of mind.

fashionable designer
clothing and artistic

Originally a pirate

jewelry.

now a refuge
winter-weary
and harried people of

stores, boutiques and

in

the

air.

Key West

refuge

is

an island,

-

for the

the world

who come
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to

Many Key West

galleries are located in

beautifully restored

buildings,

making your

Key West

is

just a

over a mile wide
by four miles long; 157
miles south of Miami,
and 90 miles north of
little

Cuba.

1

THE BACK PAGE
Disappointed fan Alan McGinty
speculates on what's behind the

"new" David Bowie
scene on September 3 was by
then a familiar one for me. Thousands of bodies packed together
in the summer heat, waiting for

The

the band, jostling for better positions, getting high.

special, for

it

But

this

one was

held the added excitement

of a superstar. After a brief set by Rough
Trade, it was finally time to realize one
seeing Him in
of my minor fantasies
person.

—

"Ladies and gentlemen," screamed
emcee as the band took their positions, "David... Bowie!" A thunderous
roar rose up from the 60,000 people
packed into Toronto's CNE stadium.
Naturally, the show was flawless. And
seeing Bowie there at last in person made
me look back over my own experiences
with his music and image. I'd loved
Bowie's music when I was in high school
and had been intrigued by the fact that
he seemed to "get away with" being gay.
I must admit that at the time I was
frightened by the prospect of being seen
by my peers as identifying with him too
it was
closely. After all, I wasn't gay
just a phase, right? But as the years
passed, it became abundantly clear that
this was no phase. By the time I was 18,
started being more aggressive about liking everything about Bowie, especially
his "style." I always felt oh-so-liberated
when I'd casually endorse his gayness
and strangeness during my frequent discussions on music and musicians. When
I finally stumbled out of the closet last
the

—

Bowie was still there, staring coyly
from the cover of the Scary Monsters
album.

year,

Imagine
hero's

my shock,

"new"

then, at

spring with the Let's Dance
tour. In the

ing Stone

May

—

my gay

image, which emerged

made his celebrated
last

album and

1983 issue of Rollthe one with the cryptic
12,

cover that read "David Bowie Straight"
he told us all that "The biggest mistake I ever made was telling that Melody

—

Maker writer that was
I

I

was so young then.

I

bisexual. Christ,

was experimentprompted the

ing...." This revelation

smug

interviewer to state authorita-

tively:

"So

he's not gay, whatever he

may have blurted

out in 1972.

Nor was

he ever a transvestite, thank you."
It would be sheer speculation to try to
determine why David Bowie would

choose to reject his earlier homosexuality and sexual ambiguity. What makes
this rejection most difficult to understand is that it seems so unnecessary.
Bowie had already made it in a very big
way in spite of
if not because of
his

—

—

gayness.

Whatever Bowie may be saying today,
it cannot be denied that he was indeed
perched on the cutting edge of the sexual
revolution and the whole wave of questioning sex roles that marked the early
'70s. Through the vehicle of his music,
Bowie flaunted an alternative lifestyle in
the face of the mainstream middle
classes of the

Western world.
While rock musicians had always
tended to bash the establishment and
stretch the limits of parental approval,

Bowie played

this part to the

extreme.

His "role" of Ziggy Stardust was the
pinnacle: Ziggy, the ultimate rock star,
obviously gay. It was in the midst of the
Ziggy years that Bowie, at the age of 25,

"bisexuality an-

nouncement," and it was after that that
he and his band adopted dyed hair,
make-up and odd clothing as a trademark. It was also then that Bowie was
including the "electric blowjob" in his
act. This little routine saw David fall to
his knees in front of his lead guitarist,
grasp his ass and simulate cocksucking
for the enjoyment of his audience.
Although Bowie claims that he never
went on stage in full drag, he did produce a couple of album covers in drag,
or showing facial shots of him in very
heavy and feminine make-up. And he
was in full drag again in at least one
video
"Boys Keep Swinging." This

—

song's lyrics weren't gay, but feminist,
noting that men have a distinct advan-

knew what David Bowie was all about.
There can be no question that for thousands of sexually confused kids like me,
trapped in middle-class suburban high
schools, Bowie provided a welcome
relief from the steady diet of macho
hard rock that defined (and still defines)
cool for the high-school set. Not only
was Bowie a rock-and-roll rebel, he was
a sexual rebel. Given his widespread appeal, he was no doubt the first exposure
many teenagers had to an alternative

and sexuality.
With all this in mind, we are left to
wonder why the "new" David Bowie
felt he had to deny his homosexuality (or
bisexuality, anyway) to Rolling Stone.
If one looks closely at the Let 's Dance
album and "Serious Moonlight" tour,
lifestyle

women in our society. Bowie
performed most of the song in a suit and

there seems to be a well-thought-out,

tie with a macho air, but in full drag in
each of the three choruses, where he
takes off his wig and smears his makeup. This was apparently too much for
the British public, who saw the video
aired on the BBC's "Top of the Pops."
Sales of both the single and Lodger, the
album it was from, plummetted after the
showing, and Lodger went on to become

Bowie's "heterosexuality announcement." He made it just before the North

tage over

known

as a flop.

With the 1980 album, Scary Monsters
(and Super Creeps), Bowie retreated to
simple "weirdness," shying away from
any analysis of sex roles or sexuality.
The album produced two hit singles
worldwide and was a great success.
But the earlier theatrics, combined
with Bowie's powerful and stylish brand
of rock, saw to it that every aware teenager and rock fan in North America

horribly cynical, rationale at

work

if

in

American portion of the tour commenced, and probably did it to put the
heterosexual masses at ease so that the
maximum number of tickets could be
sold. Bowie himself admitted that the
tour was designed to

make money, and

of it as possible. And there's
plenty of evidence in the album that
Bowie has straightened himself out, the
most notable of which would have to be
the song "China Girl," with its clearly
heterosexual lyrics. The video for this
song removes all traces of doubt it includes a scene with a naked David Bowie
(a first, apparently) fucking his "China
Girl" on (he beach.
as

much

:

Yet, in his film roles,

Who hell to Earth
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in

from The

Man

1976 to the current

1983

Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence, Bowie
seems not to have sold out to get mainstream approval. That is to say, he
hasn't chosen typically straight Hollywood leading-man roles, but ones that
are filled with sexual ambiguity.

So:

we are

left

completely perplexed.

David Bowie eschews his bisexuality for
the rock audience, which had already
shown in previous years that it was OK by
them, and then he fails to take a clearly
heterosexual stand in his motion pictures, which would seem the logical
place to want to remove all doubt. The
vast majority of movie roles, and the
novels from which future movies
might be
especially "popular" ones
drawn, require heterosexual characters.
Especially perplexing if one assumes that
Mr Bowie wants a long and prosperous
film career, which is a reasonable

—

—

assumption.

As I mentioned before, one can only
speculate as to exactly why David Bowie
is doing what he's doing, since he seems
far

from ready

(or willing) to

tell

us. It's

another change
in his chameleon-like public persona.
Could he merely be trading on ambiguity once again? Is he simply trying a new
(wist in his old game of keeping the
public guessing?
Only David knows for sure. But let's
hope that's it. For us Bowie queens, it's
jus! too depressing to think anything
possible that this

is

just

else.D
Alan MiCiinn

.
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FOR AS LITTLE AS
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Holiday season is almost here.
Before you know it, you'll be
scrambling for that just-right gift
and knocking yourself out to get
it bought, wrapped and sent irr
time.

Save yourself some grief.
what you've been

Why

ot give

7&°joying yourself: The Body

address

Politic.

We can make
And

the

Mycity&code

it

more you

easy for you.
give, the more

Please enter gift subscriptions for these friends

you save.
If

your friend had to pick up

TBP on the newsstand
would
her a

all

year,

it

Send him or
subscription, and you'll

cost $17.50.

gift

I This year I want
I to give them TBP.
name
I My
My
I
I Name
I &
Name
I

pay our regular subscription

Address

code

City

.

here's the

City & code

good

news—

send a gift subscription to
second friend at the same time,
and that one will cost you only
$11 .95 more: a further $2.00
savingjnclude a third
friend— and add just $10.95. Buy
a fourth gift and a whole year of
good reading goes for just $9.95!
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__
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I'm giving

subscription price!!

And

(if
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^

,
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price of just $13.95.

But— and

—

you 'til after January 1.
you have to do is fill out the
order form below or use the
.andy card between pages 40
and 41 of this issue. We'll make
sure your friends get a gift card in
bill

time for the holidays.
Time is ticking away. So send
us your holiday list today.

one subscription for'
two subscriptions for($13.9Sx2less$2.00)'

$13.95.
$25. 90.
$38. 85.
$51.80.

three subsc riptions for($13.95x3less$3.00)'
foursubscriptionsfor($13.95x4less$400)'
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All

____

bill me after January 1st.
My payment to TBP Subscriptions is enclosed.
Please charge it to my
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Mastercharge account.
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.
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I
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